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9Preface
We can say without exaggeration that governance with its
different specifications is a term of the day. It is a new term,
which does not have a long history. Even the history of this
book is longer than the record of the term.
In this preface I will give a short history of the birth of the
concept of governance and good governance through my per-
sonal career as a researcher and a civil servant both in Finnish
central administration and the World Bank. Governance is a term
which is used in national administrations and scientific dis-
courses in Finland as well as in most European administrations
in the nineties in a way that makes the discourse from the eight-
ies sound outdated and belonging to the past. In that respect my
personal story is presented as an example of encounters with
new discourses and the difficulties in institutionalising these
and giving them concrete, effective form in daily practices.
For me the term governance is connected to the very long
history of governing, rule, authority structures, and domina-
tion. In my basic university studies in the University of Tampere
in the early seventies I learned a lot about modern public ad-
ministration, but not about the historical roots of Finnish pub-
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lic administration. As a civil servant I was first content with what
I had learned, because I managed reasonable well with that
knowledge. Terminology and theories from the University had a
good resemblance to what I saw in my daily businesses and prac-
tices. Professor Kauko Sipponen, my teacher, was familiar with
modern theories and administrative practices. In my daily work
I found that public administration was keenly connected to tra-
ditions, but my knowledge of these connections was not
enough. I had to study history. My dissertation was the first in-
termediate stage in process, where I gained better understanding
of the roots of modern administration. The dissertation con-
cerned modern themes in historical connection (decision-mak-
ing in Finnish Government during the Second World War and
immediately after the war). In addition I wrote a book on the his-
tory of the Finnish public administration. My teachers were
professors Ilkka Heiskanen and Heikki Ylikangas. When the
Government of Finland set a committee to study the history of
central administration, I was engaged with it ten years from 1985
to1995. During this time I had to abandon all modern themes
of administrative modernization in Finnish central administra-
tion. I studied history of law and history of administration in
the university of Frankfurt am Main with the direction of pro-
fessor Michael Stolleis by means of a Humboldt Award. With
his advice I was completely absorbed with the long duréé of Eu-
ropean authority structures and domination practices (history
of Herrschaft). Administrative modernization was set up in pro-
portions of slow change and long duréé. Administration fol-
lowed one of the slowest change patterns.
When I, after ten years of historical reflection, returned
back to present and to modern administration I was surprised of
the nominal changes in Finnish public administration. Admin-
istration had adapted a quite new vocabulary. Word public ad-
ministration was difficult to find. It had disappeared and public
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management has stepped in. Decision-making was transformed
into management and leadership. Instead of bureaus and offices
ministries had flexible units, the budgetary system was trans-
formed to financial management etc. I was even afraid to return
back to the corridors of my old Ministry of Finance. The corri-
dors were the same. I wondered how could I manage there after
so long a stay in themes and institutions of long duréé. Natu-
rally I had already earlier found out from newspapers that glo-
balization has deep effects in Finland. It was a surprise that they
would enter even into public administration, which should rep-
resent continuity. First I decided to learn the new vocabulary
and new theories. It did not take a long time to adapt this new
way of speaking. New practices had not even been adapted in
full. However, soon I noticed that public management was not
the newest discourse any more. OECD had started to introduce
quite new terms and ideas. In the mid nineties in the conference
of the European Group of Public Administration (EGPA) and
International Institute of Administrative Sciences (IIAS) I learned
a new term, governance. If you wanted to be modern and follow
your time you had to use this vocabulary. Governance was the
third layer of discourse of authority structures in the public sec-
tor. The first was public administration, the second public man-
agement and the third governance.
Discourse of governance raised my interests as a researcher.
It was more promising than the vocabulary of public manage-
ment. Management was adapted from the private sector and did
not represent principal change but qualitative improvement and
new technologies. Governance was a broad term which did not
concern only internal questions of public sector, but referred to
quite new authority structures and systems of rule – at least in
theory. For me the discourse of governance promised to break
many of the traditional up-down authority chains in public ad-
ministration and in the relations between the state and society.
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In the late sixties themes like this were discussed in different
anti-authoritarian and libertarian discourses. To turn the au-
thority structures upside down so that the power and influence
will be raising from grass root level from citizens in society and
from business actors in markets was tremendous change even in
my long term perspective, with which I had been acquainted. I
could not believe what was happening: can I experience a really
big change in my lifetime? I felt that new governance can be a
ground-breaking move from authoritarian governing towards a
genuine liberal system of rule. Governance was not the only new
discourse. I have already referred to globalization.  In late nine-
ties the discourse of New Economy tried to bring about a revo-
lution in economy and the markets. The proponents of New
Economy were even trying to abandon the traditional laws of
economy, which they began to call Old Economy. This fervour
did not last long. However, the term governance did not disap-
pear. It transformed into more modest and practical forms.
In the late 1990s I participated in the Ministry of Finance
in several practical public management reform projects, which
used this new discourse. Along these projects I tried to analyse
what is happening in public administration and in the moderni-
zation programs from the framework of long-term governing
trends and authority structures. In 2001 I presented my first
ideas in a discussion paper in Finnish.1 In early 2001 I had a
possibility to work for two years in the World Bank in Washing-
ton DC with European and Central Asian (ECA) countries, es-
pecially in public sector and governance reforms. From there I
received quite a new layer into to my understanding of govern-
ance. The Bank had developed a package of tools and reform
ideas, with helped the staff of the Bank in reforming the public
sector in developing countries. After September 11th I learned
1    Tiihonen 2001
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that terrorists and corrupted leaders utilized failed public insti-
tutions, bad governing systems and weaknesses of new govern-
ance structures, which were based on trust and self-regulation of
economy and society. It was clear that the problems in develop-
ing countries did not have much in common with the dis-
courses of new governance we had accustomed in developed
Nordic and European countries. The practical problems were as
if from a different planet. Many of these countries can be re-
garded as failed states. They do not have even basic administra-
tive machinery, legal framework for public administration, solid
budgetary systems or civil service legislations. I became a true
believer in classical bureaucracies and their values. Besides, I am
convinced that authority structures develop through certain lad-
ders. Developing countries cannot step directly from patrimo-
nial rule to New Public Management and network-based gover-
nance. Before that they have to build classical institutions of
public administration.
There are a lot of important sources of inspiration in my
journey from governing to modern governance. The Interna-
tional Institute of Administrative Sciences has been one of the
most important in many ways. First, the permanent working
group studying the history of administration has offered me an
intellectual inspiration. Comparative studies of past themes,
which have modern manifestations – in bad and in good – have
helped to understand modern discourses. Two examples can be
mentioned here. The study of Napoleonic models is an example
of spread of modern administrative ideas in Europe.2 They are
still a living tradition in many ways. Another example is a com-
2      Les influences du “Modele” Napoleonien d’administration sur l’organisa-
tion administrative des autres pays. The influences of the Napoleonic ”mo-
del” of administration on the administrative organization of other count
ries 1995.
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parative study of history of corruption in central administration
in developed countries.3 The chairman of the group, professor
Fabio Rugge has been working actively to keep the truly living
spirit amongst us. All members with their personal capacities
have supported him. The annual conferences of the IIAS and
EGPA have offered forums for debate on modern themes of ad-
ministrative reforms. Different national and theoretical back-
grounds give opposing views and interpretations for practioners
and participants of academia all over the world. Director general
Michael Dugget has shown in an excellent way how modern
down-up governance ideas can be used in an international or-
ganization, which will gain more responsibilities in combining
future challenges of global governance and cultural diversity of
mankind. IIAS understands the importance of classical public
administration, new public management needs and discourse of
good governance. The World Bank has offered for me in a simi-
lar way intellectual challenges as a researcher of governance. My
unit in ECA and the thematic Public Sector Group were net-
works, which inspired the staff of the Bank in their work in re-
forming public administration in developing countries. Espe-
cially I remember warmly Amit Mukherjee. He is a devoted in-
ternational civil servant, who is working for the poor. The li-
brary of the World Bank and the IMF is an excellent infrastruc-
ture, which I had the privilege to use.
From my employer, the Ministry of Finance, I have learned
what is real administration, public management and modern
governance in practice. Participation in modernization reforms
and preparation of the governance strategies for the government
have taught how long-term administrative institutions do chan-
ge and what are the pain points of administrative moderniza-
3     The History of Corruption in Central government = L’histoire de la cor-
ruption au niveau du pouvoir central
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tion. My colleagues have learned rules of the game and silent
practices, which are not written in regulations of the Ministry,
but which everybody learns in his work and which nowadays is
known to be tacit knowledge. Analysis of this and of the princi-
ples, which govern changes of tacit knowledge, opens the door
to a deeper understanding of the laws governing administrative
change processes. As a student of administrative modernisation
I am in debt to the Ministry of Finance for these practical expe-
riences in old fashion governing and in new governance. My
senior colleagues are living data banks in this respect. I thank all
of them for this valuable understanding of the importance of
the tacit knowledge in organization development. My visit –
even a short one – in the World Bank has taught that only a part
of this knowledge is transferable to other cultures. Because ad-
ministrative cultures are country specific, students of compara-
tive administrative research have to know more about these
questions. Knowledge of this silent world under the surface is
needed in future studies of good governance.
My university colleagues and friends have been a valuable
discussion network, which has offered and transmitted new
ideas from academia. My long term thanks go to professors
emeritus Kauko Sipponen, Ilkka Heiskanen and  Heikki Ylikan-
gas. They have emphasized for me the importance of historical
traditions, but at the same time with their own experiment re-
vealed that history does not mean uncritical attitude and does
not prevent radicalism in professional field. My ten years in the
commission of the central administration of Finland with my
young colleagues offered intellectual inspiration for history,
politics and life. Professor Markku Temmes, who has a long-
term experience with administration is among the first to give
me fresh ideas for this study. I am grateful to professor Pertti
Ahonen´s research program Public Management in the Govern-
ance of European Welfare States for the financial support and
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framework for the study. Pertti´s intellectual agility has forced
me to try to keep up and learn new things all the time. Professor
Jari Stenvall and docent Jyrki Iivonen have read manuscript and
have presented valuable comments, which I have tried to follow
with my best capacity. Mr. Marko Oja has corrected English in
the manuscript. University Press of Tampere, my alma mater,
has accepted the study in their publication program. Ms. Anne
Lehto has been my partner there. My warm thanks for all of
them for their valuable help, constructive support and kind un-
derstanding.
In Helsinki
On Finland´s Independence Day, December 6th, 2003
Seppo Tiihonen
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1. Different dimensions of governance
1.1. Birth of discussion of political governance
Governance is a term of the day. It is widely used in practical
and theoretical discourse. Because it is not a completely new
word, everybody understands it, although the understanding of
the word varies from one person to another. I do not believe that
it is possible to find both an exact and general definition for a
word, which is used in several different connections and dis-
courses. Furthermore, because the term can be used in different
ways and connections, I do not even try to cover it comprehen-
sively, but will concentrate on its use in the political and admi-
nistrative fields and use it as a term which describes the main
ideas of the present fundamental tendencies of change in natio-
nal and global governing. The wide use of the word is a clear
indication of the need for a change from top-down governing
towards more participatory and down-up governance.
Governing and governance can be used as terms with gen-
eral meanings referring to governing and governance of differ-
ent phenomena – for example of nerves – but in this study the
terms are used in political and administrative contexts. Govern-
ance is a term, which refers to the political field and political
activity as the major task of every national government. This
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way of defining the specific significance for the term limits the
study to the national governing system. It is used here as a syno-
nym for governing, but I will develop it as a term expressing a
step towards a new governing regime.
Before I go into more detail concerning the term govern-
ance, it can be considered the art and practice of running a
country. Governing and governance are processes of manage-
ment and rule.
Even though I am not specifically studying economic ac-
tivities, definitions of the economic management of a country’s
resources offer a good starting point for understanding the proc-
esses of governance. Recent discussion of governance in the
World Bank has produced good general characterizations of
governance. In 1989 the World Bank presented an excellent
definition of governance: “the exercise of political power to
manage a nation’s affairs”1. The fundamental discussions con-
nected with this definition in the Bank have uncovered ele-
ments from which we can develop the following definition2:
good governance is a process, where rules and well-functioning
institutions are applied to manage nation’s affairs in a manner
that safeguards democracy, human rights, good order and hu-
man security, and economy and efficiency are followed in man-
agement of country’s resources. This definition is suitable for
the traditional term governing as well.
1       World Bank: Sub-African Africa – From Crisis to Sustainable Growth
1989, 60.
2     Legal counsel of the World Bank Ibrahim F. I. Shihata has made an
excellent memorandum ”Governance” for the Executive directors of
the Bank in 1990, when the Bank was discussing of what is contents of
the Bank’s mandate. His memorandum specifies the contents of eco-
nomic management. We owe to Shihata’s characterizations and argu-
ments of governance, though our definition does not concern only
economic questions. Shihata 1991.
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In this chapter I will present a general and introductory de-
scription of the birth of the concept and highlight broad out-
lines of this study and its purpose. I will present a general frame-
work for the use of the term in political steering of a state and its
dimensions, i.e. public administration, markets and society.
Questions of governance will be discussed on the same principal
level which is applied in the whole study, by emphasizing that
this is not a historical study of traditional governing and politics
proper but a study which tries to explore future trends and prin-
ciples of governance.
Governing a country is a manifold task that covers several
dimensions and hierarchical levels. I will analyze it in a sector-
specific way. State, markets and society are the most important
dimensions. I regard governing and governance as processes of
order, which aim at bringing coordination and stability in the
world, which is composed of actors of different sizes and diverse
resources.3 This causes inequality and is the major reason for
hierarchies, which is from the perspective of governance the
main structural characteristic of the world. The hierarchical
structuring4 of the world is reflected in such conceptions as gov-
ernors and governed and ruler and the ruled. Hierarchy is a
principle, which has structured our thinking and world for cen-
turies. It will lead us to a multi-level analysis of governance and
focus on interaction between different levels.
I regard governing as a high-level pattern and arrangement
of interaction of national socio-political actors, institutions,
processes and structures, which produce success and well being
for all actors and their constituencies. Governing is basically a
process which aims at order. The basic element in this interac-
3        See different interpretations of order Wrong 1994, Wolfe 1989, Cooper
1998 and Kurzer 2001,
4     Importance of the principle of hierarchy is well presented by Simon
1997.  See also Fukuyama 1999, 212-230.
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tion is a politically determined framework for the coordination
of activities to produce best possible conditions for economic
development, good life for citizens and national success. This
process contains two phases. First, interaction rules and institu-
tions are defined in a political process. Rules are either official or
unofficial and institutions formal or informal. Both of them
define the roles for actors. Second, rules and institutions are
implemented into action. In a wide sense, governing of an ad-
vanced industrial country is composed of all political and non-
political practices that steer, control and co-ordinate social life
and markets. A governance system of a country is not a single
entity, but rather a set of hierarchical systems. Markets, state, fa-
mily, networks, and associations are examples of different levels
of governance systems.
Governing/governance models belong to the long lasting
institutions of every state. Historical traditions are reflected in
all national political and economic governing systems5, though
most countries have built their systems from the same theoreti-
cal and ideological frameworks, i.e. political and economic lib-
eralism. Formation of new governing structures and political re-
gimes always takes a long time.6 This does not concern only for-
mal governance institutions, for example the constitutional
framework of governance, but also informal ones. James N.
Rosenau says, ”Governance does not just suddenly happen. Cir-
cumstances have to be suitable, people have to be amenable to
collective decisions being made, tendencies toward organization
have to develop, habit of cooperation have to evolve, and readi-
ness not to impede the process of emergence and evaluation has
to persist.”7
5       See  Jepperson  2000.
6     See for example  The Rise and Decline of the Nation State 1990, van
Creveld 1999 and Bendix 1978.
7     Rosenau 1995, 15.
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When political scientists and students of public administra-
tion speak about governance instead of governing8 – activities of
social, political and administrative actors, i.e. formal institu-
tions of the state that are purposeful efforts to guide, steer, con-
trol or manage societies with authority or art of practice at run-
ning a country9 – they refer specifically to a conscious and a
long-standing change tendency that is going on in many devel-
oped countries.10 In the 1990s quite many students of govern-
ing and other commentators presented visions of transforma-
tion of national up down governing and hierarchical command-
ing into a more self-organizing interorganizational network of
governance arrangement of private and public actors - including
government11. At the end of this new governance government
does not occupy similar dictating and commanding position as
in traditional authoritarian governing but represents a consen-
sual will-formation. When governing refers to constituted poli-
cies of state actors backed by formal authority to use monopo-
lized coercive powers, governance suggests more to activities
backed by shared goals that may or may not derive from legal
and formal authority.12 However, this change of vocabulary and
emphasis of new methods of governing does not diminish the
coercive powers of the state in any way. Finally, the purpose of
governance is similar to the purpose of governing, i.e. to create
optimal conditions for collective action and ordered rule.13
8      Pierre and Peters 2000, 79-83 and Finer 1970, 3-4.
9      Kooiman 1993, 2.
10   Peters and Pierre 1992, 224, say that this change is largely European
and has concentrated primarily in the United Kingdom and the Neth-
erlands.
11   See Osborne and Gaebler 1992.
12   See discussion of the difference between governance and governing
Bøås 1998, 120.
13   See Scott 2001 140-142.
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Until the 1990s the discussion of governing of economic
and political systems concentrated on competition between ca-
pitalist and socialist economic systems and liberal political de-
mocracy and communist political systems. They were the domi-
nant governing systems.14 After the collapse of the Soviet com-
munist system comparisons have concerned differences between
the Japanese, the European and the US models of governance.15
Present search for national success – or for national wealth, if we
use Adam Smith’s expression – from down-up governance is a
blueprint for a new regime type, which takes as self-evident
present liberal democracy and its development.16
New governance principles have been developed, because
many of the former, old up-down governing practices have lost
their lure and capability to meet future challenges. Economic
and political competition between states has produced new and
better governing methods.17
The authority structures, legitimation bases and governing
mechanisms of states were based until the late nineteenth cen-
tury more on tradition than continuously tested effectiveness of
governing.18 Tradition has not been sufficient legitimation for
modern liberal democracies. Adaptation of general suffrage was
the first step towards governing where outputs became the bases
of legitimacy for the whole system. Ever-growing competition
14    Huntington  1968.
15      Kennedy 1993, Fukuyama 1995.
16    In the early 1990s Fukuyama presented, that liberal political system
had won the competition between different political systems, Fukuy-
ma 1992.
17   See analysis of the reasons for the birth of the present discussion of
governance, Pierre and Peters 2000, 50-69.
18   In Max Weber’s terminology a step from patrimonial rule to rational
rule. See Weber 1947.
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of nations has challenged in many ways the legitimacy and capa-
bility of traditional governing to safeguard the economic success
and well being of its citizens.19 Merely satisfactory results are not
sufficient in the present global world, because investments,
capital and skilled labor force can move to countries where they
can maximize their outcomes and profits. If the flight of physi-
cal and social capital becomes a permanent phenomenon, the
country will become downgraded. Because of this, reform of
governing is a necessity. Abandonment of the old governing
model concerns not just economy but also the governing of
economy and society.
One of the main challenges for present national governing
systems is the growing interdependence of national and interna-
tional levels. Present changes in national governing are part of a
continuous and increasing interdependence and interaction of
international, national and local actors. Closed national govern-
ing systems are transforming into multi-level interaction be-
tween global, national, sub-national and local actors. Interna-
tional governance changes have been fundamental after the
Cold War. Present steps from national governing towards inter-
active and multi-level governance of states and non-state actors
will in the long run change the division of labor between the
state, markets and society both on the national and interna-
tional level. This change will destroy present models of interac-
tion, bring forth new institutions and demand new institutional
capacities from the state.20
19   Porter 1990 and Kotler, Jatusripitak, Maesincee 1997 and Akbur, Muel-
ler 1997, 59-81.
20   See a general short summary of the change Rosenau 1995.
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1.2. Different sources for discussion of governance
In this study discourse of governance refers to principles of or-
der and a process of interaction and coordination of different
actors and systems, i.e. markets, state, society and international
level. It is a search for the most effective ways of reaching na-
tional success and wealth, and a search for principles of govern-
ance, rules of the game and ways to arrange cooperation
amongst people in political, economic and social realms and to
safeguard the efficient functioning of the state, markets and so-
ciety.
I can present some examples of characterizations of the
term governance from different fields. These examples are taken
from politics and public administration, business management
(corporate governance), international politics (global govern-
ance), development policies (good governance) and society.
In politics and public administration the need for continu-
ous reform has been noticed from the late 1980s in all OECD
countries. The UK is one of the forerunners in this field. They
created the vocabulary for public sector reforms – a turn from
public administration to public management – already in the
early 1980s21. R.A.W. Rhodes is one of the first researchers who
have analyzed this development in the UK from the perspective
of governance. He has adopted a network conception of govern-
ance.22
In chapter 2 I will continue the discussion of governance in
public administration. In the Netherlands, which has a long,
21    See Hood 1991.
22    Rhodes has been a director in a comprehensive empirical study project
of the effects of the public management reforms on governance prac-
tices in the UK. Rhodes, 2001, 15 and 46-47, 57 (definition of the
term). General presentation and analysis of the Whitehall project see
Transforming British Government, Vol. I 2000 and Vol. II 2000.
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rich and manifold organization history, researchers (Walter
Kickert and Jan Kooiman) have developed already from the
early 1990s governance as an alternative conception to public
management, which is based on an Anglo-tradition. Also the
questions of Dutch discourse concern developed democracy.
James March and Johan Olsen have in their book Demo-
cratic Governance developed a framework for democratic gov-
ernance from a new-institutionalist perspective of political sci-
ence. They believe that the enhancement of democracy im-
proves political governance. The task demands developing 1)
democratic identities; 2) capabilities for appropriate political
action among citizens, groups and institutions; 3) accounts of
political events, because they define the options available and
the possibilities for action, and 4) an adaptive political system,
which copes with changing demands and environment. They
believe that it is both possible and necessary to improve the or-
ganization of society and thereby the ability of citizens to
achieve their purposes and better their lot.23
Goran Hyden, a political scientist and a leading Africanist,
has developed discourse of governance on the level of theoretical
generality. In his conception governance concerns mostly the
rules of the game of political rule. He regards governance as a
conscious management of regime structures with a view to en-
hancing the legitimacy of the public realm.24 Hyden emphasizes
political legitimacy of governance contrary to economists, who
give emphasis to economic factors and efficiency. Bratton and
Rothchild, who have analyzed Hyden’s conceptions, have sum-
marized his conception of governance into the following five
interpretations: 1) governance is a conceptual approach that
frames a comparative analysis of macro-politics, 2) governance
23     March and Olsen 1995, 45-47 and 241-252.
24     Hyden 1992, 6-7.
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concerns big questions of a “constitutional” nature that establish
the rules of political conduct, 3) governance involves creative
intervention of political actors to change structures, 4) govern-
ance emphasizes interaction between state and social actors, and
among social actors themselves, and 5) governance refers to a
particular type of relationships among political actors; that is,
those which are socially sanctioned rather than arbitrary.25
The term governance appeared in business discourse in the
form of corporate governance already in the 1980s. Internatio-
nal competition between nations and companies has forced
states and the business community to look for reasons for suc-
cess or lack of success from different sources. Because corporate
governance models are determined culturally and regulated by
law, their changes demand thorough public discussion and
strong arguments. In the late 1980s corporate governance beca-
me a popular theme in academia, especially in institutional eco-
nomics.26  In the 1990s academic and practice oriented discus-
sion concerned more and more on the advantages of different
corporate governance models (especially the stakeholder and
shareholder model). The significance of the discussion of corpo-
rate governance for the general discourse of governance has been
vital, because it has shown that governance matters. Different
models bring different results.
My third example for the use of the term comes from
international politics and international relations. Students of
international politics have been active discussants of governance
from the late 1980s. James Rosenau and Ernst-Otto Czempiel
together with other prominent scholars elaborated the concept
already in 1992.27 Their definition was the first in-depth analy-
sis of modern global governance. For Rosenau governance is a
25        Bratton and Rothchild 1992, 267.
26     See for example Williamson 1986, Williamson 1994 a.
27       Governance without Government  1992.
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more encompassing phenomenon than government. It covers
non-governmental institutions and informal, non-governmen-
tal mechanisms and how they move ahead, satisfy their needs,
and fulfill their wants. “It is possible to conceive of governance
without government.…Governance is order plus intentional-
ity.”28 In 1995 he emphasized that governance is a process whe-
reby an organization or society steers itself. It includes many
channels through which ”commands” flow in the form of goals
framed, directives issued and policies pursued. It is a process
where communication is central.29 I am not going to go deeply
into the problems of global governance. However, changes on
the global level should be taken into account and be seen as a
demand for more effective national governance and a new mo-
del of governance. New trends and definitions of global govern-
ance support my analysis of a new governance regime.
For Rosenau global governance is a sum of myriad – literary
millions of – control mechanisms driven by different histories,
goals, structures, and processes. Any effort to trace a hierarchical
structure of authority that loosely links disparate sources of gov-
ernance to each other is bound to fail. Governance is for him –
as for Rhodes – more a bottom-up than a top-down hierarchical
commanding process.30 Later Rosenau has specified the defini-
tion and has emphasized more its nature as steering mechanism
and a rule system, through which authority is exercised in order
to enable systems to preserve their coherence and move towards
desired goals. For him the exercise of authority and the sphere of
authority in governance is based on traditional norms and hab-
its, informal agreements, shared premises, and a host of other
practices that lead to comply with their directives. The compli-
ance to authority and exercise of authority in governing is gener-
28     Rosenau 1992, 4-5.
29     Rosenau 1995, 14.
30     Rosenau 1995, 14-18.
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ated through formal prerogatives such as sovereignty and consti-
tutional legitimacy.31
The Commission of Global Governance, established in
1992, was one of the first to analyze the rapid change towards a
new kind of global governance after the Cold War. For the
Commission governance is ”the sum of the many ways indi-
viduals and institutions, public and private, manage their com-
mon affairs. It is a continuing process through which conflicting
or diverse interests may be accommodated and co-operative ac-
tion may be taken. … (The process) includes formal institutions
and regimes empowered to enforce compliance, as well as infor-
mal arrangements that people have agreed to or perceived to be
in their interests … Effective global decision-making thus needs
to build upon and influence decisions taken locally, nationally,
and regionally, and to draw on the skills and resources of a diver-
sity of people and institutions at many levels … In some cases,
governance will rely primarily on the markets and market in-
struments”32 In the definition by the Commission of the Global
Governance the actors of governance are not only states and
public authorities, but spread also outside the government. The
actors of society, individuals, public and private institutions,
markets and market actors should participate actively in modern
governance. The Commission regards governance as a multi-
level phenomenon, a process of networking and an increase of
self-governing. The Commission’s concept of global governance
is based on a liberal institutional perspective, and emphasizes
the need for new forms of democracy in global governance.
International development and finance organizations (the
World Bank, the IMF, the OECD, and the UNDP) have been
key actors and discussants of governance, because since the late
31   Rosenau 2002, 72.
32   Commission of Global Governance: Our Global Neighborhood 1995,
2, 4-5.
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1940s they have been the major actors in the development poli-
cies of poor countries.33 They have a many-faced role both in
developing terminology and creating governance practices not
only on international level but also on national level.
In 1989 the Bank started the discussion of wide develop-
ment policies and took the first steps towards broad institu-
tional analysis of governance.34 A new interpretation of econo-
mic factors of development was based on the notion that macr-
oeconomic policies cannot ensure rapid development.35 The
structural adjustment policies, which the Bank had started al-
ready in the early 1980s, had not produced the expected re-
sults.36 Researchers who have studied the birth of governance
discourse in the Bank, emphasized that development in eco-
nomic theory from pure neo-classical economics to New Insti-
tutional Economics was one of the most significant  backgrounds
for this reorientation. It was not only nor a sufficient factor
however. The collapse of communism and fall of socialist eco-
33   A general presentation of the discussion of governance in international
development organizations Weiss  2000, 795-814.
34   Before the World Bank published coherent definitions and strategy pa
pers, the Bank’s staff published discussion and research papers, which
prepared new strategies and tried to find out new discourses. Impor-
tant contribution towards later conceptualization of governance is
Arturo Israel’s working paper The Changing Role of the State (Israel
1990). He does not use the term governance, but includes all major
elements of modern governance in his analysis.
35      The widening of perspective can be seen from the bank’s World Devel
opment Reports. Good examples of widening perspectives are reports
from 1987 and 1991. (World Bank: World Development Report 1987
and World Bank: World Development Report 1991. An evaluation of the
turn of the Bank from macroeconomic emphasis into broader govern-
ance see Williams 1996, 162-165 and Leftwich 2000, 105-126.
36    See evaluation of the results of adjustment policies Jayarajah and Bran-
son 1995.
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nomies encouraged the Bank to stress the importance of institu-
tions and press the reforms.37
In the discussion of governance we have referred to the field
of politics and public administration (March and Olsen, Rho-
des and Kooiman), in business organizations and markets (cor-
porate governance), in international relations (global govern-
ance), and in development policies (international financial in-
stitutions). The term refers to governance of state, markets and
international relations. Then how about society? Society is the
third pillar of order in addition to the state and the market. For
two centuries society has been used to mean the group that is
located within the boundaries of a sovereign state.38 Is society
under somebody’s governance? Are there any new governance
models in society? What are the roles of society and state in
bringing and preserving order in society? It is true that the term
governance is not used in the discourse concerning society and
there is not a specific discourse of governance of society. This
does not mean, that similar pressures for new bases of order can-
not be seen in society.39
Especially in European countries the discussion of an indi-
vidual citizen’s growing responsibility of their own life has in-
creased, because present tasks of the so-called welfare state are
unbearable in the long run. Modernization has increased indi-
vidualization and reflexivity and the abilities of citizens to make
educated choices about their own lives. They are forced to make
choices, because the state is not making them to the same ex-
tent, as we are accustomed. All these changes have created a new
field of life politics which is concerned with precisely how peo-
ple govern themselves and make decisions that affect their own
37   Williams 1998, 6-8.
38   See discussion of society Wallerstein 1999, 104-111and see especially
105.
39   See for example Etzioni 1996 and Etzioni 2001.
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lives, and with decisions that fundamentally affect these deci-
sions.40 Communitarian discourse in the USA has similar featu-
res, because it is putting strong stress on social organizations,
individual and social responsibilities in contrast to the official
and formal responsibilities of the public institutions. Decrease
of trust on government and state has undermined the state’s ca-
pacity and legitimacy to bring order and stability into society.
1.3. What is new in governance discourse?
So far I have treated governance only from a few perspectives.
My introduction to the term governance has shown that it is a
term that is used both in national and global contexts. At times
there is no clear difference between governing and governance,
and in practical terms governance is used mostly in discourse of
public sector reforms. However, one thing is clear: governance is
connected in all our definitions and discourses with the state
and into the government’s relations towards markets and soci-
ety. State and public administration are regarded as the basic
actors and arenas of governance. This is true even in the dis-
courses which emphasize the weakening of traditional up-down
governing and its transformation towards self-organizing inter-
organizational networks. Not even Rhodes’ definition is aban-
doning the government, though the definition is based on the
idea that the government is not governing alone. Bob Jessop has
called this change a tendency towards heterarchy, which empha-
sizes self-organization, multilateral negotiations, partnerships
and networks.41 However, his empirical definition is based on
the growing autonomy of economy and society from the state.
40    See of discussion of life policies Giddens 1991.
41    See Jessop 1998, 29-45.
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42     Dunshire 1993, 21-33 and Dunshire 1996, 299-334.
Governing or governance   Governing or governance of       Governing or governance
of the state and public           the markets                             of  the society
administration
For me the discourse of global governance does not accept the
proposition of the withering of national state.
In most of the discourses of governance comprehensive in-
teraction of different actors is emphasized. Governance cannot
be a separate entity of the markets and society and of their major
players. The dimensions of governance are illustrated in picture
1, connecting political governance with the governance of mar-
kets, state and society.
Table 1. Framework of political governance
  Political governing/governance
Some definitions emphasize abandonment of authoritarian gov-
erning and refer to some kind of a regime change, a step from
up-down governing discourse towards public-private partner-
ship and towards blending of private and public resources and
trust in social self-steering of social and economic organizations
through feedback and voluntary self-correction. Its elements are
transparency, accountability, trust, and networking. In its ideal
model external authoritative government steering would be
abandoned, regulation of the markets and society would be col-
laborative in nature and state intervention in the management
of the nation’s affairs would be based on joint action of the mar-
kets and society.  This new discourse is a conscious step towards
a balanced equilibrium of state, market and society and growing
self-governance of economic and social organizations.42
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Interactive and network based discourse of governance
challenges some of the present forms of state centered govern-
ing, but not the supremacy of the political sphere in the leader-
ship of governance, and does not abolish the responsibility of
the state in establishing optimal conditions for economic devel-
opment and well-being for the citizens. The government will
preserve its unipolar position as a central authority of orches-
trating the governance process. New political governance model
will create conditions for increased autonomy of the markets
and society compared to present governing. It will become a
multipolar system of different powers, where several and hostile
actors or powers work together to reach agreement in their in-
terests. However, the government has the final responsibility to
persuade economic, social and political actors to believe it is in
their self-interest to support constructive notions of how they
should operate.
The terms political governing and political governance refer
to macro level processes and institutions. Here the term political
is a necessary specification. First of all, governing and govern-
ance are too general terms, As they do not limit the study to the
state only. Secondly, I want to emphasize the nature of national
governing and governance as a political process in the manage-
ment of a nation’s affairs. According to Pierre and Peters “even if
the traditional assumptions are relaxed, we should remember
that it is still the state which is the actor.”43 Thirdly, the term
political specifies the basic nature of governing/governance pro-
cess. Finally, it separates political governance from governance
of markets, society and state or public sector, which are its
subcategories.
In my conception political governance is the highest level of
rule in a country or authority structure, because most general
43    Pierre and Peters 2000, 27.
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rules and principles that steer the cooperation of people – in the
markets, in society and even in the families – are set in constitu-
tion and legislation and their enforcement belongs to the state.
Legislation is a political process and enforcement is an adminis-
trative and judicial process.
In spite of the straightforward nature of the definition of
governance, its application is not easy, because there are differ-
ent degrees of fulfillment for the criteria of its characterization.
For me the concept of political governance is both constitu-
tional and behavioral in nature. The definition does not take
into account attitudinal dimension. It is necessary that a strong
majority of public opinion holds the belief that democratic pro-
cedures and institutions are the most appropriate way to govern
collective life in a society. Linz and Stepan set a condition for
consolidated democracy that democracy does require not only
constitutional and attitudinal dimension but also behavioral di-
mension. It means that regime is consolidated when no signifi-
cant national, social, economic political or institutional actors
spend significant resources attempting to achieve their objec-
tives by creating a non-democratic regime or turn to violence or
foreign intervention to secede from the state.44
Government systems of the world have been built on the
national level. Increased dependence of the states on interna-
tional cooperation has turned the attention of the states towards
the regional and global levels. Bilateral trade negotiations have
transformed into multilateral. Economic integration has re-
ceived political components. Incapacity of the nation states to
solve traditional national problems has forced them to take
common actions. The birth of the concept of global public
goods is a good example of this development.45
44    Linz, Stpan 1996, 5-6.
45    Global Public Goods 1999.
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The global level is the fourth dimension of governing/gov-
ernance. It has similar features to national political systems, but
also clear differences. The system of global governance is not a
separate pillar of political governance as are governance of mar-
kets, society and the state, but in its nature horizontal, an all
sectors encompassing element. There is a global element in mar-
ket governance as well as in the governance of the state. Interna-
tional cooperation does not concern only states, but encom-
passes markets and society and voluntary actors also. Thus a glo-
bal dimension can be formed from all three sectors of govern-
ance. Contrary to national governance global governance lacks
such clear and well-defined coordinating and steering mecha-
nisms that could orchestrate the global governance and arrange
the networks.
Because systems of governing belong to the long-lasting hu-
man institutions, present definitions and discussion of new po-
litical governance are only the first steps. The discrepancy be-
tween these two basic models – on the other hand network-
based up-down governance and on the other state-centered au-
thoritarian model – will get a solution in the future. There is no
doubt that both models must be based on the proposition of
democracy, rule of law and respect for human rights. These are
inevitable rights of all human beings in all countries. These
principles should be realized before any steps towards the new
system can be taken. In most countries there is no doubt of their
application.
1.4. The aim and structure of the study
The aim of my study is to foster discourse of good political gov-
ernance, with good governance standing for a process where
rules and well-functioning institutions are applied to manage a
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nation’s affairs in a manner that safeguards democracy, good or-
der and human security, and economy and efficiency is followed
in economic management of country’s resources and human
rights are respected. Political refers to the role of the state in the
governance process.
This study analyzes the arguments of present discourses of
governance and through them clarifies the grounds that explain
the birth of a new regime of governance, which is qualitatively
different from present governing models, if their grounds and
arguments solid enough, and whether the discourse of govern-
ance is only an example of short-lived continuously emerging
new phrases.  The examples have shown that many present dis-
courses are practical in the sense that they concern only certain
fields (business management, global development, development
policies and public sector management). To what extent do pre-
sent discourses of governance form a uniform family of discour-
ses? Is it possible to find a comprehensive framework, of which
different discourses are based on?
My original aim to write this study emerged from my inter-
ests to understand the changes in public sector reforms in the
OECD-countries in late twentieth century. A few years ago I
noticed that there was a change in the vocabulary in administra-
tive sciences from administrative policies and public manage-
ment reforms to governance. I have recently learned the new
terminology of management after traditional administrative vo-
cabulary. Most international development organizations and
scientific journals adopted new terms of governance. As a civil
servant working with public sector reforms in Finland I had to
adapt these new words and terms without more profound dis-
cussion of them. Later on I started to wonder about their origin
and difference from the discourse of public management, which
had been adapted in Finland in the 1990s. What is the differ-
ence between public management and governance? This endea-
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vor directed me to the use of the term in different fields, because
I noticed that the terms were in active use in several connections
outside the public sector. Global governance, good governance
and corporate governance belonged to the same family of new
expressions like public sector governance. When I noticed that
the term was a kind of a fashion term, I widened my original
interest specifically from public sector reforms to a wider study
of the backgrounds for the use of this new terminology. This
study of the term governance turned out to be more challenging
than I imagined originally. It directed me to theoretical and to
practical discourse in different fields, but maintained my origi-
nal interest in public sector reforms.
My acquaintance with the term showed quickly that there is
not a single source for the use of the term, but it is used for
countless reasons, and that academic and practical discourse
adapt fashion terms in quite similar way without profound con-
sideration, and furthermore that the definitions are derived
from different theoretical sources. This discovery did not reduce
my interest in the term and its use in government and public
sector reforms. Even if the causes for the use of the term are
manifold, I noticed that the study of the term was connected in
several ways to the changing role of the state, to the relations
between the state and society and economy and to political gov-
erning.
I attempt to find whether it is necessary and possible to de-
velop a new and comprehensive discourse of governance regime,
which is based on the challenges of the future for the present
regime of governing. If present regime of governing is incapable
if meeting the future challenges, we must concentrate on the
challenges and on its new elements for the governance regime?
What are the major differences between the new and the old
regimes? The themes discussed in this study concern general and
short-term temporal change. A long-term temporal perspective
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would have lead the study to quite different directions. How-
ever, the area of long-term change is reflected unintentionally in
the study questions to some extent, even if I cannot continue
the discussion of these themes in any greater. I hope that I can
later continue the study of the history of governing and author-
ity structures. For that purpose the term governance offers excel-
lent possibilities.
Emphasis of political governing and political themes in the
discourse of governance was derived from different sources. It
was not only from political science, but also from political
economy, international political economy, classical science of
public administration and sociology. Institutional discourses of
these disciplines emphasized broader themes of order and equi-
librium already in the eighties.46
The study discusses problems of countries of different po-
litical and economic development levels. It is clear that the
problems are not similar in developed industrial countries than
for example in countries, which are in a process of transforma-
tion from communist political and socialist economic system.
Developed countries have their own specific problems, which
they have inherited from long-lasting colonial rule. In spite of
this difference in development, the study discusses good politi-
cal governance mostly in the form of an idealized type, because
all countries irrespective of their development level can find the
principles, which they should strive at attaining from this dis-
course of a well-developed governance model. Discourse of long-
term goals can help developing countries to relate their own de-
velopment goals in a long-term process of regime change.
The interests of the report are mainly practical. It is based
on the notion of technical knowledge interests (Habermas)47
which enhances general state capacity in governance, i.e., capac-
46     See Scott 2001 and Pierre and Peters 2000.
47   Habermas 1987.
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ity of a nation to satisfy its national interests in accordance with
all national actors. This improves institutional performance of
the state as well as all other actors of society and economy.
I use a discourse method48 in the study, because discussion
of governance is basically discourse in different disciplines and
in different practices, most of which are separate and independ-
ent from each other. Discourse analysis offers a solid base for
this analysis, because at this stage of development of the term,
the relation of governance discourses into practical policies is
difficult to study on an empirical basis. The perspective of dis-
course analysis is based on the premises of a knowledge of poli-
tics, which emphasizes the connections of discourses into power
and regards all discourse as discourse of power.49
The study is concerned with the mechanisms and principles
of the management of the nation’s affairs (capacity to extract
and mobilize resources of the nation, regulative capacity to
regulate and control the behavior of individuals and groups, dis-
tributive capacity to allocate goods, services, status and other
kind of opportunities in society, symbolic capacity to command
symbolic means of creating support for national political unity
and its government, and system responsive capacity to react ad-
equately to inputs50)  that safeguards democracy, respect of hu-
man rights, good order and human security and economy and
efficiency in economic management of the country’s resources.
I regard good governance as an institutional component of
economic, social and political performance. Governance is con-
nected with its concrete manifestation such as public manage-
ment and public sector reforms. Governance of markets and so-
ciety is not discussed as widely as political governance and gov-
48   See of it Handbook of Discourse Analysis 1985.
49     See Exploring the Basis of Politics: Five Essays on the Politics of Experi-
ence, Language, Knowledge and History 1983.
50   The definition is  from Martinussen 1997, 170-171.
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ernance of the public sector. Governance of the public sector is
used as an example of the different requirements and aspects,
which must be taken into account in all governance processes.
However, it should not be assumed that the processes are similar.
The study is divided into six chapters. In chapter 2 I discuss
the practical and theoretical backgrounds of the conception of
governance. I will especially emphasize discourse of governance
in administrative sciences and the importance of institutional
political science and new institutional economics on the devel-
opment of present discussion. There is a basic theoretical differ-
ence between the concept government and governance. Al-
though this difference is not seen quite clearly in the  new re-
form ideas and reform strategies of development in interna-
tional development organizations (the World Bank, the IMF,
the UNDP and the OECD). Their role in the development of
the concept will be discussed at length. Because the goals of this
study are more practical than theoretical, I do not make input in
theoretical discussion about governance as an official and unof-
ficial institution of the state, administration, economy and soci-
ety though it would be challenging. I refer to the theoretical
determinants of governance only to the extent that is necessary
in order to understand the present discussion of the subject. My
future goals in the study concern more historical than theoreti-
cal interpretations.
In chapter 3 I present the outlines of the general model and
characteristics of present discourse of political governance. I will
present the basic requirements of capacity and institution build-
ing process in good governance. To emphasize the political na-
ture of political governance, I will raise general themes of de-
mocracy, trust and networking into central position in every
political governance process. This will dispel all doubts from the
assumption that governance is a technocratic continuation of
the New Public Management ideology. In the end I will define
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the conception of regime of governance and present a tentative
framework for the steps towards successful political governance.
General characteristics of political governance and its rela-
tions to markets and society and its special role in governing of
public sector are presented in chapter 4. This chapter culminates
in the demands of government strategies for the market, society
and the state sector. Drawing of these strategies is regarded as
the basic requirement of good governance. Even though in this
study governance is seen to imply elements that refer to funda-
mental transformations in the rule of the country and political
authority structures, the government of the country preserves its
responsibility for  political governing, leadership in governance
of the markets, society and public sector. Discourse of political
governance unites separate governance strategies and practices
of these sectors.
In chapter 5 I will present a short summary of the changing
role of the state and the recent management and administrative
reforms in the public sector. It is an introduction to the discus-
sion of the new governance model that is presented in the next
chapter. This chapter connects present discourse of governance
to a short-term historical perspective. It shows that present dis-
cussion of governance is connected to empirical changes in the
size of public sector and the tasks of the state. The chapter clari-
fies the background needs for the new model in different coun-
tries. Furthermore, I will discuss effects of recent public sector
reforms and discourse concerning them for the birth of dis-
course of governance.
In chapter 6 I will use public sector governance as an exam-
ple of the use of governance discourse in a concrete sector of
politics. I will study governance of public administration, i.e.
governance of the public functions, governance of public busi-
ness functions and governance of public services examine in
more detail than governance of markets and society.  I empha-
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size the analysis of the basic values of different state functions,
because values determine the requirements of governing and ad-
ministration. New discourse of governance has not diminished
the need to follow, in administrative functions of the state, clas-
sical values of honest administration, legal responsibility of civil
servants, impartiality in administrative proceedings, openness
in administration, obligation to provide service, procedural equ-
ality, objectivity, impartiality, neutrality and other. The chapter
points out that even though new public management discourse
tried to get rid of the traditional rigidities of bureaucracy, it did
not make the basic ideas of classical public administration un-
necessary. The discourse of governance helps understand the va-
riety of governance needs.
In Chapter 7 I will evaluate future challenges and discuss
implications of the model. Special emphasis is placed on prob-
lems of governance in developing countries.
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2. Growing interest in governance
In this chapter I will present a short introduction to different
ways of using the term governance. It is clear that I cannot go
into details with any of these discourses. Even if the term gov-
ernance is not new, it can be regarded as a fashion term, which
has been used more in the 1990s than earlier. I will try to find its
major interpretations and causes for its use. Although I’m apt to
think that the term is used because it is trendy, I believe that
scientific and political communities have justified grounds for
using this new term. I will look for these in the deep structures
of economy and society.
2.1. Variety of definitions
The roots of the present discussion of governance are manifold.
In the first chapter I referred to some sources. First, I referred to
a discourse, which emphasized transformation of old up-down
hierarchical governing, command and authoritative use of strong
executive powers into a network-like governance with down-up
negotiation elements. It is a trend towards self-organizing activi-
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ties of interorganizational networks, or public steering by net-
works from bureaucracy. In this discourse new governance was
connected to the redefinition discussion of the role of the state
in economy and society (or in demand to diminish the active
state intervention). R.A.W. Rhodes has raised a fear amongst
researchers that the discourse is hiding the fact that ”it is still the
state, which is the actor.”51 Second, in the first chapter the
World Bank and other international development organizations
were raised to a leading position in the good governance dis-
course. They have shown that governance is multifaceted proc-
ess, where success cannot be reached without the interplay of all
actors in political, social and economic field. Third, globaliza-
tion has challenged nation states traditional governing systems
and has stimulated them to endeavor new governing methods.
Discourse of global governance is an expression of this. Fourth,
competition between companies for profit has forced them to
look for new management and governance methods. Discussion
of corporate governance has stirred governments, civil servants
and academia to look for keys of success from governance.
Discussion of governance in academia has been mostly
theoretical in nature. Students of political science, economics
and public administration have been most active in the field.
Reason for this is understandable: theoretical discussion has
tried to interpret the significance of new practices in economy,
politics and administration. Practices are so meager that theo-
retical discussion is a better strategy than involvement into
weakly and slowly rooted practices even though their justifica-
tion discourses may emphasize their fundamental nature. How-
ever, researchers hesitate to accept new practices.
Jon Pierre and B. Guy Peters (Governance, Politics and the
State) have comprehensively analyzed different interpretations
51    Perre and Peters 2000, 26-27.
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of governance, its birth, its connections to administrative prac-
tices, its development in economy, administration, and interna-
tional relations and in different disciplines.52 They regard gov-
ernance as a confusing term, because it is used as an umbrella
concept for a wide variety of phenomena. They list several ways
of using the term. First, it is used as a structure – as hierarchies,
markets, networks, and communities. Second, it can be seen as a
dynamic outcome of processes, when it is seen as steering and
coordination. Third, governance is used as an analytical frame-
work in intellectual terms.53 Their own interpretation is based
on state-centric approach, which criticizes all state-critical ap-
proaches to governing.54
Though Rhodes’ personnel interpretation of governance is
based on a network-conception and in recent development
practices in European countries, his analysis of the different
ways of using the term is not so distant from that of Pierre and
Peters. Rhodes found different interpretations for governance; it
was used as 1) a minimal state, 2) a corporate governance, 3) a
new public management, 4) good governance, 5) a socio-cyber-
netic system and 6) self-organizing networks.55 All these models
represent different regime types, which are connected in certain
policy regimes. The core question in all of them concerns the
role of the state,  not only in political field but in all policy
sectors as well.
I will continue my analysis of the term in five discourses.
First, I will discuss it as a new regime type and an outcome of
fundamentally new policies. I will ask whether the arguments to
claim that governing is transforming to governance, are strong
52   Pierre and Peters 2000.
53   Pierre and Peters 2000, 14-24.
54    Pierre and Peters 2000, 194-200.
55   Rhodes 2001, 46-60. See  also Rhodes 1998, 17-27 and 1996, 653 of
the development of the classification.
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and convincing enough. Second, the use of governance is ana-
lyzed as a general conception for present public management
reforms in most OECD countries.56 This way of using the term
leaves governance inside the public sector. It does not open the
door from public sector into interaction of the state and markets
and society.57 Third, governance is used in discourse of interna-
tional systems as a solution for the dramatic change of interna-
tional relations since late the 1980s as a consequence of globali-
zation. Demand of global governance is regarded as a necessary
outcome of the process of globalization.58 Fourth, governance is
a central term in discourse of institutional economics and insti-
tutional political sciences. I will emphasize the practical impli-
cations of this theoretical discussion. Fifth, governance will be
discussed as a major element of development policies.
Governance in the change of political regime types  Most con-
stitutions are flexible enough to allow changes in governing style
and in governing regimes. There can be different governing re-
gimes inside the same political system. Regimes of liberal night-
watchman state, welfare state and information society are good
examples of different regime types. Governing methods of the
welfare state differ from governing methods of the limited night-
watchman state before the Second World War. Thus the present
demand to redefine and reduce the tasks of the state can be in-
terpreted as intentions to create a new regime type, which would
change the present predicaments of the political regime of the
welfare state. It would mean redefinition of central principles of
public policies and production methods of public services. Pri-
56   OECD: Governance in Transition 1995.
57   At present the OECD is using the term in a wide sense. See for
example OECD, PUMA: Governance Outreach Initiative 2000, 3 and
OECD: Government of the Future 2001.
58   Keohane 2001, 1-12 and Weiss 2000, 795-814. See also Pierre and
Peters 2000, 56-60.
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vatization, management emphasis, deregulation, and transfer
from collective responsibility to private responsibility of citizens
express this change towards a new political regime type.
A new political regime is an outcome of fundamental
changes in different sectors. If governing methods inside the
public sector transform, the whole political regime does not
change unless the governing of markets and society undergo
similar transformations. The birth of a new political regime de-
mands similar fundamental changes in all sectors of governing.
I have already referred to several discourses which can be
seen as addresses in the discourse of political regime change. My
discussion has been directed only at the governing of the public
sector. Can we find similar addresses from other sectors also?
The answer is affirmative.
Sociologists, who have been speaking about a birth of post-
modern condition, which has ended modern, have justified a
fundamental change in discourse in the end of the twentieth
century.59 Similarly quite many researchers have interpreted that
new information and communication technologies have altered
society in such a fundamental way that the deep structures of
society have trembled. Discourse of information society after
industrial society is an example of the abandonment of the old
and the birth of the new.60 For political scientists erosion of con-
fidence on democratic institutions and organizations of political
regime, parties, government, parliament, administration, courts,
army and police, has given elements to the discussion of funda-
mental reform of the present system of political processes and
institutions. If the main conclusion from an international com-
parative survey that shows that electoral procedures are no
59    Giddens 1990.
60   Castells 1996a, Castells 1996 b and Castells 2000 and Castells and
Himanen 2002.
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longer sufficient for building confidence in representative de-
mocracy61 does not express strongly enough a demand for re-
gime reform, then we must wait until revolutions for this to
occur.
I can present an example of discourse of a fundamental
change from the historical sciences. Eric Hobsbawm, who has
studied the word history in long-term perspective, has called the
1970s and 1980s decades of universal or global crisis. The col-
lapse of communism produced enormous political uncertainty,
crisis and chaos and destroyed the system of stability. Nation-
states felt that they were pulled away from governing by forces
of supranational and transnational economy.62 The French revo-
lution was similar, as it destroyed the old absolutism and paved
way to the present system of rule based on the ideas of enlight-
enment.
One of the major questions of the study is to find whether
different discourses of a new type of governance represent the
first steps towards a new regime type, which expresses similar
deep rupture of present governing premises and models? Are the
interpretations similar in nature and do they represent discourse
of similar governance regime? Are there at present such interpre-
tations? If we are moving towards a new regime of governance,
what are their basic premises and bases? Who are the major driv-
ers of such a change?
These questions can be answered on the general level. De-
mands for change can be connected to the interpretation of ex-
ternal changes in economy, global development trends, techno-
logical changes and internal changes in governing practices. Be-
cause I have defined political governance as my subject, I will
concentrate only on some relevant discourses from the perspec-
tive of the state and government. I will not deal with all present
61 Dogan 1997, 3-29.
62 Hobsbawm 1994, 9-11.
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discourses of fundamental change, even if they are interrelated
and have connections with the new discourses of governance,
but to concentrate to such discourses that have a clear connec-
tion to the abandonment of the present model of political gov-
erning and the demand for new governance. The internal gov-
ernance of markets and society are not discussed here. The most
important of these discourses demanding fundamental change –
demand for a new governance regime – are connected to the
changing role of the state from the 1980s onwards and to a
change of policy regimes.63 Regime types and policies are con-
nected to each other. I claim that policy reforms are the key
reasons for the birth of the discourse of new governing regimes.
The first signs of the present discourse of governance can be
dated back to the birth of the regime of big government. The
concept of the welfare state (in Europe) or big society (in the
USA) was not born in total harmony and without discussion.
The adaptation of the new governing methods was accompa-
nied by strong criticism: for example in early seventies Harlan
Cleveland used the present terms by saying that the American
people want less government and more governance.64 He used
the term governance without any idea that these terms would be
used in a similar way thirty years later. The discourse of reform
of governing principles was a natural consequence of the long-
lasting growth of public expenditures and tasks of the state that
reached its highest peak in late 1980s. Criticism towards an all-
encompassing state has been growing for a long time. Critics
claim that the distribution of power and balance between mar-
kets and state would tremble long-term balance and distribu-
tion of power in favor of politics. Pierre and Peters interpret the
change of discourse from governing to governance as an ideo-
63   See discussion of this theme Pierre and Peters 2000, 550-56.
64   Citation from Fredrickson 1999, 703. See also of the first sights of the
criticism Nisbet 1975, 16-20.
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logical shift from the state towards the market. They see that the
new discourse of governance is based mostly on political goals
and only partly on efficiency considerations which are con-
nected to the failures of the state in safeguarding maximum eco-
nomic growth.65
Goran Hyden was amongst the first in the political sciences
to analyze governance as a regime change. He analyzed the con-
cept from an analytical perspective. Hyden regards regime as a
more permanent form of political organization than a specific
government, but less permanent than a state.66 He says that it is
a set of fundamental rules about the organization of the public
realm. Governance regime defines the basic rules of how society
conducts its public affairs, or how governor and governed relate
to each other. Regime of governance provides the structural
framework within which resources are authoritatively allocated.
It is related to governance, because governance is “the conscious
management of regime structures with the view to enhancing
the legitimacy of the public realm.” Regime is also related to
decision-making, though these are often confused. The princi-
65   Pierre and Peters 2000, 61-64.
66   Discussion of the regimes has been active in international politics.
Stephen D. Krasner (Krasner 1983, 2-3) defines regime as sets of im-
plicit or explicit principles, norms, rules, and decision-making proce-
dures around which actors’ expectations converge in a given area of
international relations. Principles are beliefs of fact, causation and rec-
titude. Norms are standards of behavior defined in terms of rights and
obligations. Rules are specific prescriptions or proscriptions for action.
Decision-making procedures are prevailing practices for making and
implementing collective choice. Krasner emphasizes Keohane’s notion
that regimes are more permanent than temporary arrangements,
which change with every shift of power or interests. Krasner’s set of
definitions is applicable in national governing as well. International
relations should be replaced with national governing.
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pal difference is that governance deals with metapolicies.67 For
him as a political scientist the legitimacy of governance is the
central value in governance. Legitimacy defines the nature of
quality, acceptance, and goodness of governance.
The objects of governance are markets and society, which
the state is governing or steering by giving them an institutional
framework. Hyden regards governance as a means to an end by
saying that the relation of governance to public space – markets
and society – should be seen in the same way as management is
to an organization: as a means to an end.68 In this sense govern-
ance is a regime level concept, because at regime level the rules
that constitute the framework within which policies are being
made and are implemented are crucial objects of the analysis.
Hyden’s conceptions are analytical. They are useful and
practical, because they can be used as tools in analyzing different
systems of rule and analysis of policies. He has used the frame-
work in the analysis of fundamental economic and political
changes in developing countries after the fall of the Berlin Wall
in 1989, which he compares with the storming of the Bastille in
1789, as both of them caused fundamental policy and regime
changes in the world. Though he does not say explicitly, his
conception of governance is a framework for an analysis of
change in a governance regime of a developing country. First
demands of change came from Africa – where the World Bank
launched the governance discourse – and then from Eastern Eu-
rope and former Soviet Union republics. The discourse of policy
change and regime type in advanced industrial countries was
minor compared to changes in former socialist countries. How-
ever, a discourse of a new regime of governance was suddenly
67     Hyden 1992, 7-8 and 15. References in p 7. See also Hyden 1997 and
Hyden 2002.
68   Hyden 1992, 12.
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present in the early 1990s all over the world, with markets,
economy, democracy and rule of law as its major elements.
As a political scientist Hyden has raised legitimacy of gov-
ernance realm into center of the analysis. In normative discourse
of political scientists good governance is generally connected to
democracy, which is its typical regime type. However, Hyden
stresses that the term governance is preferable to democracy,
which is more value laden and tends to invoke associations with
only its liberal version. Bratton and Rothchild say that in some
places prevailing values will be pluralistic, in others corporatist,
and in yet others communitarian.69
By raising the legitimacy of rule as the basis for the classifi-
cation of systems of rule Hyden continues the discussion of Max
Weber, who developed a classification of  systems of domination
or authority on similar grounds. Patrimonial, charismatic and
rational authority structures had different legitimation bases.70
Hyden’s discourse has not continued on that level. One rea-
son could be that his framework tried to serve analytical pur-
poses. Political scientists could not see fundamental changes in
national governing regimes. Instead they discussed globalization
and its practical and incremental effects on present national
governing regimes and on the need for global governance. Be-
cause governance of globalization has been discussed more than
it has been reformed, the discourse has not proceeded.
Discourses that emphasize profound changes have to be
searched for from different fields of the practical world of ad-
ministration,  not from traditional scientific discourses. Quite
often such discourses are found in, for example, development
policies and public management. Even if Hyden’s conception of
governance is based on political science his studies have clear
69   See Bratton and Rothchild 1992, 268 and their reference to Hyden
1988, 41.
70   Weber 1968.
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connection to administrative and governing practices in Africa
and in development policies. In the late 1990s Hyden has em-
phasized that discourse of governance is a set of rules and tools,
which can be used in management of change in government,
such as strategic management in business administration,71 but
not as a legitimation basis of a regime system.
A different example of practical discourse of regime change
is R.A.W. Rhodes’ definition of governance. Rhodes emphasizes
that in the UK old up-down governing is reversing to down-up
governance. He does neither define more concretely nor in ana-
lytical or theoretical level the importance of this turn of the di-
rection of governing from up-down to down-up governance,
but leaves the analysis open and uses the conception as a hypo-
thesis
Even if Rhodes is not discussing the general social, econo-
mic and political backgrounds of this change at length, the na-
ture of this transformation subverts the Weberian hierarchical
organization principles, but not the legitimation bases of the
regime system. In a similar way Bob Jessop has used term hete-
rarchy, self-organization, as a concept, which represents idea of
reflexive rationality. Its major forms include self-organizing in-
terpersonal networks, negotiated interorganizational coordina-
tion, and decentred, context mediated inter-systemic steering.
Its key success factor is a continued commitment to dialogue in
order to generate and exchange more information.72 Self-orga-
nization is a major theme also in Francis Fukuyama’s book The
Great Disruption, even if the book is not about governance but
71   Hyden 2002, 18.
72   Jessop 1998, 29-35. According to Jessop the markets are following the
principle procedural rationality (priority on economized pursuit of
profit maximizing) and the government is functioning on substantive
rationality (goal oriented, prioritizing effective pursuit of successive
policy goals)
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rather social order. Fukuyama connects the great disruption, i.e.
turn from hierarchy to self-organization to some fundamental
social, economic, and technological changes. Terms information
society, postindustrial era, the Third Wave, networking, trust,
and empowering describe the change of social order towards
self-organization.73
Fukuyama’s describes the present movement towards self-
organization in an excellent way.
“We know now, however, that in an information society, neither
governments nor corporations will rely on formal, bureaucratic
rules to organize the people over whom they have authority. In-
stead, they will have to decentralize and devolve power, and rely
on the people over whom they have nominal authority to be self-
organizing. The precondition for such self-organization is inter-
nalized rules and norms of behavior, which suggests that the
world of the twenty-first century will depend heavily on such
infor-mal norms. Thus, while the transition into an information
society has disrupted social norms, a modern high-tech society
cannot get along without them and will face considerable in-
centives to produce them.”74
So far I have emphasized some practical discourses of regime
change – from development policies, democracy and rule of law,
and from public sector management, transition from hierarchy
to heterarchy. Sociologists’ discourse of transformation of mod-
ern to postmodern, which means a step from the institutions of
modernity towards a new and distinct type of social order, offers
the most general and theoretical framework for different dis-
courses of regime change.75 For Anthony Giddens the general
problem in postmodern discourse has been the identification of
73 Fukuyama 1999, 1-5.
74 Fukuyama 1999, 6-7.
75 See for example Giddens 1990 and Lyotard 1985.
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discontinuities, which separate modern social institutions from
the traditional social orders. He involves in it problems of pace
and scope of change, and the nature of modern institutions.76
Postmodern discourse places strong stress on discontinuities and
analysis of change that has supported all practically oriented
analysis of present change tendencies in administration, in poli-
tics, society, markets and technology.
I have tried to show with these different examples that gov-
ernance is discussed on different theoretical levels. Some of the
discourse of governance refers to fundamental, long-term chan-
ge tendencies in governance regimes. For example Gidden’s dis-
cussion of postmodern conditions and Fukuyama’s discussion of
great disruption can be regarded as examples of a more funda-
mental change. However, they are not similar and do not belong
to the same interpretation family, despite the fact that they em-
phasize responsibility of an individual either in the role of a
zoon politicoon or as an independent actor, who has a strong
responsibility for his/her own affairs.
International politics has been in the drivers set on the new
discourse of governance. Economic globalization, new informa-
tion and communications technologies, political globalization
and global environmental change have changed in fundamental
ways many of the traditional state centered international rela-
tions and given birth to a  kind of global governance. Research-
ers are asking if global governance is a totally new world order,
which has replaced – or will replace – the traditional Westpha-
lian international system of national states. Even though re-
searchers are not unanimous on the fundamental nature of the
transformation, several observations have been made concern-
ing the institutional architecture of the new global governance
system. Held and McGray emphasize its 1) multifaceted charac-
76 Giddens 1990, 6.
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ter, 2) polyarchic or pluralistic nature, 3) variable geometry, 4)
structurally complex nature of the system, 5) the role of the
states as strategic sites.77 Debate of the role and nature of the new
global governance mechanisms and arrangements has not found
unanimity, but still the birth of new, horizontal forms of author-
ity and governance bear witness to such deep and fundamental
changes that we can speak of it as a regime change.78
James Rosenau has connected global governance to four
major international changes and tensions. These are 1) a tech-
nological revolution, which has facilitated the rapid flow of ideas,
information, and money across continents, 2) a transportation
revolution, which has hastened the boundary-spanning flow of
elites, ordinary folk, and whole populations, 3) an organiza-
tional revolution, which has shifted the flow of authority, influ-
ence, and power beyond traditional boundaries and 4) an eco-
nomic revolution, which has redirected the flow of goods, serv-
ices, capital, and ownership among countries. These are major
elements in a fundamental transformation process of nationally
structured social geography into supraterritorial spaces. This
process has eroded boundaries, integrated regions, proliferated
networks, diminished territorial attachments, coalesced social
movements, weakened states, contracted sovereignty, dispersed
authority and expanded citizens skills79 in such a way that glo-
balization and governing of globalization belong to the most
important qualitative changes of recent decades.
So far my analysis has pointed out that there are several gen-
eral discourses of regime change in several fields and discourse
levels, but as a whole most of them are still incremental in na-
ture. They are not based on a coherent view. Reasons for this are
77     Held, McGrew 2002, 9.
78   See of the discussion Governing Globalization 2002.
79   Rosenau 2001, 137-138.
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as natural as can be: governance is not an independent discourse
but a means, which serves the needs of general political, eco-
nomic and social order. Governance is basically a rule and au-
thority system, which is based more on informal agreements
and unofficial institutions than traditional governing, which in
turn is an authority structure of formal prerogatives. New gov-
ernance systems do not substitute political governing systems in
national and international levels, but supplement official sphe-
res of authority.
Governance as public management In public sector reform
discussion the term governance has been regarded as an expres-
sion of a fundamental change in the way of managing and rul-
ing a country (Rhodes). However, my analysis of major dis-
courses of political governing has shown that the arguments do
not concern the regime of political governing, but the public
sector’s internal factors. To my view new networking practices
and new down-up practices do not have such fundamental ef-
fects that would justify interpretation outside public sector gov-
erning. However, in the long-term these changes can be reflec-
ted in markets and society and then the effects can be funda-
mental in nature.
Walter Kickert, Jan Kooiman and other Dutch researchers
(the so-called Dutch school80) have developed alternative con-
ceptions of and models for new public management from the
early 1990s on.81 The roots of the new discourse of network-
based governance go back to Germany in late the 1980s, when
German researchers launched a discussion of the possibilities of
political steering (politische Steuerung82). Compared to private
80   Sibeon 2000, 292-299.
81   See Modern Governance 1993.
82   See Mayntz 1993, 9-20, Dunshire 1996, 299-334 and of the discus-
sion of the roots of the discourse see Kooiman, van Vliet 2000, 361-
363 and Rhodes 1991, 525-534.
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business, public management is more strongly, and especially
differently, related to the external socio-political environment.
For Kickert governance means firm public steering of social pro-
cesses with numerous actors and conflicting interests between
them. He says that political governance directly influences on
political and societal processes of the markets and society.83 In
this interpretation political government is not based on business
principles. Legitimacy of political governance must be based
more on political grounds than on efficiency grounds, i.e. upon
management in a narrow sense
Kickert’s colleague Jan Kooiman84 has a similar network ba-
sed view of governance, with emphasis on interaction. Kooi-
man’s analysis of governance rises from the state’s need to govern
dynamic, complex and diverse social, economic and political
systems. He asks how dynamic, complex and diverse social-poli-
tical systems can be governed in a democratic and effective
way?85 For this purpose he develops different ways to create in-
teraction and coordination between the state and socio-political
system. Governance produces changes in complex, dynamic
and diverse social and political systems through interaction.
Governance is not only an internal function of the public sector
but interaction between public and private institutions and au-
thorities.
The term governance represents for Kickert, Koiman and
other researchers of the Dutch school an alternative reform stra-
tegy to new public management. According to them market
models in public management conceptions do not fit into pub-
lic administration. However, in the late 1990s administrative
development organizations took the term governance into ac-
83 Kickert1993, 191 -193.
84 Kooiman 1993a  33-47and Kooiman 1993b.
85 Kooiman 1993, 36.
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tive use. For example the OECD replaced the term public man-
agement with the term governance.86 In this way new public
management reforms transform into comprehensive govern-
ance reforms. In spite of different interpretations and interests
in public sector reforms the term has replaced the term public
management, which in turn replaced the term public adminis-
tration in the 1980s. For students of administrative sciences the
terms are not interchangeable. They have different interpreta-
tions of the content of the terms and this diversity is connected
to their understanding of the need for public sector reforms and
of the nature of public administration.87
For the Dutch school governance is basically management
of networks and interaction, even if researchers have different
interpretations of the role of the state in governance, of the pos-
sibilities of spontaneous orders in governance, and of the theo-
retical backgrounds of the conception.88 According to Kickert
the basic nature of governance is coordination and governing of
complex networks of many different participants. “In such a
multi-level network there is no single monolithic actor but ma-
ny various actors, all of which have their own interests, goals and
positions. None of the actors is dominant; none has the power
to unilaterally force others. Power is dispersed. All actors are
86   OECD: Governance in Transition 1995. Osborne and Gaebler, well-
know inventors of reinventing terminology used the term governance
as a better-managed then traditional administration. Osborne, Gaebler
1992.
87   See for example Pollitt, Bouckaert 2000.
88   A general presentation of long-term project of network analysis of
governing the state, markets and society is book The Public Sector.
Challenge, for Coordination and Learning 1991. See also Markets, Hi-
erarchies & Networks 1991. Of network perspective in governance see
Klijn 2002, 149-165, Managing Complex Networks 1997, Klijn, Kop-
penjan 2000, 135-158, Comparing Policy Networks 1998 and Sibeonm
2000, 288-309. See also Rhodes 1991, 525-534.
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more or less autonomous. Decision-making is a negotiation
process. In this view it is better to use broader conception of
‘governance’ than the concept of ’management’, which is inter-
preted more narrowly in business administration.”89 Govern-
ance is thus management of complex networks consisting of
many different actors such as parts of national, provincial and
local government, political and societal groups, pressure, action
and interest groups, societal institutions, private and business
organizations et cetera. “Public governance is the directed influ-
encing of societal processes in a public policy network of many
other co-directing actors.”90
The network discourse of governance originally emphasi-
zed interconnections, but later also partnerships and alliances of
and between the state, business and society. The basic nature of
governance is regarded as networking, interdependence, co-
steering, self-organizing and co-governance: these go hand in
hand in the governance discourse. The term has a wide variety
of uses,it is especially useful in multi-level governance problems,
(the EU-level, national level, regional level and local level) and
in analyzing the role of the state and society (self-governance) in
governing the country.91 Because new public management has
been criticized for diminishing the power of the state, research-
ers have discussed these effects.92
A networking conception of governance is gaining accept-
ance in different countries. A recent example this is the book
The Tools of Government. A guide to the New Governance93, which
is based on the idea of new conception of governance, which is
89   Kickert 1993, 191-192.
90   Kickert 1995, 5-6.
91   See discussion of self governance Kooiman, Van Vliet 2000, 359-377,
Sibeon 2000, 291-304 and Huxham 2000, 337-357.
92     See for example Sibeon 2000, 305-306 and Klijn, Koppenjan 2000,
151-154.
93   The Tools of Government. A Guide to the New Governance, 2002.
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regarded as a new paradigm replacing traditional public admin-
istration. It is preoccupied with the internal operations of public
agencies, their procedures for staff recruitment, budgeting, and
task accomplishment. Lester M. Salamon, its main author, de-
fines the new paradigm with the help of five concepts. First, the
new governance paradigm is shifting the unit of analysis from
agency and program to the distinctive tools or technologies that
programs embody. Second, it shifts attention from hierarchic
agencies to organizational networks, which create interdepen-
dencies between public agencies and a host of third party actors.
Third, it is a shift from public vs. private to public and private,
where a sharp division between the public and private spheres is
blended together. Collaboration replaces competition as the de-
fining feature of sectoral relationships. The fourth concept un-
derlines the need for a new approach to public management,
from command and control to negotiation and persuasion.
Fifth, governance means a shift from management skills to en-
ablement skills.94
Different definitions of governance in public sector man-
agement discourses are due to the perspectives of the researchers
and discussants. For example Klaus König, who is critical to
many interpretations of the New Public Management-re-
forms95, defends legal definition of public administration and
political scientist’s definition of the nature of the state and of
governing.96 For König governance of public sector is to be
based on a bureaucratic model where the tasks and responsibili-
ties are defined clearly in legislation, the rule of law being its
basic principle. The public sector produces services for citizens,
not for customers. Market mechanisms and privatization do not
belong to public administration and governance. König empha-
94   Salamon 2002, 1-18.
95   See for example König 2000 and König 1995.
96   König 1999, 73.
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sizes that governance in public sector cannot be based on the
managerial theories of business management.
Researchers have adapted new governance conceptions quite
actively and used them in different ways without discussing
their importance and relation to the traditional governing and
public management conceptions. Despite this, the first theoreti-
cal and comparative analyses have appeared.97 For example P.
Guy Peters has analyzed the concept governance in several
books and articles from the perspective of steering of the public
sector and as a public management model. In his analysis gov-
ernance includes “a vast array of institutions designed to exercise
collective control and influence over the societies and econo-
mies for which they have been given responsibility”. He detects
four governance models. They are 1) market models for reform-
ing government, 2) the participatory government, 3) flexible
government and 4) deregulated government.98 Every model uses
different organization, steering, recruitment, and management
principles . Their relations to private sector are different and
they have different political implications for the power struc-
tures, which are crucial in evaluating their capacities.
Henry Mintzberg has separated five governance models.
They are 1) administrationlike machine-model, which is based
upon the idea of control, 2) administration as network-model,
where administration coordinates, communicates and cooper-
ates, 3) performance-control-model, where administration dif-
ferentiates, evaluates and measures, 4) virtual administration-
model, where administration privatizes, contracts, and negoti-
ates and 5) normative control-model, where control is rooted
97   See for example Pierre and Peters 2000 and Fredrickson 1997, 78-94
and Jessop 1998, 29-45.
98   Peters 1996, 21-110, citation p. 1 and Peters 1995, 288-319 and
Peters 1996a, Peters 1996, 215-46.
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into the values of administration.99 All models have their own
interpretations of implementing the common tasks of the state
to carry out its basic functions and of the role of the government
in carrying out the public functions.
Peters and Mintzberg have used the term governance in an
analytical way and have analyzed different models based on
their characteristics. I will not continue the discussion of gov-
ernance models in management sciences any further. The previ-
ous analysis has shown the basic differences between the models
and their theoretical variety. The term governance has been used
for the most part as an internal term in public sector governing
without broader implications to political governing or on its le-
gitimation grounds.
Governance in international relations In the 1990s govern-
ance was used actively in discourse of international relations,
where it has a long tradition because interaction and coordina-
tion of the international system has been described with the
term governance.100 The theme became especially topical after
the Second World War, when newly established organizations,
like the United Nations, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank begun to take a strong position in shaping
international relations. The decades after the Second World War
witnessed a continuous, although slow, decrease of national bar-
riers for goods, people and information. As national market bar-
riers were opened and information and communications tech-
nology developed at a revolutionary speed, states grouped them-
selves into larger regional units.101
The birth of regional organizations expresses the need of
nation states to defend their national interests on the internatio-
99    Mintzberg 1996, 75-83.
100     See Governance without Governments 1992
101   Mittelman 1996, 189-213.
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nal level with countries sharing similar interests and cultural and
economic backgrounds. The European Union is the clearest ex-
pression of the need of nation states to defend their national
interests together on the international level. Similar transnatio-
nal groupings have emerged on other continents. NAFTA (North
American Free Trade Agreement) in North America, ASEAN
(the Association of Southeast Asian Nations), APEC (Asia-Pa-
cific Economic Cooperation) and (EAEC) East Asia Economic
Caucus in Asia, MERCOSUR (Southern Common Market Ag-
reement, also known as the Treaty of Asunción) in South Ameri-
ca,  Southern African Development Community in Africa and
CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) in former Soviet
Union countries express this development in various ways and
with different degrees success. American countries have started
negotiations with the aim of forming a free trade area of Ameri-
cas (FTAA). In addition to all this, in the 1990s states have es-
tablished ad hoc international structures with the aim of manag-
ing the international community’s response to recent ethnic
conflicts (for example Kosovo). All these units have changed the
division of labor between the nation-state and transnational lev-
els.102
New regional and international arrangements and organiza-
tions have defined their specific identities and redefined the di-
vision of labor between national and international levels. This
tendency has weakened and even partly abolished the border
between foreign and national policies. International organiza-
tions and arrangements of different regional sizes have received
more responsibilities in representing the member states on the
international level and in international negotiations. This devel-
opment has brought forth demands of global governance. Ac-
102  Held & McGrew & Goldblatt & Perraton 1999 74-85 and Mittelman
1996, 10-201.
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tive and growing discussion of global financial architecture and
global government of global public goods expresses this dis-
course.103 The European Union has launched a wide discussion
of new governance as a result of deepening of integration in the
1990s and the future enlargement of the EU in the next few
years.104
The most fundamental change in international and global
level relations concerns the economic sphere. Growth of inter-
national trade, foreign direct investments, international finan-
cial flows and liberalization of national markets is known as glo-
balization. Even though the process is aiming at the liberaliza-
tion and deregulation of national markets, economic globaliza-
tion has given a birth to a new kind of global economic and
financial governance. It is not the sole responsibility of the states
and multilateral organizations, but also of the companies and
other market actors. The rise of global private and public-pri-
vate networks is a result of this phenomenon.105
Globalization has changed the boarder between domestic
and international politics. This has brought national non-gov-
ernmental organizations (NGO) and international non-govern-
103  Globalisation and Governance 1999 and Commission on Global Gover-
Governance 1995, Global Governance  1997, Global Public Goods 1999,
Cable 1999, Globalization and Global Governance 1999, The Emer-
gence of Private Authority in Global Governance 2002, International
Financial Governance Under Stress: Global Structures versus National
Imperatives 2002, Governing Globalization: Issues and Institutions 2002,
Global Governance: Critical Perspectives 2002, New directions in Global
Political Governance: the G8 and International Order in the Twenty-first
Century 2002, Enhancing Global Governance: Towards a New Diplo-
macy? 2002, Governance in a Global Economy: Political Authority in
Transition 2003, Contesting Global Governance: Multilateral Economic
Institutions and Global Social Movements  2000.
104   Wiener 1998.
105     See for example Woods 2002, 25-45.
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mental organizations (INGO) more actively into global public
debate. New information and telecommunications technologies
have offered an excellent means for NGO, INGOs, mass public
and national elite groups to participate in the international gov-
ernance discourse. Demand for new global governance struc-
tures and democracy in global governance is also an element of
the present global governance discourse.106
The discussion of global governance has not brought con-
crete results so far. The growing need for global governance has
been channeled into the frameworks of present international
organizations and negotiation systems. A good indication of the
difficulties in creating new systems of global governance can be
seen in the discussion of the theme after September 11, 2001.
This has shown that terrorists have utilized bad global govern-
ance as a means to perform their terrorist attacks. The free trans-
fer of finances, open global communication systems and free
movement of people are basic preconditions for global econo-
my, but they have also offered a framework for international
terrorism. However, so far no measures have been taken or dis-
cussions launched in order to create qualitatively new global
governance.
Governance in institutional economics and institutional politi-
cal science Institutional economists were among the first to launch
the present discourse of institutions and governance. The major
present contributions in institutional economics are from Nobel-
prize winners James M. Buchanan, R. H. Coase and Douglas
North, whose studies have influenced discussion of institution
in development economics and political economy. The analytic
tools that they have developed have focused on incentives and
information that shape decision-making by public actors.
New Institutional Economics of North, Oliver Williamson
and Mancur Olson emphasize the role of public sector institu-
106 Held  2002, 305-324.
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tions in promoting growth. The quality of public and private
economic institutions, particularly the structure of governance,
institutional infrastructure, the extent of social capital and civil
engagement affects economic performance and economic
growth.107 Development is fostered not only by market-institu-
tions and reforms, but also by reinforced property rights and
market regulation to promote competition. Reduction of cor-
ruption, fostering of political credibility and development of
administration to deliver essential public services belong to the
reforms stressed by New Institutional Economists. Discussion
about shareholder and stakeholder models in corporate govern-
ance has direct connections with institutional economics.108
The growth of interest in institutions and governance has
produced a lot of empirical analysis of the effects of political
institutions on economic growth.109 This growing interest in
political questions has shortened the distance between econo-
mists and political scientists.
Political scientists are also interested in institutions, but
they have different emphasis on political institutions, which
they study from the perspective of democracy and legitimacy of
political systems. They regard polity as a configuration of insti-
107  North  1990, de Capitani and North 1994, Williamson 1998, 75-79
and Williamson 1996 and Williamson  1994, 171-197. See also Scott
2001, 2-5 and 28-33,
108  Practical implications of the work institutional economists see The
World Bank: World Development Report  200, de Capitani and  North
1994, Aron  2000, 99-135 and Lin,  Nugent 1999, 2303-2363 and
Institutional Change and Public Sector in Transitional Economies 1994.
109  Examples of different kind of research problems and perspectives are
are Olson, Sarna, Swamy, 2000, 341-364, Dethier  1999,
Isham, Kaufmann, Pritchett 1997, 219-42, Beck, Groff, Walsh  2001,
165-176, Siermann 1998, Rizen, Eastely, Woolcock 2000 and Persson,
Tabellini  2001.
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tutions, norms, rules, and practices (March and Olsen and Ro-
bert Dahl).110 March and Simon have studied (1958)111 public
administration from the perspective of institutions. The most
comprehensive discussion is the recent input of March and
Olsen’s theory of new political institutionalism, which empha-
sizes political elements, political institutions and democracy in
governance. For them political life is organized around the in-
teraction of a collection of autonomous individual actors who
pursue prior preferences by calculating future outcomes. It is
necessary to go beyond understanding organizational effects in
functional-instrumental terms. They say that institutions can-
not be viewed solely as incentives and opportunity structures
that regulate behaviors by affecting calculations and transaction
costs. The studies of political and administrative reforms have
documented the need to go beyond the process of rational adap-
tation and competitive selection in order to understand the
change. Weakly institutionalized processes, such as comprehen-
sive administrative reforms, are according to their studies more
likely to have garbage can properties than more institutionalized
processes.112
For March and Olsen “democratic governance is more than
the management of efficient political governance and exchange
within prior constraints. It also involves influencing the process
by which the constraints are established. Governance involves
molding social and political life – shaping history, and under-
standing of it, and an ability to learn from it.” Their book is a
110  Elinor Ostrom presents major recent contributions in institutional
analysis and summarizes the state of research. Ostrom 1995, 174-178.
111  March, Simon 1967.
112  A summary of basic ideas of the New Institutionalism is in March and
Olsen 1995, March  & Olsen 1989, Olsen 2001, 194-197 and Peters
1999. See also Ellwood 1996, 58-64, March 1983, 281-296 and
March and Olsen 1984, 734-749.
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comprehensive and detailed analysis of the four tasks of demo-
cratic governance. They ask first what it demands to develop the
identities of citizens and groups in the political environment.
They answer the question by emphasizing governance of identi-
ties, solidarities (civility, citizenship) and conflicts. Second, when
governance involves developing capabilities for appropriate po-
litical action among citizens, groups and institutions, it de-
mands capacity building, diffusion and transfer of capabilities,
mobilization of capabilities and matching capabilities to demo-
cratic hopes. Third, when governance involves developing ac-
counts of political events, its major problems are justification,
responsibility and accountability. Fourth, when governance in-
volves developing an adaptive political system, it should copes
with changing demands and environments.113
A core question in March and Olsen’s institutional ap-
proach is the role of the state in the governance of people and
markets. They do not represent a minimalist agenda, where the
state just sets rules for managing voluntary political exchanges
among citizens and where political community is seen as an ag-
gregate of autonomous self-interested individuals. According to
them the task of political institutions is 1) to help one group to
enhance its resources and capabilities and thereby to secure
dominance over other groups; 2) to be a tool for collective prob-
lem-solving (for example to secure a more equal distribution of
social and economic resources), 3) to help societies reach shared
purposes and goals; 4) to regulate and facilitate exchange and
help individual citizens to fulfill their private desires; 5) to be a
vehicle for constructing meanings and defining appropriate
behavior and helping a society to construct individual and col-
lective identities and accounts.114 ”Democratic governance in-
volves improving the process by which a society formulates ends,
113 March, Olsen 1995, 44-47.
114 March, Olsen 1995, 245-246.
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seeks to achieve them efficiently, elaborates and overturns its
conceit, and weave an understanding of the good life by experi-
encing its pursuit.”115
Researchers of political science have not studied as actively
the effects of different political institutions on economic devel-
opment and political outcomes as political economists. Arentd
Lijphart has studied patterns of democracy,116 Stepan and Linz
have carried out comprehensive comparative studies of political
institutions117 and Harrinvirta has found connections between
political systems and types of public management reforms.118
Political research on institutions proceeds simultaneously
on micro and macro levels. Empirical results from institutional
economics are utilized when better grounded empirical theory
drawing on a general framework that includes elements from
political science and economics is being built. Combination of
different levels of analysis and empirical results from different
fields is important, because empirical results have been so far
modest. For example, the multi-authored volume Do Institu-
tions Matter? Government Capabilities in the United States and
Abroad found that though institutions affect government capa-
bilities, their effects are contingent, that policy-making capabili-
ties may also differ across policy areas within a single political
system, and that institutional effects on government capabilities
are challenged through governmental decision-making.119
Discourse of governance in economics and political science,
which I have studied, does not give answers to the question of
115  March, Olsen 1995, 242-246.
116  Lijphart  1999.
117  See for example Linz, Stepan 1996, Stepan, Linz 1999, 185-209,
Peters 1999 and Scott 2001, 6-8, 33-37.
118  Harrinvirta 2000.
119  Do Institutions Matter? 1993, 446-449. See discussion of the results
Ostrom 1995, 177-178.
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the nature of recent changes in governing societies, because dis-
cussion is analytical. It offers tools for institutional analysis of
governance and helps to find the right institutions for the study
and to pose right questions for these institutions. Empirical
study of long-term changes gives means to change institutions
in such a way that leads us to a new regime of governing or to
strengthen the institutions, which support present governing
regime.
Governance in development policies In chapter 1 I presented a
summary of the definitions of good governance by major inter-
national development organizations. I neither analyzed the rea-
sons for the definitions nor presented the variety of discussions.
In this chapter I will analyze the definitions more broadly by
concentrating on the definitions by the World Bank, which has
the most thorough and many-sided discussion. Even if this con-
cerns mainly developing countries, it has more general implica-
tions.
The discussion started already in the late 1980s. The need
for discourse of good governance in the World Bank was an out-
come of the Bank’s analysis of bad governance in Sub Saharan
Africa.120 Africa’s development gave the World Bank a reason for
discussing the reasons for the failures of structural adjustment
policies of the Bank in the 1980s. To get better results the Bank
analyzed the situation in African countries and noticed that the
slow pace of development was connected to personalization of
power, patrimonial governing practices, lack of human rights,
corruption, weak capacities to manage economic affairs, ineffec-
tive and too big civil service, and un-elected and unaccountable
governments, i.e. in a word, bad governance and ineffective
public institutions. The term governance was used on the level
120   The World Bank: Sub-Saharan Africa. From Crisis to Sustainable Growth
1989.
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of governance regime, not in the framework of policies, though
the discussion concerned political questions.121
The World Bank’s first, weakly articulated definition of
governance – without any intention that it would be an eternal,
because it was not based on comprehensive analysis – was as
follows: governance is “exercise of political power to manage a
nation’s affairs.” This definition was specified in 1991 in Gov-
ernance and Economy122 and in 1992 in Governance and Develop-
ment form 1992.123 Governance was one of the major themes in
the World Bank’s annual conference on development economics
in 1991.124
In these reports governance encompassed a wide range of
concerns from the accountability of leaders to their subjects (for
example in financial accountability, accountability of economic
performance, macro-level accountability mechanisms as exit
mechanisms, voice mechanisms, participation of nongovern-
mental organizations), the transparency of transactions, forma-
tion of rules and institutions, which provide a predicable and
transparent framework for the conduct of public and private
business and effectiveness of a state’s institutional arrangements
121  The World Bank: Sub-Saharan Africa. From Crisis to Sustainable Growth
1989, 22, 55-57, 143, 192, def in 60. The term governance was not in
general use earlier. Its use in discourse of business management was
increasing. Students raised attention to the outcomes of different cor-
porate models. Goran Hyden, who was in the 1980s a leading student
of African development politics, had used the term already in the early
1980s. He emphasized importance of governance reforms  for the de-
velopment. He was professor of political science in University of Dar
el Salam.
122  Brautigam 1991.
123  The World Bank Governance and Development, 1992.
124   The World Bank: Proceedings of the World Bank Annual Conference on
Development Economics in 1991.
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(respect of due process, reform of civil service, public expendi-
ture management, effective decision-making process, policy for-
mulation and implementation capacity), and good information
flows between rulers and the ruled. The rule of law that rehabili-
tates the judicial system, ensures independence for the judiciary
and ensures scrupulous respect for law and human rights at
every level of government Also independent public auditors re-
sponsible to representative legislature not to an executive were
mentioned as major elements of good governance.125 Account-
ability, transparency, predictability, openness and rule of law
were the major terms of new governance discourse.126
The message in these reports was clear: economic progress
depended on a government’s capability to use authority to es-
tablish and maintain both a formal and an informal framework
of institutions that regulate social and economic interaction.
Discussion of governance was intended to introduce a change in
the development regime of the Bank of the 1980s. The reports
emphasized that the size of the public sector was not regarded
any more as the major problem as in the development policies
of the 1980s. The term governance and concepts associated with
125  World Bank: Governance and Development 1992, 3-5, 12-57. In1994
the Bank specified the definition of governance to “epitomized by pre-
dictable, open, and enlightened policy making (that is transparent
process); a bureaucracy imbued with a professional ethos; an executive
arm of government accountable for its actions; and a strong society
participating in public affairs; and all behaving under the rule of law.”
The publication gave emphasis to similar themes as two years earlier,
i.e. public sector management (civil service reform, financial man age-
ment, state enterprise sector), reforms of accountability and legal re-
forms. The Bank wanted to emphasize more participation of the ac-
tors of civil society and human rights. (World Bank: Governance 1994,
1-29)
126  See discussion of governance in the Bank Shihata 1991, 53-96, Lan-
dell-Mils and Serageldin  1991, 14-17. See evaluation of the definition
König 1999, 73 and  Abrahamsen 2000, 47-65.
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it were developed to foster economic development, well-being
and increase the efficiency of markets. Good governance was
not a goal as such but rather a means to foster economic devel-
opment.
The World Bank’s first definitions of the conception re-
ferred broadly to a wide range of literature, mainly economics,
but also political science, institutional economics and develop-
ment management (i.e. administrative sciences).127 Reference to
these backgrounds helps us understand that the Bank empha-
sizes public sector management, accountability, the legal frame-
work, transparency and information, and the civil society as the
major elements of good governance. Principles of accountabil-
ity, legitimacy, openness and transparency, rule of law, predict-
ability and participation were derived from a vast literature of
traditional political science. Major authorities and authors were
Rousseau, Montesquieau, Mills, Weber, Lipset, Dahl, Lindblom,
Huntington, and Cerny. Landell-Mills and Serageldin said that
the reforms were Weberian in spirit, if not in letter.128
Landell-Mills and Serageldin were major discussants of the
terminology in the early 1990s in the Bank. They developed not
only general principals of governance, but also defined its sec-
tors and its contents. Landell-Mills and Serageldin raised par-
ticipation, freedom, accountability and transparency into fore-
front in good governance. They were the first to raise the Uni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights of the United Nations (De-
cember 10, 1948) to a position of ideological base of govern-
ance.129 The authors referred widely to the responsibility of in-
127  Brautigam 1991, 10-29. At this time the Bank arranged seminars with
students of New Institutional Economics, which emphasizes the im-
portance of the state compared to the New Political Economy, which
has been regarded as the main discourse in the Bank in the late 1980s.
128 Leftwich 1994, 378.
129 Landell-Mills and Serageldin 1991, 6-7. See discussion of the interna-
tional governance of human rights Shelton 2001, 424-468.
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ternational organizations – especially of the Bretton Woods or-
ganizations – in building a stable world order and their respon-
sibility to express the will of the international community in
developing countries. The authors regarded Bretton Wood or-
ganizations as key political players capable of exerting consider-
able influence in promoting good governance in poor coun-
tries.130 Their conclusion of governance is worth a citation:
“good governance depends on the extent to which government
is: perceived and accepted by the general citizenry to be legiti-
mate; committed to improve general public welfare and respon-
sive to the needs of its citizenry; competent in assuring law and
order and in delivering public services; able to create an enabling
policy environment for productive activities; and equitable in its
conduct, favouring no special interests or groups.” For these
conditions it is necessary to have in place arrangements for po-
litical accountability, freedom of association and organization,
objective and efficient judiciary, bureaucratic accountability,
freedom of information and expression and fostering efficiency
within public institutions.131
There is no doubt that good governance as defined by
Landell-Mills and Serageldin was political in nature in many
respects. First, new discourse redirected the reform policies of
the Bank from neo-liberal discourse of a small state towards a
broader conception of an effective state. Second, the discourse
referred to Universal Declaration of Human Rights of the
United Nations and to the theoretical framework of political
liberalism, or more concretely, the pluralist model of liberal de-
mocracy. However, the official reports of the Bank referred ex-
plicitly neither to the theoretical backgrounds nor to political
bases of the model, because the Bank felt that it could not dis-
130 Landell-Mills and Seragelding 1991, 13.
131 Landell-Mills and Seragelding 1991, 14-15..
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cuss themes, which belonged to the political system.132 One can
say that the major elements of the liberal political system - po-
litical equality, open participatory political processes, and a soci-
ety in which the power of the state is checked and balanced by a
private market economy and by a strong civil culture - were so
natural propositions in all discussion documents of the Bank,
that there was no need for defining them.133
Governance was a sensitive term in the Bank’s definition,
because it was touching the slippery surface of politics. The
Bank’s Articles of Agreement explicitly prohibit the Bank from
interfering in the political affairs of its members and from being
influenced by the political character of its members.134 In the
132  See discussion of democracy in the World Bank: World Development
Report 1991, 133-134.
133  Discussion of the basic premises of liberal, plural democracy see Schneder
and Ingram 1997, 13-28. In the World Development Report 1991
discusses of the political pathologies and of political bribery, nepotism
and venality, but without defining the basic propositions of liberal,
pluralist democracy.
134 See Shihata 1997, 14 and discussion of political aspects of governance
Landell-Mills and Ismail Serageldi. They say that ”... governance con-
sists of two distinct but intimately intertwined dimensions: one is po-
litical (and relates to the commitment to good governance), and the
other is technical (and relates to issues of efficiency and public man-
agement). Both must be addressed. Without political commitment
little can be achieved, even with an efficient public administration.
And without an efficient public administration, no government can
be effective, however benevolent. Thus the performance of govern-
ment depends on the role assigned to the state, the competence of
public agencies, and the extent to which there is an enabling environ-
ment that facilitates and encourages growth-promoting activities by
private citizens and hones behavior by public officials.” Landell-Mills
and Serageldin 1991a, 307. More discussion about political aspects of
governance in the contexts of the Bank’s Articles of Agreement see
Shihata 1991, 67-96. See comments of the unofficial positions of the
personnel of the Bank of governance Williams and Young 1994, 86
and 88.
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late 1980s the field of aid policies was in a state of turbulence
and this had an effect on the strategic position of the Bank. Al-
ready in the early 1980s many developed countries (the USA,
the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, France) began to
set explicit political criteria for their development aid. The Eu-
ropean Bank for Reconstruction and Development (established
in 1991) had an explicit purpose to apply the principles of mul-
tiparty democracy, pluralism and rule of law in its development
policies.135 This brought political character to the discourse of
governance and development aid. In spite of the growing politi-
cal considerations the Bank tried not to interfere with this by
concentrating on economic management and public sector re-
forms.136 In 1992 the World Bank stated explicitly that political
aspects of governance are not discussed, because they are beyond
its mandate.137
135  Shihata 1990, 41-42. Agreement Establishing the EBRD states that
the contracting parties committed to the fundamental principles of
multiparty democracy, the rule of law, pluralism, respect for human
rights and market economies shall foster the transition of Central and
Eastern European countries towards open market oriented economics
and promote private and entrepreneurial initiative, op. cit 109-110.
136  For example democracy is one of the major requirements of political
scientists of good governance. Because the World Bank
’s Articles of Agreement prohibit political considerations, democracy
was not included in the first discussions of governance in the Bank.
Also later discussion is silent of this question.
137  World Bank: Governance and Development 1992, 5. “Governance may,
however, be relevant to the Bank’s work if it is addressed in terms of
having good order and discipline in the management of a country’s
resources. Thus, there could well be a need for the Bank toencourage,
for example, civil service reform, legal reform, and accountability for
public funds and budget discipline”. In Governance. The World Bank’s
Experience 1994, the Bank says the form of political regime is deemed
outside the Bank’s mandate, XIV. See also Shihata 1991, 62-96 and
The World Bank: Operations Evaluation Department. IDA Review. Gov-
ernance – the Critical Factor  2001.
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Because the World Bank had to remain outside political
projects138, the Bank developed the definition of governance in
such a way that it fit its mandate, even if analytical definitions as
such do not logically demand the Bank’ participation in politi-
cal governance reforms. The aspiration to develop such a defini-
tion that will suit the mandate of the Bank has produced nar-
row, neutral, empty and vacuous definitions like: “Governance
is the manner in which power is exercised in the management of
the country’s economic and social resources for development”.
This strict aspiration for neutrality lasted a couple of years.
In 1995 the discussion received a political nature, when the
Bank’s new president James D. Wolfensohn raised corruption
into the agenda.139 He wanted to connect macroeconomic and
financial considerations with structural, social and human as-
pects.90 The next stage towards more honest discussion of the
nature of governance was the World Development Report in
1997 (The State in a Changing World), which broadens the po-
litical scope of the discussion.141 Stephen Krasner has made a
short analysis of the report: “Nothing could be more directly
138  In field work this sensitivity of politics could be felt clearly. When dif-
ferent donor organizations with the leadership of the UN were arrang-
ing a seminar of urban management program in 1992, the World
Bank official denied the use of governance in the title of the program,
because it implied involvement with politics, which is denied in the
World Bank, as he said. See McAuslan 1997, 27.
139   Shihata 1997, 227-228 and Kransner 1999 144. Of the activities of the
Bank in the field of anti-corruption see The World Bank: Curbing
Corruption. 1999 and The World Bank: Helping Countries Combat
Corruption 2000. See also World Bank’s web-sites of anti-corruption
(http://www.worldbank.org/wbi/governance/) (visited 19.9.2001)
140   See discussion of the changes in the development agenda of theWorld
Bank Naim 2000, 505-528.
141   The development report of 1996 passes political questions, though
transition from socialist economy to market economy means in gen-
eral transformation from socialism to liberal democracy. (The World
Bank: World Develpment Report 1996)
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political.”142 The report emphasized old themes of accountabil-
ity and responsiveness through participation, voice, transpar-
ency and decentralization, but raises into the agenda new
themes, for example state capacity, improvement in electoral
participation, problems of diversity and participation, alterna-
tive strategies for voice and participation, mechanisms for in-
forming and consulting, decentralization, corruption and ways
of bridging the gap between the state and its citizens.143
A World Bank’s strategy for governance and public sector
reforms (Reforming Public Institutions and Strengthening Govern-
ance) from November 2000 discusses  governance broadly,
though public administration is seen as a major vehicle in gov-
ernance. The report raises the importance of 1) rules and re-
straints, 2) mechanisms of citizen voice and participation and 3)
mechanisms that promote competition. Rules and restrains are
constitutional requirements for a political system. Into mecha-
nisms of voice and participation are included forms of repre-
sentative decision-making and political oversight, direct involve-
ment of users, nongovernmental organizations and monitoring
of public policies, dissemination of information and transpar-
ency. Political competition between regions or parties, market
competition among public agencies, or between public and pri-
vate providers of information, goods and services and internal
competition within public bureaucracies are regarded as mecha-
nisms that promote competition. Policies of accountability of
administration and participation of civil society in public deci-
sion-making belong also to the political demands of govern-
ance.144
142  Kransner 1999, 145.
143  World Bank: World Development Report 1997, 110-130.
144  World Bank: Reforming Public Institutions and Strengthening Governance
2000, 22-31. Enhance of accountability is not channeled through po-
litical society but via civil society.’s Role in Promoting Human Rights
and Democratization in Third Countries. 8.5.2001.)
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In the late 1990s corruption and the question of political
institutions receives more attention in the public discourse of
governance in the Bank, though it is only one element of good
governance. The Bank developed anti-corruption strategies and
the staffers of the Bank published numerous reports on the
theme. The governance strategy for Europe and Central Asia
stresses the importance of institutions of political accountability
(Anticorruption in Transition. A contribution to the Policy De-
bate).145 The strategy for Africa (Can Africa Claim the 21st Cen-
tury)146 has the most explicitly political framework in govern-
ance reforms. A strategic paper for Latin America and Carib-
bean (Beyond the Washington Consensus. Institutions Matter) 147
discusses institutions from a very broad perspective. In a similar
way, the analysis of the first ten years in transition in Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union (Transition. The First Ten
Years) countries compares economic outcomes in different po-
litical systems and compares the relationship between political
institutions and economic outcomes and poverty reduction.148
Other international donors, both individual countries and in-
ternational actors have a quite similar trend to increase accen-
tuation of political conditions in their aid policies in the late
1990s.149
145   The World Bank: Anticorruption in Transition 2000, 3, 9-10, 26-27,
39-41, 44-46.
146  The World Bank: Can Africa Claim the 21st Century? 2000, 50-74.
147  The World Bank: Beyond the Washington Consensus 1998.
148  The World Bank: Transition. The First Ten Years, 2002.
149  See for example recent strategy of the EU (Commission of the
EuropeanUnion: The European Union´s Role in Promoting Human
Rights and Democratization in Third World Countries 8.5.2001).
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2.2. Indicators of governance
The World Bank has been a forerunner in developing govern-
ance indicators. These have been developed, because they are
useful for showing the importance of governance for economic
development. They are used to identify political and social
sources of poor governance and to identify which countries have
the most severe governance problems. Later on indicators begun
to be developed in the OECD and in some European countries
as well (for example Germany), and in 2002 the EU launched a
new indicator program.150
The first concrete, operationalized definition was made in
1991 by Pierre Landell-Mills and Ismail Serageldin, who pre-
sented six minimum characteristics for governance. These are 1)
political accountability, 2) freedom of associations, 3) a sound
judicial system, 4) bureaucratic accountability, 5) freedom of
information and expression and 6) capacity building.151 The in-
dicators emphasize political elements, contrary to the official
definition, which limits itself mainly to administrative ques-
tions. The definition is neither theoretical, because it is not con-
nected to theoretical discussion of economic or political science,
nor empirical, because the framework was not justified with
empirical results of governing.
150  Meeting report: “What statistical indicators for democratic governan-
ce: Meeting  with statisticians and researchers in order to lay the foun-
dations for an organized network on the “measuring of democracy
and good governance” EUROSTAT- Munich, 21-23 January 2002 (
http://europa.eu.int/comm/governance/docs/eurostatcon_en.pdf )
and Workshop 21.1.-23.1.2002 Measuring Democracy  & Good Go-
vernance.  Fortbildungszentrum München für Wirtschafts-, Umwelt-
und Sozialstatistik. http://www.cdg-fz.de (visited 5.3.2002)
151  Landell-Mills and Serageldin 1991, 15-16.
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After the official definitions of the Bank had found estab-
lished forms in the operations of the Bank and in the develop-
ment policies, the definition discussion had calmed down until
the late 1990s, when definitions were raised on to the agenda.152
The theme was first discussed in Knack’s and Keefer’s study of
institutions and economic performance (1995),153 which con-
cerns the effects of different institutions on economic perform-
ance. Its variables resemble the elements of governance of
Landell-Mills and Seragelding, though the authors do not refer
to it. Even the word governance is not used. For the first time
governance indicators are mentioned in Jeff Huther’s and
Anwar Shah’s study of fiscal decentralization. They refer explic-
itly to the Bank’s booklet Governance and Development (1992)
when they define the dimensions of governance. Their indica-
tors measure the government’s ability to 1) ensure political trans-
parency and voice for citizens, 2) provide efficient and effective
public services, 3) promote the health and well-being of its citi-
zens, and 4) create a favorable climate for stable economic
growth.154
Kaufmann, Kraay and Zoido-Lobatón’s155 two studies from
1999 (Governance matters and Aggregating Governance Indica-
tors) present a comprehensive database of governance of the Bank.
The database contains over 300 governance measures compiled
152  A good description of governance indicators.
(http://www1.worldbank.org/publicsector/indicators.htm)
(Visited 12.03.2001)
153  Knack, Keefer 1995, 207-227.
154  Huther, Shah 1998, 2 -3.
155  Kaufmann, Kraay, Zoido-Lobotón 1999a, Kaufmann, Kraay, Zoido-Lo-
botón 1999b. In 1997 Kaufman published with Isham and Pritcett an
article of civil liberties, democracy and the performance of govern-
ment projects. Discussion of governance indicators remained still
quite unspecified. Isham, Kaufmann and Pritchett 1997.
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from a variety of sources.156 The database is continuously up-
dated,157 and forms a kind ‘half-official’ operationalization of
good governance of the Bank.
Considering the importance of the database, discussion of
its theoretical grounds is in practice neglected. Kaufmann,
Kraay and Zoido-Lobatón group the indicators into three di-
mensions without any theoretical reference either to economics
or political science. They define ”governance broadly as the tra-
ditions and institutions by which authority in a country is exer-
cised. This includes (1) the process by which governments are
selected, monitored and replaced, (2) the capacity of the govern-
ment to affectively formulate and implement sound policies, (3)
the respect of citizens and the state for the institutions that gov-
ern economic and social integration among them.”158 The au-
thors organize the dimensions into six clusters, which once
again resemble clearly the six characteristics of Landell-Mills
and Serageldin. The first dimension – the process by which gov-
ernments are selected, monitored and replaced - defines the po-
litical system. It is composed of two clusters, which are a) voice
and accountability and b) political instability and violence. The
second dimension – capacity of government to manage re-
sources and implement sound policies – includes two clusters,
i.e. c) government effectiveness and d) regulatory burden. It
contains regulatory institutions that determine how the govern-
ment is regulating the private sector. The third dimension – re-
spect of citizens and the state for the institutions and society –
includes e) rule of law and f ) graft.159 This category also includes
156  The data is subjective. It is draws from polls of experts and cross-coun-
try surveys of residents carried out by international organizations and
other non-governmental organizations
157  First update appeared in 2002. See Kaufmann, Kraay, Zoido-Lobotón
2002
158  Kaufmann, Kraay, Zoido-Lobotón 1999a, 1
159  Kaufmann, Kraay, Zoido-Lobotón 1999a, 7-8.
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institutions such as trust and reciprocity, which ensure that so-
cial interactions are mutually beneficial and not used for private
gain.
The EU has followed the footsteps of the World Bank in
launching a project on governance and democracy indicators in
2002. The first discussions of the indicators concern statistical,
theoretical and political problems of the endeavor. Emphasis
was placed on the need ”to share and agree upon the most im-
portant principles of good governance, democratization and hu-
man rights which are: participation, fairness, accountability,
transparency and efficiency. For the avoidance of doubt such
principles should include gender equality, and the avoidance of
discrimination on any grounds such as race, color, sex, language,
religion, ethnicity, political or other opinion, birth or other sta-
tus” 160 The EU’s governance indicator work has quite strong
political emphasis and typical European stress on equity and
considerations of fairness.
2.3. Domains of political governance
My original way of defining governance in chapter 1 was based
mainly on two assumptions. First, I made note of the fact that
public sector reforms adhered to the tasks of the state and to the
state’s role in the discourse of governance. The redefinition of
the tasks of the state and discussion of the basic nature of public
management reforms produced a discussion of political govern-
ance, which justified the birth of a new regime of political gov-
160  Measuring Democracy and Good Governance  Munich, 21-23 01.2002.
Conclusions: Broadening, Deepening and Organizing the Approach.
(http://europa.eu.int/comm/governance/docs/eurostatcon_en.pdf)
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ernance. It was not an unintended outcome, but a result of a
long-standing and conscious reform process, which aims to
transform traditional up-down governing into down-up gov-
ernance and into interaction between the state, market and soci-
ety. New public management reforms were the first step of the
reforms and governance belonged to the second-generation re-
forms of the same process, which referred to a qualitative change
in political governance.
Development policies can also be regarded as processes with
several steps and similar aims. The present emphasis on institu-
tional questions has broadened the previous economic scope of
reforms to a broader discourse of political questions. Economic
development requires not only market reforms, but also reforms
in public sector management and the governance of society.
Before I continue and broaden the perspective, the first
conclusions have to be drawn from the discussion so far, and can
be summarized to some points. First, the conception of govern-
ance is derived from governing. This background should be re-
spected. It connects political governance as a comprehensive
governance regime to the state and especially to the responsibili-
ties of the government in governing markets, society and state.
The idea of political governance as a comprehensive set of sub-
governance regimes (governance of markets, state and society) is
a logical outcome of this. Second, institutions are the key suc-
cess-factors in good political governance. Third, because politi-
cal governance is the government’s major task and governance
concerns markets, society and public administration, the nature
of political governance and interplay of political institutions
and market and social institutions should receive more discus-
sion than it has so far. When we develop elements of political
governance further, political questions cannot be ignored. Dis-
course of good governance in international development or-
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ganizations has confirmed this. All major elements and key fac-
tors of political governance should receive more attention and
be included in the analysis.161
March and Olsen use the expression ”domain of govern-
ance”. It refers to the forums and sectors of democratic govern-
ance, and clarifies the subject of my study. March and Olsen’s
domains of political governance trace back to implicit or explicit
components of the idea of a sovereign nation-state. The first do-
main is administration, which involves the implementation of
rules, principles, and policies adopted by a sovereign state. It is a
domain of expertise and problem solving in which there are
problems with incomplete information but not with conflict of
interests. The second domain is of politics. It involves establish-
ing the rules, principles and policies of a sovereign state. Admin-
istration is a domain of constitutional procedures by which di-
verse interests and beliefs are translated into rules, principles,
and policies that are binding within the state. March and Olsen
call the third one the domain of international relations. Politics
involves dealings among sovereign states. International relations
is a domain of war, competition, voluntary cooperation and ne-
gotiation among sovereign states pursuing their own rules, prin-
ciples and policies.162
Administration, politics and international relations are also
included in my analysis, but I will not discuss governance of in-
ternational relations. Instead, state, markets and society will be
the major domains of this study. Because the state is too big an
entity to be handled as one unit, it has to be subdivided into
161 The World Bank is referring in political governance and political insti-
tutions in recent studies, but because the Bank it not participating in
political reforms, the Bank has not continued the development in this
field.
162 March Olsen 1995, 122-123.
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smaller parts. March and Olsen had a division between adminis-
tration and politics, which dichotomy is also used in the current
analysis. For governance purposes administration has to be sub-
divided into more specific parts. I will return to this question in
chapter 6.
State, markets and society are the major functional entities
in my analysis of governance. They all have special functions,
well-developed functional principles and value-structures. Be-
cause liberal political theory does not have a uniform model,
and in economic theory there is no ideal division of labor be-
tween the state, markets and society, different countries have
their own national interpretations of their functions and
tasks.163 Practical interpretations are always dependent on cul-
tural traditions and the economic development of the country.
Irrespective of this variety of models, state, markets and society
can be regarded without doubt as the major domains of govern-
ance. Keeping up and respecting this division of labor is an im-
portant principle in governance. More directly: governance is
basically a task of developing maximum preconditions for suc-
cess for all national actors independently and in cooperation.
The relations between different components of governance
can be presented as follows.
163  See Jesperson 2000.
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Table 2: Domains of political governance
2.4. Governance regime in public space
I referred earlier to Goran Hyden’s classification of the dimen-
sions of governance regime as a public space, where all major ac-
tors are situated. In Hyden’s analytical vocabulary regime or
realm of governance is displaced in public space, where different
actors operate. He connects governance in public space with the
help of dimensions, which fix governance into the sphere of 1)
power, 2) exchange, 3) compliance and 4) innovation, which are
Markets  State Society
Value basis Values of the market: Values of the 1. Values of Society:
-profitability, government: mutual interest,
-self-interest -democracy fraternity and
-equality solidarity
-public interest 2. Values of the
-provision of Individual: self-
 public goods interest, freedom,
survival, equity
Competition Coercion Trust; consensus
Profit-making Participation Voluntary
Ownership Confiscation collaboration
Corporate Administrative Life policies,
 governance policies Life governance
(public sector Governance of
governance) society
Principles
Politics
Political governance
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the major qualities of public space. Power is connected to the
governance with authority, compliance is connected with trust,
exchange is connected with reciprocity, and innovation with ac-
countability. Trust, authority, accountability and reciprocity are
important requirements of good politics and good governan-
ce.164
In Hyden’s model the relations between governance and
public space are crucial, because they determine its nature,
openness, accountability, legitimacy and responsiveness. Ameri-
can sociologist Robert Nisbet, who has studied order in histori-
cal perspective, has discussed the same problems, but from his
perspective on the analytical level as a theoretical framework,
not as an outcome of empirical research.165 Nisbet is basically
studying conditions for success like Hyden. Nisbet’s main con-
clusion for success is based on the principles of political plural-
ism, which is a system of order, where autonomy and integrity
of all actors in the markets and society is respected and common
interests are solved in co-operation. The major principles here
are 1) functional autonomy, 2) decentralization, 3) hierarchy
and 4) tradition. These concern the functions and relations be-
tween the major domains of governance, not their internal
functioning.
Functional autonomy refers to the ability of each major
function (or domain) in social order to work to achieve its own
distinctive ends with maximum possible freedom. “It is har-
mony that our society needs above anything else …”166 The sec-
ond principle is decentralization, which in Nisbet’s idea is con-
nected to the functional autonomy of the domain. This sup-
ports localism, regionalism, and nurtures the spirit of voluntary
participation and activities of the many – workers, professionals,
164 Hyden 1992, 8-14.
165 See Nisbet 1967.
166 Nisbet 1975, 236-237.
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entrepreneurs, families and neighborhoods. Decentralization is
not an administrative principle, but a principle of large institu-
tions, which supports social diversity and individual autono-
my.167 The third principle is hierarchy. It comes from the func-
tional requirement of social bonds and order. “There is no form
of community that is without some form of stratification of
function and role.” The fourth principle is tradition, which
means here an uncalculated and effective mechanism of social
order, custom, folkway, and all uncountable means of adapta-
tion. 168
Nisbet developed these principles in the early 1970’s, when
the role of the government was growing and tasks of the state
grew over their traditional boundaries. Laws and regulations
guided society and markets more than earlier. Nisbet was critical
to this development. In my  vocabulary, he tried to foster self-
government of the markets and society and to guide the govern-
ment in its political tasks through the principles of pluralism.
Dissolution of the centralized governing model started in the
UK and New Zealand in the early eighties. Deregulation and
privatization are examples of the application of principles of
functional autonomy and decentralization. The force of tradi-
tion can be seen in the slow adaptation of the most effective
management methods in public administrations in such coun-
tries that emphasize administration instead of management.
Deep-rooted traditions are the carriers of all cultures – includ-
ing public administration. Nordic countries have neither adap-
ted the privatization ideology nor reduced the role of the state,
though most international development organizations sup-
ported privatization and the ideology of the small state. Nordic
countries have trusted on a different strategy: they have in-
167 Nisbet 1975, 237.
168 Nisbet 1975, 238-239.
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creased efficiency in public administration and preserved their
collectivist based cultural values and traditions in the present
world of growing competition. This is all due to respect for tra-
ditions.
Hyden´s analysis of politics is analytical in nature. He has
presented a hypothesis of four properties of good politics. These
differ from Nisbet’s properties of good politics, because he em-
phasizes the importance of the state in governance. For Hyden
the basic principles are 1) authority, 2) reciprocity, 3) trust, and
4) accountability. In Hyden’s model the governance realm
should be seen in relation to the public realm as a means to an
end. This means that political governance regime is character-
ized by the qualities associated with the governance realm.169
The dissimilarity between Nisbet’s and Hyden’s properties of
governing gives a clear expression that they do not belong to the
same governance regime.
Nisbet’s principles bear resemblance to Hyden’s dimensions
of governance, even if they are based on a different conception
of the governance regime, and a different interpretation of the
role of the state and society and their institutions in the political
governance process. For Hyden the interaction between gover-
nor and governed is as important as for Nisbet. In spite of
Hyden’s and Nisbet’s different solutions to their problems they
both discuss the same themes. Nisbet’s hierarchy and order cor-
respond to Hyden’s authority and power, and though Hyden’s
terms do not correspond to Nisbet’s terms decentralization,
functional autonomy or tradition, Hyden is stressing similar
principles. When Nisbet emphasizes functional autonomy,
Hyden stresses change and accountability. While Nisbet values
tradition, Hyden prefers trust.
169 Hyden 1992, 12-13.
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Both of these principles of good politics refer to the rela-
tions between the realms of governance and public space. Nis-
bet’s model is based on traditional governing regime and on a
liberal conception of the small state, which do not interfere ac-
tively in the processes of markets and society. Hyden’s model
emphasizes relations of the governance realm to public space,
i.e., into society and markets. For him the governance regime
has to solve the problem of oversight in governance, account-
ability, and reciprocity.
Nisbet’s and Hyden’s ideal regime types of governance are
systems of power, authority and hierarchy. Authority structures
are hierarchical, even though we would personally oppose hier-
archies. For Herbert Simon, who is a student of public adminis-
tration and organizations, hierarchy of authority and division of
authority are the basic requirements for unity of command and
acceptance of authority, i.e. for order in the system.170 When we
broaden hierarchy to authority we do not abandon it, but in-
crease its content and applicability. Hyden´s and Nisbet´s gov-
ernance regimes cannot escape questions of order and authority
even though they find different solutions to it.
A recent definition of the principles of governance is done
in the White paper of European Governance, which the Commis-
sion of the European union published in 2001.171 The aim of
the White paper is to foster democratic governance. Its princi-
ples underline democracy and the rule of law in all levels of gov-
ernment – global, European, national, regional, and local. The
170   Simon 1997, 191-197.
171    Commission of the European Communities: European Governance: A
White Paper. The commission has published major contributions of
the debate of the European governance and of the future of the gov-
ernance. See internet page of the debate http://europa.eu.int/comm/
governance/contributions/index_en.htm (Visited 5.12.2003)
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principles are 1) openness 2) participation, 3) accountability, 4)
effectiveness, and 5) coherence.
The principles of the European Commission’s correspond
to the ideas of Hyden and Nisbet, even if the Commission’s pa-
per is in nature political and Nisbet’s and Hyden’s models are
theoretical. The database of governance indicators of the World
Bank (chapter 2.2. Indicators of governance) have more practi-
cal weighting than these studies, but its basic idea corresponds
to the principles raised in this chapter. All these discourses are
based on the idea that good political governance is not an inter-
nal question of the governance regime, but an outcome of a two-
way process between the actors in the governance regime and
the actors of public space (market and society). Selection of
leaders, participation in decision-making, accountability and
control of policies are the major political requirements of good
political governance. Openness and transparency are major
means to control the policies of the government. Transparency
opens the doors for social and economic actors to participate in
the policy process and have a real dialogue between the govern-
ment and other actors. Effectiveness and coherence refer more
to the internal goals of the policies.
I have discussed these principles of governance under the
heading of governance regime in public space. This shows that
governance is related to society and the markets, And that it is
not an internal question of the state. When we compare the ba-
sic principles of administration/bureaucracy to the principles of
democracy, the difference can be seen in full clarity.
Hyden has listed the major principles of democracy as fol-
lows: plurality and diversity, dispersion of power, external ac-
cess, liberty and freedom, elected officials, short term mandate,
opportunity to participation and openness. The principles of
bureaucracy are unity, hierarchy and authority, command and
control, appointed officials, long-term mandate, limited partici-
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pation, secrecy and control of information.172 I do not want to
undermine the principles of bureaucracy by presenting the prin-
ciples of democracy and bureaucracy side by side, but to put
stress on the fact that governance is a question, which cannot be
separated from public space. The quality of governance cannot
be judged on the basis of the efficiency of economic manage-
ment, but on the political criteria of democracy. Dictatorships
may be efficient, but they do not fulfill the requirements of good
governance.
The discussion so far has shown that every regime of gov-
erning has certain defined characteristic features. This is a very
relevant conclusion. Relations between public space and the
realm of governing determine the nature of a regime. It deter-
mines
1)     basic principles for the use of power, and structures of au-
     thority and hierarchy,
2)     rules for the conduct of public functions,
3)      principles for the selection, monitoring and replacement of
     leaders,
4)     basic principles for the division of labor between the state,
     market, society and citizens.
These principles determine
1)     how citizens and market actors participate in governance and
     how accountability is arranged
2)     transparency and openness of the governance system, and
3)     its legitimacy bases (rational, trust, tradition or force)
The questions are similar to other organization principles devel-
oped in business management books and in ruler’s handbooks
since Macchiavelli. Though management sciences have devel-
172 Hyden 1997, 245.
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oped at an enormous speed, classical management principles are
still quite similar today. Management gurus are reading military
classics (Clausewitz), political scientist read and study principles
of Macchiavelli and Max Weber. Ideas of Friedrich Taylor, Ches-
ter Barnard, Peter Drucker and Herbert Simon belong to the
permanent reading list of all students of management and gov-
ernance.
2.5. Symptoms of systemic regime change from
governing to governance
I do neither discuss in detail the changes in the tasks of the state
nor analyze different governing models and regimes of political
governing of the late twentieth century. The discourse of present
governance is an expression of crisis in the present governing
system and a trial to develop a new regime of political govern-
ance. The discourse of governance can be regarded as the first
step from a governing regime based on the nation state towards
political governance in the pressure of global governance.
The basic presumptions for a governing regime based on
the strong nation state are:
1.    National states are the basic actors of governing,
2.    Markets are basically national and function inside national
      borders
3.     Tasks of the states and the markets change in a symmetrical
     way
4.     The state regulates and steers the markets and society with a
     strong hand
5.    Governing is based on comprehensive plans and planning
     efforts
6.    Markets are responsible for producing goods and private
    services
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7.     The political guidelines and policies are based on ideologies
8.     Public welfare systems are based on the legal rights of the
     citizens
9.      The state has a central role in health care and social security
10.   Knowledge is centered in big organizations and professions
11.   Power in public and private sphere is concentrated in large
     hierarchies and
12.   Homogeneity, order and cohesiveness are its major political
     goals.
Comprehensive national economic and social development
plans, which most  Western governments  drew after the Second
World War until the 1970s, were based on ideas of practice ori-
ented social sciences, which trusted on the possibilities of ra-
tional economic and social policies and on the capacity of the
welfare state (in Europe) or great society (in the USA) to solve
and alleviate social problems and keep order in society.173
Many of the propositions of the above-mentioned model
led into economic and fiscal crisis. This gave birth to an ideo-
logical attack on these propositions especially in the 1980s and
the 1990’s. Simultaneously citizen’s value structures began to
change towards individual values, which started to surpass col-
lective values. Active privatization and deregulation policies,
which were started in the 1980s in several OECD-countries
show that governments emphasized economy and effectiveness
more than general good as guiding values in the governing re-
gime and new public management reforms, which formed the
basis for the new political governance discourse.
All these change trends in the basic values of people and the
national governing practices are weak signals of a new regime of
political governance. It is a model that begun to receive support
from national governments and the business community. Its
basic elements are
173 Schonfield  1965.
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1.     State, market and society form the three pillars of govern-
       ance
2.     Markets, states and society are integrated into international
      and transnational activities
3.     Responsibility for the exploitation of the fruits and mini-
     mizing of the risks of globalization lies on the national level
4.      The state will preserve its dominant position as a source of
     public power and governance institutions, guarantee of le-
     gitimacy of governance and executor of public authority
5.      The state is the major mediator for issues concerning natio-
     nal interests and the needs of global governance
6.     The state has the responsibility to design, monitor and im-
       plement a consistent set of national policies
7.      The role of the state in market and society is to provide an
     enabling environment for success. The state defines their
     rules and institutions after consultation with the major ac-
     tors and monitors their effective functioning. The state’s
     role is important, but not the role of an active actor.
8.     Economic growth and success is based more and more on
       knowledge
9.     The state supports the building of social capital
10.    Growth of knowledge and governance in all levels of society
     and markets dominate development and success
11.   Politics is based more on ethics than on political ideologies
12.   Rights and responsibilities are in proportion to each other
13.   Protection of privacy and individualism
14.   Fostering of manifold social structures
15.   Democracy, respect of human rights and rule of law, and
     gender equality are accepted as the basic principles of good
      governance.174
174  Declaration of Monterrey (Monterrey Consensus) in March 18-22,
2002  Included in good governance following principles: sound eco-
nomic policies, solid democratic institutions responsive to the needs
of the people, freedom, peace and security, domestic stability, respect
for human rights, including the right to  development, and the rule of
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This framework will not diminish the importance of political
governing and governance of the public sector. On the contrary,
though the size of the state – measured with the size of public
expenditure of GDP– will diminish, its responsibilities in safe-
guarding the preconditions for balanced economic growth and
well being of its citizens in an open, global world will by no
means easier than in a closed economy.
2.6. Concluding comment
The analysis so far has found similar discourse trends in several
disciplines and fields of politics and society. The purpose of
these discourses is to find more efficient methods to get better
results in the use of authority and rule, whether the object is a
company, public authority, state, international organization or
national economy. Governance is a term that tries to express this
endeavor and strive for better results.
When this study finds grounds for the interpretation that
governance is a new model of speaking about authority struc-
tures or systems of rule, I must remind that the analysis of dis-
law, gender equality, market-oriented policies, and an overall commit-
ment to just and democratic societies (A/CONF.198/3).
http://www0.un.org/esa/ffd/DocumentsIndex.htm
 (visited 5.12.2002)
In October 2001 the African leaders have in their New Partnership for
Africa’s Development (NEPAD) declared, that development is impos-
sible in the absence of true democracy, respect for human rights, peace
and good governance. The NEPAD defined the core components of
democracy as follow: political pluralism, allowing for the existence of
several political parties and workers’ unions, fair, open, free and demo-
cratic elections periodically organized to enable the populace choose
their leaders freely. http://www.uneca.org/nepad/  (visited 28/3/2002).
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courses is not empirical research work of social, political and
economic issues or historical study using strict criticism of
sources. This study focuses on academic and practical dis-
courses, which only have indirect reference to social and eco-
nomic changes in any country. It is not a surprise that most of
the early discourses have been primarily theoretical, having only
casual and illustrative evidence from empirical investigations.
Theoretical discourses interpret different practices and develop
or create new ones. Empirical research testing the use and use-
fulness of the new discourses will appear in the near future.
In the first chapters of the study I have presented different
discourses relevant to governing the country. From these I have
combined a new model of discourse, which I call political dis-
course. This will be developed further in the next chapters of the
study.
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3. Main elements of political governance
In this chapter I will develop the term political governance so
that the concept could be used as a framework in political insti-
tution building efforts and evaluation studies. Because the study
crosses the border between political science and administrative
sciences, it uses their theoretical discussions as its basic building
material. The most important concepts in this chapter are insti-
tutions and institution-building, capacity and capacity-build-
ing, democracy, trust and networking. These are the major ele-
ments of a good political governance system. It is self-evident
that the list is not complete and comprehensive, but tentative.
Emphasis of democracy is important especially after September
11. Before the terrorist attacks for example international devel-
opment organizations were not convinced of the need of de-
mocracy for the economic development. Democracy does not
guarantee maximal economic development, but it can safeguard
respect for life and civic liberties of citizens.  Discussion of the
major elements of political governance is not irrelevant either
for the developing countries. Discourse of global governance
demonstrates this concretely. New instruments of global gov-
ernance are developed, but without any reference to democracy.
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Above-mentioned major elements of modern political gov-
ernance system are traditional. Because none of these themes are
new, how I can say that the model has any innovative nature or
novelty value? It is not even tried. Instead I use this model as a
general framework for the development of governance strategies
of the markets, society and the state. This will remind us of the
fundamentals of all governance processes.
3.1. Capacity as the basic requirement of
governance
State capacity has been raised to a central discussion theme in
political science and in development discourse, because re-
searchers have found that incapacity of the states is one of the
major obstacles for achieving the economic and social goals,
which the leaders of the country have sought. The governments’
capability to implement social policies, to penetrate into society,
regulate social relationships, extract resources, and appropriate
or use resources in a determined way should be improved.175
Though researchers have different interpretations of the sources
of this incapability, development of such a framework, which
could provide adequate tools to analyze the reasons for the
weakness and develop tools to increase the strength, is impor-
tant.
Capacity is often understood as the ability of an organiza-
tion to act effectively on a sustained basis in pursuit of its objec-
tives.176 Efficiency of governance can be assessed as the capacity
of the government to reach its objectives effectively, efficiently
and in a sustainable way. Migdal speaks of state capacity, which
175  See definition of the major tasks of the state Migdal 1988, 4.
176  Hilderbrand, and Grindle 1997, 31-35. Polidano 2000, 808. Of dis-
cussion of political capacity see Wallis and Dollery 2001, 245-263
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is the ability of the state to write rules for the game that holds
sway throughout society and supersedes any pre-existing rules
that are in conflict with its own.177 Capacity building refers to
improvements in the ability of public sector organizations, ei-
ther singly or in cooperation with other public sector organiza-
tions to perform appropriate tasks.178 For Grindle state capacity
is the capacity to set institutional structures conductive to eco-
nomic growth, to manage macroeconomic policy, and to carry
out basic public functions. It includes political representation,
conflict resolution, and administrative openness. She has sepa-
rated four elements in state capacity: institutional, technical, ad-
ministrative, and political capacity.179
I will continue the analysis of state capacity with Grindle’s
conceptions. For her institutional capacity is one of its elements.
It is composed of authoritative and effective rules of game to
regulate economic and political interactions. It is ability to as-
sert the primacy of national policies, legal conventions, and
norms of social and political behavior over those of other group-
ings. It is ability to set national policies, legislate and implement
laws and to hold public officials accountable in terms of these
laws. This capacity can be regarded as the nerve center of the
government. Its importance has been noticed in recent studies
of institutional economics. Keen interplay of different official
and unofficial institutions for the success of nations is often
more important than mere abundance of resources and factors
177  Migdal 1988, 14.
178  Hilderbrand, Grindle 1997, 34.
179 Grindle 1996, def. 8-10 and broader analysis 11-44. Polidano´s defini-
tion of state capacity is composed of three elements. They are 1) state’s
freedom to take decisions unconstrained by special interests 2) ability
to take informed decisions on the basis of knowledgeable assessment
of a comprehensive range of information and 3) ability to have the
decisions implemented and laws are obeyed Polidano 2000, 808-809.
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of income. The quality of institutions and their management is
a crucial source of success.
Peter Evans180 has analyzed the requirements for state capac-
ity from a different perspective. His main interest in state capac-
ity concerns the position of the state in relation to the market
and society, not different capacity structures. It is clear that such
an analysis supposes that the state is capable and has capacities
to formulate strategies and policies, has efficient administrative
structure, civil service and coercive force, and its legitimacy is
not questioned. All these requirements belong to the sphere of
capacity. However, it is clear that formal capacities are not
enough. The state has to have legitimacy in its intervention into
the markets and society and in all of its governance activities.
Unlike Migdal, who analyses society and its organizations,
Evans concentrates more on the state. The existence of a cohe-
sive and competent bureaucracy, which is recruited on merit, is
for Evans a crucial capacity factor. Bureaucracy is a fundamental
building block of state capacity, but it is not sufficient. First,
bureaucracy has to be cohesive, competent and be based on me-
rit. “There is an abundance of rule-making or administrative
organizations, but most have neither the capability of pursuing
collective goals in a predicable, coherent way nor an interest in
doing so”181 Second, connections and networks to society and to
economy are as important as internal capability. “Bureaucracy is
not enough. Even the most bureaucratically coherent state can-
not effect transformation without a network of ties to social
groups and classes with which it shares a project. Connectedness
is as important as coherence and cohesion.” State-society rela-
tions complement autonomy and transform it to embedded au-
tonomy.182
180  Evans 1995.
181  Evans 1992, 141, 177-179, citation in page 177.
182  Evans 1995, 247-250, citation in page 249.
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From the perspective of political governance, the basic re-
quirements for good governance are that there is a sufficient 1)
institutional capacity, 2) political capacity, 3) policy capacity
and 4) administrative capacity. All of these demand necessary
autonomy of state institutions with sufficient connections to
markets and society.
It is important to discuss state capacity and its require-
ments, because through analysis of dimensions of capacity we
can specify the elements of governance. Emphasis on institution
building is more important in governance of markets and soci-
ety than in governance of public sector, which belongs to the
direct control of the government. Policy capacity is crucial in
governance of all sectors. Administrative capacity is more vital
in public sector management than for example in the govern-
ance of society.
Even if the importance of management capacity has been
long well known, only in the late twentieth century systematic
management and leadership training for the highest civil serv-
ants has been started in the OECD countries183 Training of po-
litical leaders has been discussed, but still most countries do not
have such training. In Finland the Finnish National Fund for
Research and Development (Sitra), which is an independent
public foundation under the supervision of the Finnish Parlia-
ment, has launched in 2000 a program called Finland 2015,
which aims to develop the knowledge, skills and networks of
decision-makers so that they can handle the challenges facing
Finland in the future. Participants of the program include the
183   The UN and national development assistance organizations empha-
sized civil service training in developing countries after the second
World War and this trend continued until 1960s. See for example In-
terregional Seminar on Administration of Management Improvement
services 1971. See Education and training for public Sector Manage-
ment in Developing Countries 1977, of similar theme 1977.
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top echelons of both the public and private sectors (politics,
public administration, business, trade unions, the third sector,
the media, research and education). The Prime Minister of Fin-
land chooses the participants. Sitra aims to ensure that Finnish
social decision-makers and experts are able to cope successfully
in an ever-changing world.184 The Finnish model of knowledge
formation and capacity building is based on strong trust and
consensus between different actors of society, economy and the
state. It is networking in a practical way.
Because governance is a culturally determined phenomenon,
there cannot be such general characteristics, which would suit to
all countries. Especially in discussion of governance capacities
cultural differences should be emphasized. The analysis of the
weaknesses and strengths in every national governance system
has to be based on an understanding of the deep structures of
the national governance regime and the principles, which deter-
mine its practices and changes. However, in this study I speak of
governance as if it were a universal model.
I can clarify this discussion of capacities with a short refer-
ence to national differences of institutional logics in Western
Europe, which is in the global framework a relatively homog-
enous region. Ronald L. Jepperson has studied different policy
frameworks using a simple model, where he separates some di-
mensions of the structuring of the basic principles of the gov-
ernance system. He calls the first dimension organization of so-
184  See http://www.sitra.fi/eng/index.asp?MM=1&DirID=50 (visited
5.12.2003). The National Defense College have arranged for decades
for people in top civilian and military positions so called National
Defense Courses with an overall view of Finland’s foreign, security and
defense policy and to promote co-operation and readiness between na-
tional defense and different sectors of the society. The training serves
beside its official goals of defense policies the needs of networking and
trust supporting amongst the Finnish top leaders.
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ciety, which characterizes the nature of official institutional
structures. The second dimension is collective agency, which
describes the nature of the collectivities. He separates two mod-
els in the dimension of organization of society: a corporate
model and an associational model. In the dimension of collec-
tive agency he finds two main forms of collective agency: a
statist and a societal form.185 There are four basic models. They
are social-corporatist (Nordic), state-corporatist (German and
Japanese), liberal (Anglo) and state-nation (France; weakly
Latin in general) models. His rich discussion of the differences
of these models and their change logics shows the importance of
understanding the basic regularities and laws governing institu-
tional behavior and policies.
Most Western political systems are basically individualistic.
They are characterized by low personnel trust associated with
integrated structures in which individuals can shift from one
group to another, relatively high levels of general morality, effec-
tive legal systems, and the prevalence of reputation mechanisms.
The collectivist system, which has strong position especially in
Asia, is characterized by informal contract enforcement based
mainly on trust. Social structure is segregated in the sense that
individuals interact socially and economically mainly with
members of specific religious, ethnic and family groups.186
These two examples of different systems of governance have
dissimilar ideas about human cooperation, order, human nature
and principles of order. They give a glimpse of the viewpoints,
which must be remembered when general models of governance
are developed and especially informal institutions and laws gov-
erning the practices are defined. All different governance sys-
tems can have similar official political and formal market insti-
185   Jepperson 2000, 8-10.
186   Dethier 1999. See criticism towards the Western discussion of the
“Asian values” SOJOURN, vol. 14, no 2, October 1999.
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tutions, but they are interpreted in a specific way. This interpre-
tation is based on complex historical, cultural, political and so-
cial and economic development processes.
3.2. Efficient institutions and institution building
Institutions have been raised to the center in discussion of eco-
nomic development and governance. They provide a framework
for facilitating cooperation within social systems and a frame-
work for controlling access to scarce resources.187 Both econo-
mists and political scientists have been active in the field. Pre-
sent schools are called “new” institutional economics and “new”
political science.
For North “institutions are the rules of the game. In a soci-
ety, more formally they are the human devised constraints that
shape human interaction. In consequence they structure incen-
tives in human exchange, whether political, social or economic.
Institutional change shapes the way societies evolve through time
and hence is the key to understanding historical change.”188 In-
stitutions are made of formal rules (political constitutions, eco-
nomic laws and regulations, contracts) and informal constraints
(conventions, norms of behavior and self-imposed codes of con-
duct and of their enforcement characteristics). For North the
major role of institutions in a society is to reduce uncertainty by
establishing a stable basis for human interaction. Hodgson has a
slightly different interpretation. He regards institution as a way
of thought or action of some prevalence and permanence,
which is embedded in the habits of a group or the customs of
people. This definition is derived from the 1930s (from Walton
Hamilton) and elaborates an old conception, where institutions
187 Eggertson 1999, 52.
188 North 1990, 1.
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are seen as settled habits of thought common to the generality of
men. The concept of habit played a more important role earlier
than it does today.189
In New Institutional Economics institutions are social con-
straints: rules that are enforced in some way by public agencies,
social groups or private individuals. The methods of enforce-
ment include threats of force, social sanctions, moral codes, and
expectations about reciprocity. Public authorities have power to
change, ordain and enact only formal rules that originate with
political units.190 Besides, they have strong – often decisive –
influence also on informal rules (customs, norms and conven-
tions). Beliefs and worldviews are out of their control, although
the political system influences these also in indirect ways. The
separation of official and unofficial norms and discussion of re-
sponsibilities of different actors in defining the content of the
norms is connected to my earlier discussion of the networking
nature of governance. Governments cannot be sole and authori-
tative norm setters. On the contrary, today their role is more
multifaced than earlier. Governments cannot act as ultimate
and far away high authorities, which inform of new norms with-
out an open and wide discussion with citizens, market actors
and political society. The governments have to listen to the in-
terests of economy and society. The present governance regime
is connected to the change of the role of norms in governance.
Present governing systems, which are based on the rule of law
and were born at the beginning of industrialization in the nine-
teenth century, have recently received soft communal and com-
munity driven features, and informal norms have received more
influence and importance. As a whole economy and society are
more independent and have more responsibilities in managing
their own spheres of interest.
189  Hamilton 1998, 179.
190  See of discussion of this theme Eggertsson 1999, 51.
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For this study the New Institutional Economy’s discussion
on rules and norms as determinants of human behavior is im-
portant. Official rules – whether political or economic rules -
are enforced by agents (police, judges and civil servants). New
Institutional Economy regards their enforcement as a cost. In
the theory of New Institutional Economy human behavior is
affected by norms, which are informal constraints of behavior
and are in part derived from formal rules. There are different
kinds of norms. They can be codes of conduct, taboos, dogmas,
customs and ethical standards of behavior that are in part de-
rived from perceptions that all individuals form both to explain
and to evaluate the world around them. Some of these percep-
tions are shaped and molded by organized ideologies (religion,
social and political values), while others are honed by experi-
ence, which leads to the re-affirmation or rejections of earlier
norms.191
The enforcement of informal norms is more difficult than
of official rules. North says that some norms of behavior are
externally enforced (mostly by the state) and others are inter-
nally enforced codes of conduct, like honesty, integrity, etc.
They are followed by the attitudes and behavior of others in the
society. North sets hopes for political scientists and sociologists
that they would develop a general theory of sociology of knowl-
edge that could help us to understand the way overall ideologies
emerge and evolve.192 Dennis H. Wrong’s book The Problem of
Order is a recent input in the discussion of social order.193
North analyzes informal constraints more thoroughly than
any economists before him. He shows that constraints are hos-
pitable to the change in the formal rules and he uses the stability
of the consequent political-economic system as best evidence of
191  North 1998, 87-89.
192  North 1998, 91.
193  Wrong 1994.
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that. “When there is a radical change in the formal rules that
makes them inconsistent with the existing informal constraints,
there is an unresolved tension between them that will lead to
long-run political instability.”194 Traditions fostered by informal
constraints are always reinforced and supported by ideologies
that underlie those attitudes. And when we come to ideologies,
we are dealing with politics and the state, which has an impor-
tant responsibility in fostering change in informal norms that
support formal rules and regulations, which the state is passing.
As a conclusion of the study of institutions North raises discus-
sion of the role of the state in institution building. There is a
need to destroy the image of the state as something like Mafia or
Leviathan.195
New institutional Economists’ discussion of institutions is
important in many ways. First, it has broadened the sphere of
discussion in economics. Second, it has taken steps towards po-
litical sciences and sociology. Third, discussion about not only
formal institutions and rules but also informal institutions is a
challenge even for the sociologists. Their historical arguments
are convincing. Fourth, discussion about the state is a straight
suggestion for the political scientists. The role of the state in
fostering economic development should be analyzed on a broad
base.196
Compared to the new institutional economists political sci-
entists197 give a different weight for institutions and do not nec-
essarily concentrate on the same institutions as economists.
However, students of both disciplines have surprisingly similar
opinions of the basic questions of institutions, of their impor-
194  North 1990, 140.
195  North 1990, 138-140.
196  See evaluation of it Scott 2001, 2-5 and 28-33.
197  See discussion of New Institutionalism in Political Science Peters
1996b, 202-220, Scott 2001, 6-8 and Goodin 1996, 11-16.
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tance in change and preserving stability and of their enforce-
ment. Both regard organizations as social constructs of rules,
norms and expectations that constrain individual and group
choice and behavior. Institutional economists study institu-
tions, rules and norms and their enforcement as ways to reduce
uncertainty in human behavior and to secure cooperation. Be-
cause economists are interested about economic development
and rationality, they study markets, contracts, technology, and
disciplines but also bureaucracies (hierarchies). They are inter-
ested in efficiency and effectiveness of institutions and their
transaction costs. Political scientists study similar institutions
but from the perspective of democracy and legitimacy. Both dis-
cuss official and unofficial institutions and emphasize long-term
perspective in institutional analysis. State, markets and society
are interrelated to each other. What are their differences? Is it
only the scope of these studies, the state or the market?
New Political Institutionalists James March G. and John P.
Olsen describe institutions as the beliefs, paradigms, codes, cul-
tures and knowledge that support rules and routines in a similar
way to Douglas North.198 Both of them stress the importance of
following rules in governance. I will give a long quotation form
March and Olsen’s definition and characterization of rules and
of rule-bound behavior, because it illustrates the major problem
in an excellent way.
“Much of the behavior we observe in political institutions reflects
the routine way in which people do what they are supposed to
do. … Institutions have a repertoire of procedures, and they use
rules to select among them. The rules may be imposed by direct
coercion and political or organizational authority, or they may be
part of a code of appropriate behavior that is learned and interna-
tionalized through socialization or education. … Rules can re-
198 March, Olsen 1989, 22.
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flect subtle lessons of cumulative experience, and the process by
which appropriate rules are determined and applied is a process
involving high levels of human intelligence, discourse, and delib-
eration. … By ”rules” we mean the routines, procedures, conven-
tions, roles, strategies, organizational forms, and technologies
around which political activity is constructed. … Action is often
based more on identifying the normatively appropriate behavior
than on calculating the return expected from alternative choices.
… Even in extreme situations like war, or in concentration
camps, individuals seem to act on the bases of rules of appropri-
ateness rather than rational consequential calculation.”199
In the New Institutional Political Science conception developed
by March and Olsen the logic of appropriateness determines the
behavior of people. They see that human action is institutional-
ized through structures of rules and routines. Rules reflect his-
torical experience in a way that ordinarily makes the rules, but
not the experience; accessible to individuals who have them-
selves lived through the experience. Although rules bring order,
sets of rules can be potentially rich in conflict, contradiction and
ambiguity, and thus produce deviation as well as conformity,
variability as well as standardization. The network of rules and
rule-bound relations are sustained by trust, a confidence that
appropriate behavior can be expected most of the time. ”Trust,
like the rules it supports, is based on a conception of appropri-
ateness more than a calculation of reciprocity.”200
The logic of appropriateness does not only concern indi-
viduals but also groups. In this analysis of political governance
the behavior of groups – are they states, governments, parlia-
ments, parties, firms, labor unions or other interest groups – can
be analyzed and understood from the perspective of appropri-
ateness. This means that periods of change are difficult, because
199  March, Olsen 1998, 22.
200  March, Olsen 1989, 38.
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present logic of action and behavior loses its power and new
rules of the game have not yet formed and received acceptance.
March and Olsen have emphasized the process by which
the constraints on political exchange are established. Account-
ability and responsiveness mechanisms secure socialization and
education into the outcomes of governance. They give meaning
to governance, which according to them is not only a question
of allocative outcomes, but also interpretation. ”Outcomes are
less significant both behaviorally and ethically than the con-
struction of meaning that is a product of the political process.
Politics gives meaning to life and meaning is the core of life.”201
Frederickson, who has analyzed institutionalists’ perspec-
tives in political science, regards Wilson’s book Bureaucracy
(1989) and March and Olsen’s book Rediscovering Institutions
(1989) as important steps in the study of public administration.
The books build their theories on consideration of structure,
particularly hierarchy, and individual and group behavior in in-
stitutional contexts. They recover for institutions and institu-
tional considerations their original high status and say that it is a
study of politics and administration. Both books discussed the
interaction of individuals and organizations and their wider po-
litical, social and economic contexts, and the influence of pro-
fessional and cultural norms on institutional behavior patterns
and institutional longevity and productivity.202
Excellence and usefulness of institutional theory for public
administrative reforms is according to Frederickson based on a
practical basis and realism. For example institutionalists remind
us that institutions and those associated with them shape mean-
ings, rely on symbols, and seek interpretive order that obscures
the objectivity of outcomes. Institutionalism is useful in differ-
entiated state structures, because its assumptions rest on patters
201  March, Olsen 1994, 264-267.
202  Frederickson 1999, 704.
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of politics, order, and shared meanings found in both govern-
mental as well as nongovernmental institutions.203
Students of Institutional Political Science have a different
conception of the effectiveness of institutions and governmental
performance to economists who stress economic development
and growth. Institutional political scientists’ assessment criteria
are multiple. Traditionally they have evaluated the quality of
political institutions from the point of view of legitimacy, de-
mocracy and democratic rule. Later on effectiveness has been
evaluated on the basis of the production of public services.
Weaver and Rockman have developed a set of criteria to evaluate
the effectiveness from the perspective of the broad set of tasks of
the government. What is the relation between governance and
governing in this perspective?
Before we can answer this question we have to see what are
the tasks of traditional government conception. Weaver and
Rockman have developed a list of ten specific capabilities that
all governments need to meet. The governments have 1) to set
the main priorities, 2) to target resources, 3) to innovate, 4) to
coordinate conflicting objectives, 5) to impose losses to power-
ful groups, 6) to represent diffuse, unorganized interests in addi-
tion to concentrated, well-organized ones, 7) to ensure effective
implementation of government policies, 8) to ensure policy sta-
bility, 9) to make and maintain international commitments in
the realms of trade and national defense to ensure their long-
term well-being, and 10) to manage political cleavages.204 As po-
litical scientists Weaver and Rockman are interested in the ef-
fects of a political system (parliamentary or presidential system)
and variations among parliamentary and presidential systems
(for example decision-making procedures and policy-making
203  Frederickson 1999, 704.
204  Weaver Rockman 1993, 6-7.
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capacities) to their performance.205 Arend Lijphart’s classical
study Patterns of Democracy has similar type of variables and a
similar perspective in evaluating political systems, when he
compared performance in thirty-six countries.206 The goals are
in a sense eternal, because democracy is still not accepted uni-
versally.
Lijphart discusses the effects of different types of democra-
cies not only from the perspective of quality of democracy, but
also for macro-economic management and control of violence.
Weaver and Rockman do not have such a detailed and specific
discussion of the performance of different models of governing,
though they opened a wide discussion of the tasks of the govern-
ment. It is clear that at present the discussion of governance
from the perspective of New Institutional Political Science of
March and Olsen has not yet affected the definition of policy
performance indicators and governance models of established
political science. However, there are interesting possibilities to
widen the spectrum of institutional variables outside the classi-
cal regime type, government type, decision making structures
and processes.
What is the final result of our tour of institutional studies in
governance? There is no final result, but a lot of outcomes. Re-
sults can be analyzed on different levels and from different per-
spectives.  In development policies institutional analysis has
concrete practical effects, because New Institutional Economy
has reoriented and widened the practical development policies.
Because economists have historically dominated development
policies,207 political governance perspectives have received little
205  Weaver, Rockman 1993, 8-41.
206  Lijphart 1999.
207  The World Bank has raised this theme of educational background
of the Bank staff in the Bank strategy of public sector reforms. World
Bank: Reforming Public Institutions and Strengthening Governance 2000,
50-52.
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conceptual and practical attention traditionally. They were re-
garded as a genuine nuisance.208 New discourse accepts that
market institutions do not safeguard and determine efficiency
alone, but political institutions and broad questions of political
governance are just as crucial.
A second answer to the question of institutions could rise
from March and Olsen’s analysis of an institutional state. They
regard institutional state as a political and moral order, and as a
collection of long-lasting standard operating procedures, which
reflect values, principles, and beliefs that are shared by most of
the population. They emphasize that the primary task of the
state is to guarantee political order, conditions for development
and progress and autonomy of various institutional spheres of
society. Constitution and laws are the major constraints on gov-
ernmental actions. Government agencies are carriers of culture,
missions, values, and identities. Decision-making agencies act
within clear regulation standards. The public is viewed as con-
sisting of citizens with system-defined rights and duties.209
A third result could be taken from economist Douglas
North, who emphasizes the importance of ideology. He says
that ideology plays an essential role in political and individual
choices that affect economic performance. ”Individual percep-
tions about the fairness and justice of the rules of the game obvi-
ously affect performance.  … The importance of ideology is a
direct function of the degree to which the measurement and
enforcement of contracts is costly. If measurement and enforc-
ing contract performance can be done at low cost, then it makes
208  Shepsle 1999, 40-41. Shepsle says, that this is clear in the World Bank’s
report The Sate in a Changing World, because the authors of the re-
port try to create State institutions that are as much as possible,
purged of politics.”Politics in this view is something that distorts, even
prevents, noble objectives.” (p. 40)
209  March, Olsen 1989, 113-114.
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very little difference whether people believe that rules of the
game are fair of unfair. But because measurement and enforce-
ment are costly, ideology matters.”210 This emphasis on ideology
has direct implications for the study of governance. Ideologies
should not be emphasized, but neither neglected, as they chan-
nel and redirect change in economy and society.
Ideologies are keenly connected to cultures and thus in the
long-term trends, because culture is composed of principles
which locate and orient people within their existential reali-
ties.211 New discourses of political governance regime rise from
the need for change. In developing countries it emerges from
poverty and backwardness. In developed countries it rises from a
drive for succeed and to manage change in growing global com-
petition. Present global economic and technological change is
interpreted as demanding fundamental changes in the basic
propositions in the governing regime of the late twentieth cen-
tury. Incremental adjustment is not enough. The discussion,
which North has launched institutions and ideologies as the key
elements in the reform strategy, should be analyzed carefully.
A fourth lesson for development planning and for eco-
nomic development could be North’s remark of the slow speed
of change of institutions. While the formal rules can be changed
overnight, the informal norms change only gradually. These
words of North are like straight advice for public management
reformers: “Since it is the norms that provide ’legitimacy’ to a
set of rules, revolutionary change is never as revolutionary as its
supporters desire, and performance will be different than antici-
pated. And economies that adopt the formal rules of another
economy will have very different performance characteristics
then the first economy because of different informal norms and
enforcement. The implication is that transferring the formal
210  North 1998a, 97.
211  Kapferer  1988.
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policies and economic rules of successful Western market eco-
nomies to third-world and Eastern European economies is not a
sufficient condition for good economic performance. Privatiza-
tion is not a panacea for solving poor economic performan-
ce.”212
3.3. Democracy
Today democracy is the most common political system in the
world, though its history is very short. Present forms of liberal
democracy were born in the very late eighteenth century and
their wider adaptation started in the late nineteenth century.
Even if modern liberal democracy is a Western and Northern
conception, only few European countries have an uninterrupted
history of democracy longer than 50 years.213 According to
Samuel Huntington the democratization of the world has fol-
lowed certain waves. Birth of new democracies in the 1990s af-
ter the collapse of socialist political system represents the third
wave of democratization.214
Democracy has many meanings and definitions. A short
definition is that democracy is a form of governance of life in a
polis in which citizens have rights that are guaranteed and pro-
tected.215 Another short definition is as follows: democracy is
about an open contest for state power by means of elections and
the oversight and control of state power by representatives of the
people.216 Because this is not a study of democracy, I use gener-
212  North 1994, 366.
213  Huntington 1991, 13-15.
214  Huntington 1991.
215  Linz, Stepan 1996, 10-11.
216  Stepan 2001, 150.
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ally established definitions. Larry Diamond,217 Juan J. Linz, Al-
fred Stepan and Seymor Martin Lipset, who have widely studied
democratization processes denote to democracy – or what Dahl
terms polyarcy218 – as a system that meets three conditions: i)
meaningful and extensive competition among individuals and
organized groups  for all effective positions of governmental
power, at regular intervals, and excluding the use of political
force, ii) a highly inclusive level of political participation in the
selection of leaders for governmental positions, so that no social
group is excluded, and iii) a level of civil and political liberties –
freedom of expression, freedom of the press, freedom to form
and join organizations – sufficient to ensure the integrity of po-
litical competition and participation.219
In general political discourse basic characteristics of modern
liberal democracy are constitutional government, basic rights of
the citizens, system of checks and balances, regular elections,
party competition and political pluralism, interest groups inde-
pendent of the government and market economy based on pri-
vate enterprises. Also the opposition must have influence on the
use of power (party competition, human rights, active civil soci-
ety). There must be effective mechanisms that channel general
opinion into decision-making (responsiveness). Most Western
democracies have adapted the principles of classical liberalism
217 Diamond has published a comprehensive analysis of recent democrati
zation processes around the world. See Developing Democracy 1999,
Democracy in developing countries. 1999, Consolidating the third wave
democracies 1997
218   Dahl (1971, 3) includes following eight attributes to polyarchy: 1)
freedom to form and join organizations, 2) freedom of expression, 3)
right to vote, 4) eligibility to public offices, 5) right of political leaders
to compete for support , 6) alternative sources of information, 7) free
and fair elections  and 8) institutions for making public policies de-
pendent on votes and other expressions of preference.
219  Diamond, Linz and Lipset 1999, 6-7.
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(individualism, emphasis of choice and competition, suspicion
of government).220
So far I have regarded political governing as a set of rules
and principles, which define the steering process and principles
of economy, society, and public sector. In democracy political
governing is the responsibility of citizens and their organiza-
tions. Citizens are the major sources of political power. Its use is
trusted to the state organs. Political society and civil society are
the major actors in this process of authorization of the use of
power, because they are its origin. As the state has no power of
its own, but is dependent on citizens, smooth and effective
functioning of democracy is the most important precondition
for good governing. Though I discuss political society later on
in chapter 4, it is important to remind already here that political
society is the key player in political governance.
Crucial for the proper functioning of democracy is that the
capacity of the political society, which is an arena for the polity
to arrange itself for political contest of control over public
power, is of high quality. The state apparatus has to be aware of
this. It has to take care of the official institutions of political
democracy. Major official institutions of political society are con-
stitutional structures, elections, electoral rules, political leader-
ship, intraparty alliances, and legislatures. To achieve a consoli-
dated democracy, necessary degree of autonomy and independ-
ence of civil and political society must be furthered and sup-
ported by rule of law.221
Official institutions do not guarantee the efficiency of de-
mocracy alone. Unofficial institutions and values are even more
important. When we approach unofficial institutions and values
of democracy, we must stress importance of cultural differences
220  Discussion about democracy see Dahl 2000 and Dahl 1971.
221  Stepan 2001, 101 and Linz, Stepan 1996, 9-10.
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and historical traditions. Even if the present globalization proc-
ess has increased the diffusion of ideas and ideologies, still such
values and traditions, which concern political questions, belong
to the most permanent, changing at a slow pace.
Government, which is the major actor in all legislation
processes, has the right to initiate new legislation, which safe-
guards the efficient functioning of political democracy. How-
ever, political society – parties, civil society organizations and
other political actors – has a crucial responsibility to control the
government and safeguard effectiveness of accountability
mechanisms of political governing.222 This responsibility does
not concern only daily accountability processes, but also perma-
nent monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of the ac-
countability and control mechanisms.
I discuss here neither different political systems nor rela-
tions of democracy to economic growth. In my perspective de-
mocracy is a value system, which cannot be seen as a means of
economic development and increase of efficiency. It cannot be
seen as a system, which will be adopted after trial of all other
political systems as a last change and as a clutch to a straw. No, it
is a system, which safeguards the human rights of every human
being and the rule of law in governance.
Researchers have discussed widely the connections of de-
mocracy and economic liberalization. In most cases it is sup-
posed that political democracy and economic liberalism go
hand in hand. This is by far the most common model and com-
bination.223 Comparative historical studies show that the level of
222 Knack and Keefer have studied importance of political parties, trade
unions, and professional associations compared to social capital and
trust on economic development. Knack, Keefer 1997, 112, 1251-88.
See also Voigt 1998, 200-205.
223  See recent literature reviews of democracy and economic development
Martz, 1997, 104-121 and Martz 1996, 96-120.
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economic development is causally related to the development of
political democracy.224 However, all researchers are not quite
sure of the relation between political institutions and economic
growth, whether democracy fosters or hinders growth.225 Recent
studies have identified links between democracy and economic
liberalization. According to Jean-Jacques Detheir, Hafez Gha-
nem and Edda Zoli freedom and market-oriented reform poli-
cies are complementary processes. Though political freedom is
neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition of liberalization,
political freedom facilitates economic liberalization.226
Toni Rodrik has analyzed the Asian financial crisis and the
virtues of democratic institutions to manage the crisis. His con-
clusion is quite clear. He does not accept the conventional view
among economists and many political scientists that economic
reforms require isolated, autonomous executives who can act
speedily and decisively. He says that systematic evidence from
the 1970s and 1980s and from 1990s suggests that democracy
facilitates economic reforms.227 Joel Hellman’s study of post-
communist systems show that countries, which have a higher
level of political participation and competition have adopted
more comprehensive economic reforms than countries with
lower participation.228 A recent World Bank study of lessons of
the first ten years of transition of Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union confirms the result.229 The following discussion of
the strategy of market governance is based on the institutional
assumption of political democracy.230
224   Huber, Rueschmeyer, Stephens 1993, 82-84.
225  Przeworski and Limongi 1993, 51, 65-66. See also Isham, Kaufmann
and Prichett 1997, 219-42.
226 Dethier, Ghanem and Zoli 1999, 23-25.
227 Rodrik 1999, 49-50.
228 Hellmann 1998, 233-234.
229  The World Bank: Transition. The Firs Ten Years, 2002.
230   Larry Diamond has studied the consolidation of democracies of the
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3.4. Networking and trust
I have emphasized that the present discourse of political govern-
ing regime (traditional liberal democracy) and the new dis-
course of political governance regime have different interpreta-
tions of the role of the government in governing, especially in
the use of power and authority. In the new discourse of political
governance regime the state is not acting as a high authority,
which rules its subjects from far away, but as a node of a net-
working community, which acts in a collaborative way. It has
well functioning relations with the markets and society. Basic
principles in the new political governance regime are trust, crea-
tion of social capital and networking. It is seen that trust creates
partnerships, community, creativity, learning, building and
synergy. Networking promotes consensus and coherence in so-
ciety and increases economic prosperity.
Discussion of trust is a recently new phenomenon both in
present discourses of governing regime and governance of mar-
kets.  For example the management literature of the 1930s
stressed human factors in the production process. Researchers
had found that organizations could be more efficient if they take
more care of social and human needs of the workers. The birth
of personnel policies and participatory management technolo-
gies express this invention.231 In economic literature social as-
pects of economic behavior were found later than in manage-
ment literature. Though institutional economics has broadened
231  This discussion was a result of criticism towards a machine model of
human behavior of Fredric Taylor’s and early classical ”machine”
school. They treated human participants as machines. See a summary
of the criticism March and Simon 1967, 34-82 and development of
participation 83-111.
world. In 1997 61 % of all countries of the world were democracies.
The increase of the countries has been enormous, because in 1974 the
share was 27 % and in 1990 46 %. See Diamond 1999 24-31.
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traditional conception of the human motives of the economic
man, personnel relations were long a neglected area of study.
Recent literature of economics and sociology has emphasized
personal relations and networks  – in Granovetters’s terminol-
ogy embeddedness232 – in generating trust, establishing expecta-
tions and creating and enforcing norms.233 Studies have found
that trust and civic cooperation have significant impacts on eco-
nomic growth.234 This has widened the focus of studies from
financial and physical capital to social and on human capital as
well. The effects of social capital are channeled through changes
in the relations among persons that facilitate action. It exists in
the relations among persons. Human capital is embodied in the
skills and knowledge acquired by an individual.235 Research has
found that networks facilitate social capital; and that is born in
families, schools, and social associations (Putnam).236 Social
capital can also be a political resource,237 which has significant
political consequences.  James Coleman regards public goods as
a promoter of social capital.238
Networking is a modern term and a form for trust-based
social relations. Francis Fukuyama says that networks are com-
posed of actors that share such unofficial norms or values where
normal market exchange and bureaucratic power relations are
not in valid. Trust networks produce social capital and promote
accumulation of knowledge and transformation it to all partici-
pants more effectively than a hierarchical system.239 Hollings-
232  Granovetter 1985, 481-510.
233  Coleman 1988, 95-120 and Knack, Keefer 1997, 1251-1285.
234  Knack, Keefer 1997,11, 51-88 and Zak, Knack  1998, 1-39. See also
Inkeles 2000, 245-268.
235  Coleman 1988, 100-101. See also Putnam 2000.
236  See Putnam 1993, and Putnam 2000.
237  Montgomery 2000, 227-243.
238  Coleman 1988, 116-118.
239  Fukuyama 1999, 199.
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worth, Schmitter and Streeck regard networks as loosely joined
sets of individuals or organizations in which transactions are
conducted on the basis of mutual trust. Confidence is sustained
by stable, preferential, particularistic, mutually obliged, and le-
gally nonenforceable relationships. Networks may be kept to-
gether either by value consensus or resources dependency,
through culture of community.240
Networking as a trust-based form of interaction is not a new
invention as such, but its present relatively well-defined forms
in business are a new phenomenon. Politicians and civil servants
have always had official and unofficial interaction, co-operation
and negotiation forms with market and political actors, civil so-
ciety and the citizens. Interaction and communication with eco-
nomic and social actors is a central leadership capacity require-
ment for top-level civil servants in ministries and central agen-
cies. Interlocking directors is a term that is used in politics and
economics.241
Even if networking and partnerships are old means of coor-
dination of different interests, networking has attracted atten-
tion in 1990s in business management and especially in strate-
gic management. Companies have developed networks to in-
crease their competitiveness. All kinds of organizations – not
only business companies – try to improve the rigidities of tradi-
tional bureaucracy and efficiency by using modern and most
effective management and business models. Information ex-
change between an organization and its customers and clients is
one of these modern ideas, which has proved to be effective.242
The public sector has used networking in external co-ordination
240   Hollingsworth, Schmitter and Streeck 1994, 6.
241  See for example: Pennings 1980, and Interlocking directors and
officials of 135 large financial companies of the United States, 1957.
242  See for example Tapscott, Caston 1993, 10-13.
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for a long time.243 As a consequence of discussion of trust and
networking many countries have launched development pro-
grams and developed methods of networking as a means of in-
ternal co-ordination within government. Networking has
proved to be an effective means to overcome the rigid and for-
mal nature of public administration. Networking benefits
methods of new information technology.244
Networking and trust are basic principles in the governance
models, which are known as consensus democracies.245 In Eu-
rope, Netherlands and Scandinavian countries are the best
known examples of the model. The consensus policies are a Eu-
ropean phenomenon, and in Europe they concern especially
labor relations, but also relations of the representatives of capital
and labor to the state. For example the USA has no such collec-
tive bargaining agreements. Originally the employers and labor
unions made local labor contracts, but later on labor market or-
ganizations concluded a national agreement of collective bar-
gaining. For example in Sweden the purpose of the agreement
was to settle conflicts peacefully in order to avoid government
intervention into the labor market. They wanted to make gov-
ernment regulations unnecessary by imposing self-regulation.
For that purpose labor organizations created a system of central-
ized collective agreements. After the Second World War in most
Western European countries the labor agreement systems wid-
ened and the state did not stick only to a role of moral persua-
sion, but participated actively in the negotiations. This changed
the fundamental basis of the collective agreements. Active par-
ticipation of the state transformed original collective bargaining
agreements into a system, which is called corporatism. It is a
243  See for example Governing Capitalist Economies 1994 and Governance
244  Tapscott, Caston 1993, 13-14.
245   See of consensus politics Lijphart 1984 and generally Lipset 1985.
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formalized administrative cooperation system between private
organizations and the state.246 Corporatism has raised strong
criticism, because its negative side effects – it has reduced flex-
ibility of labor markets and increased the influence of labor or-
ganizations in political and administrative decisions – have sur-
passed its positive purposes – consensus formation.247
Consensus and networks of trust are important principles
for governments, when they have autonomy and enough inde-
pendence to persuade economic and social actors into policies,
which support macroeconomic stability and general good in a
fundamental and sustainable way. When the governments allow
economic and social actors to dominate the policies for their
own advantage, networking is not supporting trust and consen-
sus. Corporatism can produce dysfunctions and problems if its
effects are not monitored and evaluated all the time and if its
basic principles are not respected. Discussion of consensus poli-
cies is bound by the cultural traditions of countries. The prob-
lems and remedies cannot be discussed in a general sense. They
must be found in the cultural traditions of these countries. Dis-
cussion about the difficulty to import American labor market
policies into Europe is a good example of this. Flexibility, which
is necessary to overcome economic downturns, must be found
in the framework of European labor market policy.
Experiences of networking in business have shown that best
results will be attained when networks are based on trust and on
knowledge of shared interests. The same principle should be ac-
cepted in political governing as well. The requirements of trust
and knowledge of shared interests are much more difficult, be-
246 See of different negotiation systems Cooper 1982 and Hartog, Teulings
1998.
247 See discussion of the effects of corporatism in Sweden Lindbeck 1997,
1276-1280.
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cause people participate in politics based on their personal inter-
ests. People’s interests are conflicting and the effects of eco-
nomic change are not similar for all people. The problem comes
from the fact that all governments are bound to the promises
made to their constituencies and at the same time governments
are responsible to promote general good and find solutions con-
flicting interests.
Government, which is working as a network organization –
internally and in external relations – will support the markets
and society in its special expertise. A major idea of modern net-
working in business is that every participant of the network con-
centrates on its own specialty. For the government this means
that it should be responsible to form necessary networks for
governance purposes, because it concentrates in political gov-
erning, i.e. directing, controlling, monitoring and evaluating
and steering development in markets and in society. Other par-
ticipants of these networks expect that the government shares its
expertise in governing. National governing – authoritative po-
wer to define official rules of the game – is a task for which other
participants of the network – business and civil society – do not
have competence and legitimacy.
Networking as a working method in the new political gov-
ernance regime can be successful only if all participants internal-
ize the requirements of networking. For government this means
that it has to abandon its traditional role as an external authority
that uses authority as an outside ruler. It must become a member
of a network, where its task is to represent the interests of gen-
eral good. Though I cannot discuss new demands for govern-
ance rising from this networking in detail here, its effects can be
seen quite clearly. Horizontal interaction and cooperation,
trust, low hierarchical levels, delegation of authority, agility to
the changes of environment, new kind of knowledge and adher-
ence to the organization are examples of the principles and
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qualities that characterize effective networks and networking
organizations.248
At the same time as we set demands for and list the qualities
of networking in political governance, we must remember, that
national governing models and national institutions belong to
the very long-lasting institutions of all nations. They are a part
of national culture – the aggregation of beliefs, values, and atti-
tudes towards politics. They change quite slowly, and generatio-
nal replacement is the primary engine of change.249
Basic elements of present up-down hierarchical governing
regime – authority structures, organizations, hierarchies and
functional divisions of labor – are defined in legislation and sup-
ported by traditions. A change over to a new regime of political
governance based on trust demands more than a reform of legis-
lation. It requires adaptation of the new principles of govern-
ance. Even if the state would adapt informal negotiation and
networking methods, delegate some of its powers to the markets
and society, and rely on self-regulation of the markets and soci-
ety, the state preserves its major political social-economic au-
thorities and powers. Any other organization cannot compete
with it. The state does not lose its official powers and right to
establish executive organizations to fulfill its responsibilities to
foster well-being and prosperity of its citizens.
My discussion of networking has emphasized cooperation
between business and government – both civil servants and po-
litical government. Networking is a very demanding way of co-
operation, because it requires that all participants observe the
rules of the game and practice high ethical principles. Coopera-
tion, trust, reliance on self-regulation instead of government
regulation give possibilities for rent seeking, capture and cor-
248   See Saarelainen 2003.
249    Almond, Verba 1963 and Inglehart 1997.
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ruption. Civil servants can demand bribes and business can be
willing to pay for such advantages, which favor their business.250
Rent seeking and corruption are weaknesses, which do not be-
long only to networking between the state and business, but are
phenomena, which are inherent in all negotiation and power
relations. Corruption is a phenomenon in all countries and it
exists in all kinds of administrative cultures irrespective of the
size of the government and of the legal tradition.251
Kenneth Waltz, who is one of the great international rela-
tions theorists of the twentieth century, has emphasized the im-
portance of political functions and political management of the
state. This shows that he does not believe in the adaptation of a
new governance model. He says that in the future only the state
is responsible of essential political management functions of
market and society. “The sovereign state with fixed borders has
proved to be the best organization for keeping peace and foster-
ing the conditions for economic well being.” The analysis of
failed states shows that most important events in international
politics are explained by differences in the capabilities of states,
not of markets. If the states fail on their political functions, the
markets cannot succeed in the task in producing prosperity ei-
ther. Though markets are integrating and form an economic
block, decisions are made on political grounds by the states.252
Misuse of trust on market self-regulation in corporate govern-
ance (Enron) and in auditing (Arhur Andersen) in the USA has
250  Collapse of energy company Enron and problems with its auditing
company Arthur Andersen in the USA in 2001 are examples of misuse
of self-regulation and misuse of trust. The case has forced the govern-
ment to think anew regulations of energy sector and auditing and
models of corporate governance.
251  See The History of Corruption in Central government = L’histoire de la
corruption au niveau du pouvoir central 2002.
252  Waltz 1999, 7.
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diminished trust on the self-regulation of business,253 and in-
creased trust on the state as a neutral authority of general good.
3.5. Steps towards successful
political governance
So far I have emphasized the demands of the discourse of politi-
cal governance on the state and its institutions. Juan H. Linz
and Alfred Stepan say that they are not sufficient in addition to
a functioning state. In a consolidated democracy there must be,
first, conditions for the development of a free and lively civil
society. Second, there must be a relatively autonomous political
society. Third, all major actors, especially the government and
the state apparatus, must be effectively subjected to the rule of
law that protects individual freedoms and associational life.
Fourth, there must be a state bureaucracy that is usable by the
government. Fifth, there must be an institutionalized economic
society.254
Linz’s and Stepan’s list is general, but for our purposes com-
prehensive. It is easy to forget these because they are self-evident
and most countries fulfill these requirements already. However,
there are different interpretations of their implementation. For
example researchers are discussing the outcomes of different
political systems. Arend Lijphart, who compared the perform-
ances of thirty six countries, which belonged basically either to
the Westminster model of democracy or the consensus model of
democracy, was surprised of the enormous variety of formal and
informal rules and institutions that he found in the democra-
cies. When studying performance of different models of macr-
253   How to Fix Corporate Governance. In Business Week/ May 6. 2002,
43-49 and Reform Life. In: Business Week, April 1, 2002, 30-33.
254  Linz, Stepan 1998, 51-58.
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oeconomic management and control of violence, Lijphart found
that majoritarian democracies do not outperform the consensus
democracies. In fact, the consensus democracies had a slightly
better record, but the consensus democracies did clearly outper-
form the majoritarian democracies with regard to the quality of
democracy and democratic representation as well with regard to
the kindness and gentleness of their public policy orienta-tions.255
The quality of democracy and political governance cannot
be regarded as static phenomena. Change of values among citi-
zens requires new forms of political participation. Huge eco-
nomic and social problems often put hard tests on democracy.
Challenges from the international system demand changes in
the rules of the political game. Regional economic and political
integration in Europe is a good example of a new level of de-
mocracy and political governance that has to be integrated into
the present political systems. International terrorism, crime and
international environmental problems offer another perspective
to national political governance. Even technological innova-
tions create possibilities for new accountability and participa-
tion mechanisms; for example the Internet can be used as a
means to direct democracy and participation.
These examples give a brief flash of the changes that de-
mand continuous and thorough evaluation and monitoring of
the performance of political governance. National economic
success is a good performance indicator of this. Economic growth
is positively correlated with poverty reduction and human de-
velopment, i.e. in the creation of an environment in which peo-
ple can develop their full potential and lead full, creative lives in
accordance with their needs and interests.256 A reason for the
importance of political governance for economic and human
255  Lijphart 1999, 301.
256  Of relations between economic growth and human development see
UNDP: Human Development Report 2001, 2001, 9-10
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development lies in its basic nature, i.e. in its emphasis on the
efficient management of national resources. Good political gov-
ernance is connected with the formal and informal develop-
ment of institutions of the market, state, society, bureaucracy
and the transformation rules of the political governance itself.
Markets depend on the formal and informal institutions and
legislation and the acceptance of the market system, i.e. its le-
gitimacy to produce welfare and prosperity. People can be active
citizens only if the government protects their rights and free-
dom, and the basic mechanisms of democracy that safeguard the
quality of political governance. Good performance in the mar-
kets is reflected into society as well. Trust, cohesion and consen-
sus are qualities of a well functioning civil society.
In the discussion on capacity-building two kinds of capaci-
ties, institutional capacity and political capacity were separated.
Political capacity has traditionally belonged to the special exper-
tise of the political society and political parties, which are re-
sponsible for government formation whereas institutional ca-
pacity is a more difficult task and does not even belong to the
responsibility of political parties alone. Institution building de-
mands a different kind of expertise, because institutions of the
market, society and state vary from official rules and regulations
to unofficial customs and habits. Before the government can es-
tablish new institutions and change existing ones, it has to ana-
lyze carefully strategies of institutions and reforms.
Institution building is one of the most difficult tasks of po-
litical governance, because definition of new institutions and
their regulation and sharp tuning of existing institutions re-
quires keen sense of the political culture of the country. Rules of
the game for market institutions are different from those of soci-
ety and of state. Incautious measures can easily destroy histori-
cally established economic, political or social practices, which
carry vested interests, shared values and traditions to overcome
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difficulties. Traditions must be changed when external pressure
demands changes in the institutionalized governance practices
by outdating their capacity to produce success. This change
process must be based on a careful consideration. Governments
should have well-established units, which take care of not only
of the political capacity but also the institutional capacity of the
country.
To fulfill this requirement, it would be useful if the govern-
ments could draw some kinds of plans or strategies to perform
successful, efficient and sustainable political governance. The
government should
1. build a strategy for the governance of well-ordered markets
2. build a strategy for the governance of well-functioning society
3. maintain and develop political institutions and political proc-
 esses
4. build a strategy for public sector governance and administra-
 tive governance
5. build a strategy for participation in global governance and
6. carry out these strategies
Strategic governance processes should be based on broad dis-
course with central social and market actors, though the govern-
ment is responsible for the final decisions. Recent knowledge
management literature gives strong evidence for the utilization
of silent cumulative tacit knowledge of different participants.257
Requirements set for the strategic processes can be specified in
procedural, institutional and cultural terms. Minimal prerequi-
sites for drafting theses strategies are well functioning strategic
management capacity, competent political advice, and an ad-
ministrative machinery that implements these strategies effec-
tively. Policy-making arrangements should ensure that policies
257  von Krogh, Ichijo, Nonaka 2002, Baumard 1999 and The Strategic Mana-
agement of Intellectual capital and Organizational Knowlwdge 2002.
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created are not deficient in law or substance, should be eco-
nomically efficient and sustainable in budgetary terms, do not
contradict to each other, and that the policies are implemented
and their implementation is monitored.
3.6. Concluding comment
The model of political governance developed in this chapter is a
basis for the reform of governance policies and strategies for the
markets, society and state. Its purpose is to remind that all gov-
ernance processes have a political background, even though the
institutions are not political or official and do not belong to the
public sphere.
Capacity- and institution building requirements in all po-
litical governance processes remind of the diversity of the insti-
tutions coordinating all human behavior. Institutions are not
organizations, but formal and informal rules and social norms
that facilitate coordination of human action. They vary from
trust, social capital, deeply rooted norms governing social beha-
vior to networks for coordination and to codified laws, constitu-
tions and to procedures and organizations for making (parlia-
ment), codifying, interpreting and enforcing the laws  (courts
and to police). Participants in political processes are parlia-
ments, governments, administrative agencies, firms, civil society
organizations and individual citizens. All of them have different
possibilities and roles in political processes. The major differ-
ence between the traditional governing model and modern gov-
ernance process concern the role of different participants and
players and the tools of governance.
The new governance model emphasizes down-up nature of
the process and its inclusive character. Governance capacity is
not any more in the chambers of the parliament or in the corri-
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dors of power of the government but in the computers of civil
society and in the heads of market actors, who have strong re-
sponsibilities to invent new governance methods and to partici-
pate in the networks of government managed by the govern-
ment. The new model of governance is moving the emphasis in
the system of rule and order from official organizations to non-
state actors and from formal rules to informal rules and norms.
What it means in market governance, governance of society and
governance of the state, will be discussed in the next chapter.
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    4. Political governance of markets,
state and society
In this chapter I will continue to develop the governance model
and direct it to the governance of markets, society and state. The
model is differentiated. The principles developed in the previ-
ous chapter are implemented into national political governing/
governance processes. For the sake of simplicity in this chapter
national governing tasks are divided into three categories. This
naturally does not reflect the diversity that exists in reality, but
reflects to some extent well-established practices of thought.
I present the governance strategies as abstractions in an
empty table without reference to any empirical realities. How-
ever, the readers decode the models from certain national frames
and perspectives, which are in all countries different. Even if the
EU is steering the market systems of its member states, all of
them make their own interpretations of the European directives
so that they fit into their national systems of rule, authority
structures and official and unofficial institutions, which have
been developing for centuries. When abstracted models and
schemes or the EU directives are transformed into national im-
plementations, one of the most difficult tasks is their coordina-
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tion with national unofficial norm structures, which belong to
the behavioral hard core of the nation.
National government that has political accountability to
legislative power (parliament) for the executive power of the
country bears the main responsibility of political governing of
the nation. This does not necessary mean that the government
always uses this power concretely and in it’s all forms. By del-
egating executive authority to different state authorities and
agencies and to markets and society the government can con-
centrate on strategic leadership and governance. The govern-
ment increases efficiency of governance even by linking differ-
ent actors of society and markets into the political governance
process. Especially important this involvement of other actors is
in the policy formulation for the governance principles of mar-
kets and society. When up-down governing is transforming into
a down-up process of governance based on trust and network-
ing, the amount of players increases. It is not only experts of
governing and management but also non-state actors who give
their input in the governance. Promotion of inclusiveness thus
becomes a characteristic trait.
4.1. Governance of well-ordered markets
General considerations The tasks of the state are connected to the
markets and their functioning in many ways. However, present
discussion in advanced industrial countries can give a false im-
pression of the independence of the markets from the state.
Market governance has negative connotations. Recent deregula-
tion policies carried out in most OECD countries do not mean
that political order would not rule over market economy. De-
regulation is an expression of a new form of political govern-
ance, which gives more responsibility to the market and social
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actors themselves, according to certain informal rules and stand-
ards for mutual tolerance. No state in the world – how ever lib-
eral economic policies it follows – has given up – or has even
discussed - its authority to regulate the markets, although mar-
ket regulation has decreased in most countries in the 1990s.
Emphasis of negative effects of the government’s interfer-
ence in the markets has dominated the political discourse of
markets since the 1980s. Adam Smith’s image of the invisible
hand, which guides the market without the visible hand of the
state, has distorted the discussion of relations between the mar-
kets and the state. Governance of markets – to safeguard opti-
mal use of all national resources – is one of the most important
tasks of the state, because economic progress and growth are
major key success factors for all nations. Despite of this compre-
hensive responsibility, in market economies states do not par-
ticipate in a direct way in market operations. In socialist coun-
tries the state was the major actor. In developing countries the
role of state varies enormously, though on general the states’ in-
volvement has been dominant and has not been based on any
rational and unified framework.
Even though economists have been active participants in
defining principles for the role of the state in the governance of
markets, the most important decisions of the role of the state in
market governance are done via political process. On general
one can say that the state’s role is connected to the stage of eco-
nomic and political development of the country, on values of
the people and on political traditions and institutions. Political
considerations and values of people are often more important
factors than economic theories.258
258  See for example discussion of economic role of the state in East
Asian countries Wade 1990.
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A characteristic feature of market governance is continuous
change.259 The markets are changing in nature compared to a
political system, which in definition is more permanent and
represents continuity. Because the institutions of the political
system are defined in the constitution, their major characteris-
tics are stability and predictability. Markets are in a state of per-
manent change, because for example new technologies emerge
all the time, new global scale markets are opened and competi-
tion in different branches of business forces governments to re-
form conditions of competition in the markets. The govern-
ments have to be aware all the time of the state of this and of the
competitiveness of the national business in the global markets.
They have to evaluate and monitor the effectiveness of present
governance mechanisms and be ready to adapt new ones imme-
diately, when the present mechanisms do not produce good re-
sults. This macro level market governance is one of the most
important responsibilities of every state, even if the markets are
functioning quite freely without government’s interference.
The government’s responsibilities in market governance are
on the macro level. The government sets legal foundations for
the markets and enforces the violations of the legal bases of the
market, because only the state has legitimate authority to use
coercive power (Max Weber). It defines, enforces, and redefines
property rights260 and rules, which determine the conditions of
259  See practical guide for the discussion of construction of market institu
tions and governance of the markets World Bank ‘s World Development
Report 2002: Building Institutions for Markets 2002 and  World Devel-
opment Report 2003: Sustainable development in a Dynamic World,
2003, 37-52..
260  Property rights understood in a wide meaning specifying the relations
among people, not just between people and things in the process of
production, exchange and accumulation. See discussion about pro-
perty rights from the perspective of governance Lindberg, Campbell
1991, 362-367.
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ownership and control of the means of production (corporate
governance) and provide and allocate information and resources
for the market and for the market actors.261 The governments
establish public authorities, which monitor the functioning of
specific market institutions and safeguard the enforcement of
government regulations. Basic institutions of the market system
are defined in legislation.
A basic question of regulation of the markets concerns the
costs of regulation compared to the costs of non-regulation. The
costs of operating law-enforcement agencies must be balanced
to the costs of unregulated markets. The government has to
consider alternative regulation measures as well. Adam Smith
and all major economists since him have deliberated this ques-
tion thoroughly.
Monopoly of legitimate power, which makes markets de-
pendent on the state, has been seen as a major source of prob-
lems in market governance, because governments are apt to use
their powers too strongly or they cannot find efficient govern-
ance methods. Traditional methods rely on regulation, but
modern methods are more frameworks for the market actors
than rules to be obeyed. Modern methods emphasize actions
contributing to the generation of ideas, choice sets, motives,
and actions stimulating creativity, innovation and skills, and
fostering general trust in the markets and in market economy.
In modern economy, which emphasizes information as an im-
portant factor of production, the government’s role is even more
important than in traditional economy, which was dominated
by heavy industries. Broad and open dissemination of economic
information, which the government produces, collects from
markets and receives from the international level, is crucial for
the effectiveness of market mechanisms.
261 See Lindberg, Campbell 1991, 362-367.
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It is quite common that governments cannot find tools
small enough to interfere in the market mechanisms. A small
hammer in the hand of the government can turn into a sledge.
The state has to find a proper degree of interference and to find
best governance mechanisms at a given time so that the interfer-
ence does not violate established governance institutions and
practices, but take care of the needs of ever changing economic
efficiency requirements. There are no general guidelines for this.
What suits small countries does not suit big ones or methods
made for advanced industrial country do not necessary fit a frag-
ile state of transformation or developing country, which does
not have established market traditions and advanced rules of the
game. Public cultures and market institutions are tradition
bound and they cannot adopt change demands rapidly. People
are generally conservative when it comes to moderating basic
social beliefs and behavior.
The degree of state interference – market governance - var-
ies extensively in different countries, in different political cul-
tures and in different times. Periods of war are the best examples
of situations when all governments, irrespective of their normal
responsibilities of market governance, have almost total respon-
sibility of market governance. Regulation, rationing and public
enterprises are the most common tools. Experiences show that
the return back to the normal situation and into unregulated
economy takes a long time. In Europe the period of controlled
economy and rationing after the Second World War continued
for about ten years. Economic crisis always increases the direct
interference of the state on the markets.  This concerns all coun-
tries irrespective of their market governance models. For exam-
ple present anti-terror war after September 11 has increased the
economic tasks and responsibilities of the state in the USA in
many fields.
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I have demanded effectiveness of the markets, but not de-
fined what is meant by them. There are a lot of definitions, but
most textbooks do not even bother to define the markets.262 So-
ciologists263 and political scientists264 show growing interest in
markets also.
Markets are the basic arena of market society and an organ-
ized and institutionalized arena for the production and com-
modity exchanges of a specific type. Most important market in-
stitutions are those that help to regulate and establish consensus
over prices and communicate information of products, prices,
quantities, potential buyers and sellers.
Markets are in their fundamental nature a mechanism of
order. Order concerns exchange, production and distribution of
goods and services. Order of exchange is supposed to emerge
from decentralized decisions by a number of actors, buying and
selling. The main actors and elements in the markets are buyers,
sellers, and goods and services. Transaction in markets is formed
through formally interdependent elements, i.e. supply, demand
and price. Markets are still behaving like Adam Smith’s “invis-
ible hand” that secures coordination without obvious central
planning and without a common interest among their mem-
bers, for each buyer and seller is supposed to be pursuing inde-
pendently his or her own private interests.
The order in markets is affected by power, which is a by-
product of exchange and production processes in the markets.
Lindberg, Campbell and Hollingsworth give emphasis to this
by saying that “economic activity does not necessarily tend to-
ward equilibrium, equal exchange, or efficiency, but involves
intuitionally determined, asymmetrical, and shifting exchange
262  For discussion of the markets see Hodgson 1988, 173-194.
263   Slater and Tonkiss 2001 and Fligstein 2001.
264  Lindblom 2001, Lindblom 1988 and Lindblom 1977.
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advantages. Hence, the institutional distribution of power, not
just prices, regulates economic exchange.”265 This is one of the
most difficult obstacles of the state in market governance, be-
cause all actors are searching in different ways – and not always
with cooperative, but conflicting ways – for best solutions for
their own interests. The difficulty can be seen in most coun-
tries,266 but especially in transition economies, because oligarchs
and insiders, who are the losers of market reforms and market
liberalization, and the political system is still too weak to resist
strong economic powers, can with their enormous power pre-
vent governments from making necessary reforms.267
Competition is a major mechanism of order creation in the
markets. What to produce, how to produce and for what price
to produce are decisions that are made in the markets through
competition. Firms, buyers and sellers make contracts for those
decisions.  Besides competition, markets are governed through
official and informal institutions, for example networking and
negotiation mechanisms, associations and systems of monitor-
ing, which supplement competition as a mechanism of order.268
Big firms are huge bureaucracies, which function like all big or-
ganizations, irrespective of whether they are public or private.
Markets are not needed only to coordinate the actions of
their members but also to diffuse power by preventing public
organizations from using their resources as power bases to ex-
tend their influence and control into all spheres of human life.
Herbert Simon says “A multiplicity of organizations competing
vigorously in markets is a strong protection against diversion of
265  Lindberg, Campbell and Hollingsworth 1991, 7-8.
266  Lindberg and Campbell evaluate the effects of power structures on
market governance in the USA Lindberg and Campbell 1991, 367-
371.
267  World Bank: Transition. The First Ten Years 2002, 92-95..
268  Lindberg, Campbell and Hollingsworth 1991, 18-33
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resources (by either for-profit organizations) to political objec-
tives.” For him markets are not only a mechanism of allocation
of resources, but also a mechanism of distribution of power.
Simon refers to lord Acton who says “Power tends to corrupt,
and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”269 This concerns both
the markets and the state.
In fact, there are a few really existing markets for which the
ideal type of free competitive markets is reasonably accurate.
Some of these barriers are called market failures, which provide a
justification for government intervention (for example public
monopolies, public goods, regulation and reduction of transac-
tion costs). However, the major reasons for government involve-
ment in market functions are political and are based on the val-
ues of citizens. The state governs markets by allocating re-
sources, through direct intervention and redistributing in-
comes, because markets cannot carry out political goals and
aims. Markets cannot guarantee equal distribution of income,
which is an important goal in many counties.
Since Adam Smith the role of generalized morality and eth-
ics in a society has been one of the major themes of the govern-
ance of economy. Jean-Philippe Platteau has summarized this
discussion as follows: “In fact moral norms act as a substitute
for, or a reinforcement of, state-engineered rules or control
mechanisms, with the result that enforcement and punishment
institutions become of secondary importance. This first func-
tion derives from the fact that individuals internalize public
good considerations while the second ones arise from their con-
viction that the law represents the public good. In this perspec-
tive, civic consciousness appears as this attitude of respect for
law which tends to prevail among citizens who have such a con-
viction.”270
269  Simon 2000, 754.
270  Platteau 1994, 756.
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In addition to the trust in the official rules – and unofficial
norms that support them – markets do not guarantee order
without generalized morality and moral norms. These are rules
that are at least partially internalized by the agents and prompt
them to take other’s interests into account. People behave hon-
estly if they have trust in each other’s predisposition towards
honesty. Their bent to honesty is discouraged by bad and en-
couraged by good experiences. Because people watch the conse-
quences of their own and other people’s behavior towards
norms, there must be a state or a rule as a norm reinforcing
agency and underlying social consensus that sanctions will be
imposed on norm violators. Honest behavior needs support and
dishonest behavior has to be banished. Coleman says that obe-
dience of the norms will occur when the sanctions or discomfort
are sufficiently great and sufficiently certain to make disobedi-
ence less immediately attractive than obedience.271 Most impor-
tant means to moral behavior is internalization of norms and
primary socialization. Conformity has to become a motive of its
own because it is intrinsically rewarding.  The countries with a
strong legal tradition trust more on constitutional and judicial
methods of order in the markets than on internal individual
mechanisms of morality.
There has been a long-lasting discussion of the sources,
guarantees, and innovators of moral behavior of men. David
Hume was the opinion, that markets – commercial society – can
pave way for morality and justice in markets. Adam Smith
stressed serious limitations of the self-regulating capacity of the
market system. He emphasized that social order of the market
must be fabricated within the institutional framework of soci-
271   See discussion in Platteau 1994, 765-777. Reference to Coleman
1987, Norms as a Social Capital, in Platteau 1994, 765.
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ety, of the body politic, i.e. the state. It has to set norms and
activate discussion of the norms of the markets.272 This is the
most important task of the state in market governance. The
more undeveloped the economy is the more important the
norm-setting norm supplier task is.273
Formal and official mechanisms and institutions, legal and
political, do not guarantee efficiency alone. The creation of
moral infrastructure is a long-term phenomenon, which cannot
be forced and especially it is clear that it cannot be exported.
Platteau says: “Unfortunately, generalized morality is not a com-
modity which can be easily called for as the need arises. It is
actually embedded in the historically-determined cultural en-
dowment of a society.”274 This can be seen clearly in literature,
which compares different economic and especially capitalistic
models.275
Market governance in practice In chapter 3 I emphasized the
importance of strategic work in governance. The previous dis-
cussion of market governance can be summarized as follows:
272  See a discussion of different models of norm setting Platteau 1994,
777-795.
273  Platteau summarizes this problematic as follow: “Codes of conduct are
governed by a limited-group morality which emphasizes the strength
of the ties to close social relations; procedural norms, when they exist,
are particularistic, professional standards are low; reward and sanction
mechanisms (including integration) as well as taxation and subsidies
are meted out in a specific ways as to make patronage effective; wealth
is currently acquired or redistributed through trafficking, racketeer-
ing, plundering, looting, or favoritism, all practices which are almost
always accompanied within purview of political power structure”
Platteau 1994, 799.
274  Platteau 1994, 802. See also discussion of it McAuslan 1997, 31-33.
275  Whitley 1999.
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The permanent tasks of the governance in governance of mar-
kets are to
- evaluate and monitor the functioning of present market institu-
tions and competition and set rules and institutions that will
permit maximum functioning of competitive markets
- evaluate and monitor the demands from the markets to the state
for example what regulatory institutions are needed, what are
the demands for policies for macroeconomic stability, and is
there a need to reform the enforcement mechanisms of property
rights
- evaluate the demands from the markets for society (institutions
of trust,  social cohesion) and coordinate different interests
- analyze future tendencies in international market regulation
and deregulation and their effects on national markets and re-
form the regulation framework
- analyze future development of corporate governance and its re-
gulation or deregulation and make necessary changes
- foster general atmosphere that supports entrepreneurship and
risk-taking
- ensure that the legislative and administrative frameworks for the
establishment of companies and their functioning are optimal
- support unofficial institutions of the market
The enumerated tasks are permanent in nature. If this kind of
analysis is not carried out regularly, markets cannot adjust prop-
erly to continuous changes in the business environment, inter-
national markets, politics, changing values of the consumers
and new technology. The changes in different sectors of indus-
try are not always connected to each other and they are often
nonlinear and highly multifaceted. There are peaks of political
turmoil and technological inventions. In the 1990’s the world
experienced a tremendous transformation in most sectors of life.
Political and technological revolutions gave new impulses to
markets, market institutions and rules of the game.
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All countries have their own mechanisms of market govern-
ance, which are strongly connected to national power structures
and institutional frameworks, which determine and influence
these mechanisms. For example in the USA self-regulation of
the markets is more common than in European or in East-Asian
counties,276 where states have had almost a monopoly of market
governance.
Analysis of future trends of international and national mar-
kets from a national perspective is the basis in the government’s
governance strategy for the markets. The analysis demands high
policy capacity to foresee future trends, discovery of basic prob-
lems in insufficient economic performance of the country, offi-
cial and especially unofficial market institutions to meet future
challenges and – the most important – political power to carry
out the necessary reforms. The government must also have
power and courage to carry out changes in established power
structures. Longevity of industries supports permanence of mar-
ket institutions, which have connections to political system.
Thus the permanence of market institutions is connected with
political interests and both of them defend their interests against
changes and postpone adaptations in changing conditions, which
can rise from technological or global development or from so-
cial innovations.
As noted earlier, the 1990s was a decade of fundamental
changes in market governance all over the world. The develop-
ment of regional market integration (in Europe the birth of the
EU and in North America the NAFTA for example) and to the
collapse of socialist economies are its best examples. Globaliza-
tion received support from free trade negotiations in WTO.
276  For a general discussion of the role of the state in East-Asian markets
governance see for example Wade 1990, The World Bank: The East
Asian Miracle, Economic Growth and Public Policy 1993 and The
World Bank: Rethinking the East Asia Miracle 2001.
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Free trade is fostered on the practical level in all sectors of the
markets, but on the general principal level as well. For example
the EU and the United States have discussed for years of regula-
tory cooperation and transparency of regulation.277
Advance of information and telecommunications technol-
ogy (ICT) has driven more than almost anything else the last
decade’s economic integration of the markets and change of the
markets around the planet. ICT has shrunk geographical dis-
tances and increased the speed of communication. It is evalu-
ated that the changes will continue at the same speed in the
future.278 ICT is a good example of a driving force, which does
not affect only a certain industrial sector, i.e. telecommunica-
tions, but all industrial sectors and services, which can get re-
markable productivity gains from it. When different industries
adopt ICT in their production, marketing and distribution
processes, their markets change.
The term New Economy, which was used in the late 1990s,
was based on the idea of the fundamental nature of the changes
caused by ICT on most sectors of economy.279 Many analysts
use new terms such as e-economy, e-business, knowledge eco-
nomy, and internet-economy/digital economy.280 Even if no-
body can estimate exactly the speed and depth of this new phe-
nomenon, every government should evaluate the effects of ICT
and draw conclusions of its influence on their national markets
277  See on general Castels 1996a and Castels 1996 b and Castels 2000.
278  General comprehensive analysis of the development Castells 1996 a,
Castells 1996 b and Castells 2000.
279  Leadbeater 2000, Digital Economy 2000, 2000, 43, IMF: World Eco
nomic Outlook 2000, 70-79. OECD: A New Economy? 2000,
Nordhaus 2000, Sahlman 1999, 99.
280  Tapscott, Ticoll and Lowy 2000, Blueprint to the Digital Economy, 1998,
Tapscott and Caston 1993, Schiller 1999. See the electronic commerce
site of the US Department of Commerce (http://www.ecommerce.
gov/) (visited  29.11.2003)
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and market governance. The World Bank is working actively
and helping countries in this field. It emphasizes the role of gov-
ernments in fostering transformation of economies into a
knowledge economy, where future growth is based on knowl-
edge.281
Adaptation of ICT in business, fall of national borders and
deregulation of national markets have produced a new kind of
global economy. Characteristic for this is rapprochement, not
disappearance of national markets and unification of the mar-
kets regulation in industrialized countries, but harmonization.
Participation of governments in this harmonization process is
based on the view that only this can safeguard long term com-
petitiveness of the firms in the markets. In 1990s the process
was going on mostly on the regional level.282
Harmonization of governance models of the markets is an
outcome of the fact that in the present open, borderless markets
the firms are already free to look for best locations for their pur-
poses. Globalization has increased the international competi-
tion of the companies among nations.283 This forces states to
develop a market governance strategy that is based on their na-
tional advantages. The basic premises for this are:
– the government is responsible both for macro economic bal-
ance and for the  prerequisites of microeconomic competitive
ness of the companies
281  See a report from China: Dahlman, Aubert 2001.
282  In Europe the European Union is the key player in this field. It pub
lishes annual reports of the competition policy in Europe. These re-
ports and the internet-site of the Competition Directorate of the Eu-
ropean Commission are a good source of information. See (http://
europa.eu.int/comm/competition/publications/) and (http://europa.
eu.int/comm/competition/annual_reports/) visited 29.11.2003.
283  See for example Dunning, Kogut, Blomström 1990 and Akbar and
Mueller 1997, 59-81.
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- the government has a significant role in creating the platform
from which companies compete
- the government does not interfere in the markets by supporting
the national bases of the economy but supports competition in
the quickly chancing markets
- the government is responsible for supporting innovation, en-
trepreneurship and profitability
- adaptation of uncertainty through flexibility
- fostering national interests through safeguarding the interna-
tional success of companies in the international markets
- active participation in market regulation on the international
level and
- evaluate social effects of market globalization and draw natio-
nal action plans to minimize the negative effects on the lives of
people.
However exactly the governments try to foresee major princi-
ples of the new system, there will always be unforeseen out-
comes that cause permanent or temporary disturbances. Crises
will spread their effects into all sectors of life. A sharp downturn
of the businesses will quickly diminish public income and in-
crease unemployment, political instability and cause social un-
rest. In highly globalized markets the possibilities of the govern-
ment to counteract and steer the crisis are more limited than in
highly national markets. The governance of the deregulated
markets in global economy demands new kinds of knowledge
and strategies from the governments. There is also need for in-
ternational co-operation.
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4.2. Governance of well-functioning society
Specificity of society Society has been raised to an important
theme in governance analysis in the late twentieth century. It is
not possible to study all reasons for the emergence of civil soci-
ety in the discourse of political governance here, but only to
refer to some long-term trends in the changing relations be-
tween the state and society. It is essential to discuss society be-
cause in the 1990s the citizen’s trust on the state’s capacity to
manage economy and social development has diminished in
most advanced industrial countries. Recent erosion of confi-
dence on the state has forced governments to find a new, more
efficient and legitimate balance between different actors of state,
society and economy.284 Civil society plays an important role in
the monitoring of the government by improving accountability
and voice mechanisms.
However, from the perspective of governance, society is not
an easy problem, because society is a broad and many-dimen-
sional conception. This makes it difficult to find coherent solu-
tions for our trial to improve the relations between the state and
society, even if we knew that the problem is at the same time an
outcome of the growing responsibility of the state in the govern-
ance of society, and later deregulation of markets to foster glo-
balization and to improve economic efficiency. Both of these
trends have decreased the autonomy of individuals as masters of
their own lives in the twentieth century. We cannot just say that
we have to transfer tasks of the state to society, because we do
not know what is society. What would be the effects of the de-
regulation of markets and transfer of market governance to the
global level? What does it mean, when we say, that the state
must not interfere in the functions of society? Or, what it does
284  See discussion of the birth of the discourse of society Hyden 1997, 3-30.
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mean, when we say that society should control the state more
and that citizens should improve the accountability mecha-
nisms of the government?
General characterization of society can refer either to social
associations composed of individuals or to a distinct system of
social relations. Quite often societies are connected to a nation-
state, though at present it is common to see that societies do not
limit themselves only to nation-states but widen themselves into
global level also. At the level of a nation-state society is normally
understood to be composed of those civic communities that be-
long neither to the markets nor to the state, because in society
the mechanisms of order differ from that of markets and bu-
reaucracy.285 The normative order and virtues in society are
based on integrity, trust, civility and sympathy.286 In liberal
theory society is seen as a self-regulating, uncoerced activity not
created by the state and virtually independent of the state.
The structure of society is heterogeneous, because it is com-
posed of individuals, citizens, organized associations and unor-
ganized communities. Society is an arena of formal and infor-
mal organizations.287 Expressions and abbreviations like family,
clan, tribe, “the third sector”, “NGO”, “civil society” and “free
society’ give a hint of the manifold building blocks of society.288
Characteristic for society is that order in society is sustained
without centralized, hierarchical forms of governing or without
competition, which is the mechanism of markets. Hierarchy
and power, which are the mechanisms of the state, are not typi-
285  Aristotle’s koinonia politike is often quoted as the classical source of civil
society, because its translation (societas civilis).
286  For a discussion of different meanings of civil society see Cohen and
Arato 1992 and Civil Society and State 1988.
287  See discussion of formal and informal organizations Barnard 1968, 65-
126.
288 See for example Paradoxes of Civil Society 2000, Cohen and Arat 1992
and Pierson 1996, 64-70.
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cal features in society, though all formal organizations have hier-
archies and power structures. In spite of this network and trust
are major bases of order in society, because membership in the
organizations of society is voluntary. Networking, trust and vol-
untary participation are the major operating codes of society.
Rupture is a typical quality of all social organizations of so-
ciety. It is in opposition to the long lifespan of the institutions of
the state.289 This characterization of social organizations and of
order in society is naturally a simplification, which does not do
justice to the present situation in any country. It is more a gen-
eral idea of the historical transformation from a traditional com-
munity (Gemeinschaft) to society (Gesellschaft) in Europe in
the late nineteenth century.290
When we discuss society from the perspective of governing,
it must be seen as one of the major pillars of modern democracy.
Jean Cohen and Andrew Arato have defined a catalog of crucial
features characterizing society. Families, small group associa-
tions, networks and associations cannot function unless free-
dom of society is protected through legality, i.e. structures, gen-
eral laws and basic rights needed to demarcate plurality, privacy
and publicity. Society cannot function without the principle of
publicity, i.e. institutions of culture and communication. Plu-
rality, i.e. autonomy of different informal groups and voluntary
association, which allow variety in forms of life, has to be ac-
cepted and protected. Privacy, i.e. a domain of self-development
and moral choice, safeguards different opinions.291
Jürgen Habermas  discussion of democracy and civil society
has similar emphasis as Cohen and Arato s. Because he repre-
289  For discussion of order principles of society, markets and state see Mar-
kets, Hierarchies & Networks 1991 and especially Streeck and
Schmitter 1991, 227-241.
290  See Tönnies 1957.
291  Cohen and Arato 1992, 346.
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sents the discursive theory of democracy, society has an impor-
tant position in his theory. The interests of people are in society
and society is the forum for discussion and debate. His interpre-
tation is more realistic than the typical discourse of networking
and small-scale organizations of civil society. According to Ha-
bermas society is not only a collection of equal small groups, but
is dominated by mass media and large agencies, observed by
market and opinion research, and inundated by the public rela-
tions work, propaganda and advertising of political parties and
groups. However, “freedom of assembly and freedom of associa-
tion, when linked with freedom of speech, define the scope for
various types of associations and societies: for voluntary associa-
tions that intervene in the formation of public opinion, push
topics of general interest, and act as advocates for neglected is-
sues and underrepresented groups; for groups that are difficult
to organize or that pursue cultural, religious, or humanitarian
aims; and for ethical communities, religious denominations,
and so on. Freedom of the press, radio, and television, as well as
the right to engage in these areas, safeguards the media infra-
structure of public communication; such liberties are thereby
supposed to preserve an openness for competing opinions and
representative diversity of voices.”292
Typical early 21st century discourse of society concentrates
not so much on such structural features and preconditions,
which safeguard participation of society in political discourse, as
on local networking and moral bases of grass-root influence.
Both types of discourse are important. The values of citizens are
born and nurtured in the lifeworlds of individuals through
associational networks. These values are channeled to public
opinion-and will-formation through mass media. Freedom of
the press and guarantees of plurality are needed to safeguard the
free functioning of local associations and networks.
292 Habermas 1999, 367-368.
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So far I have discussed the situation in advanced industrial
countries and democracies. The governance principles of civil
organizations in developing countries are more dispersed, be-
cause the organization structure is quite different. The more tra-
ditional a nation is the more local, dispersed and unorganized
the society is. Division between the state, market organizations
and organizations of society is blurred. In some cases the state
may still rely on traditional patrimonial governing methods. So-
ciety is not composed of formal, but mainly informal organiza-
tions, such as families, tribes, clans, language groups, loyalty
networks of local and regional warlords and landlords and the
like. According to Migdal, the state distinguishes itself from
these mainly through seeking predominance over those myriad
other organizations.293 These traditional organizations still fol-
low strongly patrimonial loyalty ties.294
It is natural that both developed and developing countries
have small scale and local network based organizations, but be-
sides these, there can also be strong para-military hierarchical
organizations, which through their social control – personal
loyalties, kinship ties, common regional origin, shared ethnic,
tribal, or sectarian backgrounds – can be even more important
and effective in local and regional governing than the state.
Their strong leaders (Migdal call them strongmen) can mobilize
resources more effectively than the government and thus force
the state to act under their will.
However, the history of mankind is a history of institutio-
nal and organizational establishments and their change. The
more developed a society, the more subtle and established its
institutional network. This is described (Ferdinand Tönnies) as
development from a community (Gemeinschaft) to organized
society (Gesellschaft).295 This development process can be seen
293 Migdal 1988.
294 Bendix 1960, 330-381.
295 Tönnies 1957.
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in the difference between advanced industrial countries and de-
veloping countries not only in organizations of society, but also
in diverse market organizations and administrative capacity dif-
ferences.
Individuals are the main actors in all societies (civitas). They
have different roles. When individuals use their political rights
and participate in political processes – vote, hold offices and
participate in collective decision-making - they are citizens, civis
(for Aristotle zoon politikoon). Citizens form parties and associa-
tions, participate in political debate, bear obligations (get
drafted, pay taxes, obey laws ant otherwise fulfill one’s obliga-
tions to the state) and enjoy different kinds of rights. People
belong to the political society when they organize themselves
for political contestation, to gain control over public power and
the state apparatus.296 People are alone when they cast their vote
in ballot box, but members of an association, a network or a
party, when they carry out their ideas and interests.
As individuals people grow and educate their children and
form informal networks with their relatives and friends. Fami-
lies socialize people and teach them moral sentiments, and the
system of education familiarizes them with the cultural system.
Emotional ties, manners, morals and virtues are socialized in
families and in their neighborhoods, where people also partici-
pate in religion. People form formal associations and engage
through them in the activities of the civil society. Families,
newspapers, art, religion and NGO’s are examples of official and
unofficial forms and institutions of society. People create moral
codes through civil engagement as individuals, citizens and col-
lective actors.
296  Stepan 2001, 8. See a brief but informative discussion of the term and
its use in historical contexts Himmelfarb 2001, 30-44 and Democracy
and Association  2000.
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The difference between civil and political society is princi-
pal and important. This difference received special interpreta-
tion in former socialist countries, when civil society organized
itself as an opposition to the official party system that was part
of the official power structure. Opposition towards the former
communist state was possible only outside political society and
political organizations. Civil society was born as an institution
against the state and it was virtually independent of the state. In
Poland civil society was formed as an opposition towards foreign
controlled state authority (the Moscow dependent party-state).
Besides this feature Stepan, who has studied civil society, em-
phasizes that in Poland civil society was connected to the dis-
course of truth. Civil society represented truth in opposition to
official truth, the party-truth of the state. Civil society organiza-
tions represented politics of anti-politics.297
Stepan is critical of a development, where civil society or-
ganizes itself as opposition to political society. There should not
be a false contradiction between them, as both are needed. “A
robust civil society, with the capacity to generate political alter-
natives and to monitor government and the state, can help tran-
sition to their completion, help to consolidate and help to
deepen democracy.”298 In Scandinavian countries political par-
ties and organizations of society (associations, parties, and labor
unions) were born at the same time in the late nineteenth cen-
tury as the major actors of the modern liberal democratic politi-
cal system.299
297  Stepan 2001, 173-174.
298   Stepan 2001, 175.
299  See of Scandinavian model The Scandinavian model: Welfare States and
Welfare Research 1987, Comparative Welfare Systems: the Scandina-
vian Model in a Period of Change 1996 and  Nordic Democracy 1981.
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Diamond’s conception of society and of its tasks supports
Stepan’s stand. The discourse of relations between the state and
society is emphasized especially in the USA, where the discourse
of autonomous and active associations of society has a long tra-
dition, arising in the late eighteenth century. Tocqueville de-
scribed it for the first time in an excellent way already 200 years
ago (Democracy in America 1835). In this tradition society is
seen as a forum between political institutions of representation
and the individual. According to Diamond the task of society is
to strengthen democracy by 1) containing the power of the state
through public scrutiny, 2) stimulating political participation
by citizens, 3) developing such democratic norms as tolerance
and compromise, 4) creating ways of articulating, aggregating
and representing interests outside of political parties, 5) mitigat-
ing conflict through cross-cutting, or overlapping interests, 6)
recruiting and training political leaders, 7) questioning and re-
forming existing democratic institutions and procedures and 8)
disseminating information.300
The discussion so far has shown that society is not a separate
sector, but keenly connected to the markets and the state. Or-
ganizations and mass media are central mediators between the
official systems of power and citizens. Society is a broad con-
cept, composed of single individuals, as citizens, as economic
actors, and political and civil associations, mass media and other
similar large organizations being the most important. In making
business and stepping into the role of an economic man an indi-
vidual is acting in the markets. He gives will to the companies
and the markets. He acts in the role of consumer, employer and
employee in the markets. In political elections he has the role of
a political man. The authority of the state to steer the markets
and society is based on the will of the people as political actors.
300  Diamond 1994, 6.
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Society and its main actors, individuals, define the values and
moral codes for public administration and the markets.301
Governance of society The question of governance of society
is connected to the multiple nature of society. Who is responsi-
ble for developing principles for the functioning of society? Is it
a task of the government or society itself? If the task belongs to
society, how is it done, because society is not organized for that
purpose? How strong a role the state can take in regulating soci-
ety and its organizations?302 How can citizens’ competencies be
developed to meet the challenges in giving their input in the
democratic process?303 Though general differences among the
nations are enormous, the diversity of models and attitudes is
valid especially in models and roles of society in democratic
process. One thing is clear, development and governing of a
well-functioning society will be based on open and comprehen-
sive discourse.
Although the state is responsible in launching and moderat-
ing the discussion and in helping in strategy formulation on
professional grounds and from the perspective of general good,
the main responsibility of strategy formulation belongs to the
society itself.304 The state has to act as a mediating force between
the individual and the state, but also as a moralizing force for
both the individual and society. Gertrude Himmelfarb says, “If
civil society is to become an effective instrument of social medi-
tation and reformation, it will have to reaffirm the moral princi-
ples that give it its distinctive purpose.” Exercise of authority in
301  See discussion of moral obligations Wolfe 1989 and Selznick 1992,
387-427 of the role of the state in moral regulation and of the impor-
tance of communities 355-386.
302  Yishai 1998, 153-176.
303  Citizen competence and democratic institutions 1999.
304  Discussion about the state’s role as moral agent see Wolfe 1989, 107-
122 and 212-236.
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society according to Himmelfarb should be psychologically and
morally coercive, but not physically, as the legal sanctions are
imposed by the state.305 The more effective the social sanctions
are, the less need there is for legal regulation. But, as the imple-
mentation of moral principles demands official regulation,
there is a need for government involvement.306
Political and economic traditions are the main reason for
different societies and society traditions. I already referred to the
USA as a nation of especially strong associations and citizen’s own
responsibilities. Even Toqueville did not distinguish as sharply
the difference between civil and political realms as is generally
thought nor does he give the primacy to civil society that is
commonly attributed to him.307 In a similar way Europe bears
quite strong state traditions and state hegemony over society.308
In continental Europe France and Germany are its main repre-
sentatives. The Swedish tradition is characterized by weak civil
associations and a strong state. Especially after the Second World
War most European countries have transferred responsibilities
from individuals and families to the state and to the public
sphere. In former socialist countries there was no room for civil
associations at all.
From the 1980s onwards most OECD-countries have start-
ed reforms in the public sector and in market regulation in such
an extent, that the long-term division of labor between state and
society has changed in a fundamental way. States have launched
reforms, which have transferred some of their responsibilities to
individuals, markets and society. This tendency is based as much
on the fiscal constraints in the state budget as on the results of
305  Himmelfarb 2001, 37.
306  Examples of the role of the EU in moral regulation in Europe see
Kurzer 2001.
307  Discussion about it Himmelfarb 2001, 60-61.
308  Paradoxes of Civil Society 2000.
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the studies of the impacts of strong state responsibility in the
field of social services on economic growth.309
Though the discourse of the role of the state has empha-
sized retrenching perspectives during the two last decades of
twentieth century, the state is still a crucial actor and has vital
governance tasks. Not even globalization has pushed the state
into the background. Researchers have raised the question of
relations between the civil society and the state. Recent studies
(Robert Putnam) show that a living civil society demands a ca-
pable state and civil society needs a competent counterpart.
Even if the state does not use its authority in full in governing
society, the state is responsible for overseeing and supervising
development in society. It cannot leave it to the responsibility of
citizens alone. Robert Putnam, who is the most famous student
of civic engagement and a proponent of civic vibrancy and so-
cial capital, argues, that “civic associations are powerfully associ-
ated with effective public institutions … strong society, strong
state.”310
Peter Evans emphasizes that studies from the developing
world show that on the  micro level state agencies have the re-
sponsibility to foster sufficient esprit de corps and bureaucratic
sophistication. When state agencies work together with local
social groups, state-society-synergy will spring up, and this will
produce better results than working separately.311 Joel Migdal
has a similar message from the studies of developing countries.
From his perspective the situation is critical, because his studies
have shown that strong societies with very traditional patrimo-
nial bases of order are major obstacles for the government to
309  See Tanzi, Schuknecht 2000
310  Putnam 1993, 176. Referred in Evans1997, 80. See discussion of the
relations between civil society and the state Evans 1997, 79-82.
311  Evans 1997, 81.
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meet their political goals. Their governance capacity is limited
by the social organizations.
The role of the state in civil society is manifold in all coun-
tries, whether they are advanced industrial or developing coun-
tries. The state is not only a team leader, which produces esprit
de corps, but above all a sovereign legislator, which has been em-
powered to protect the civil rights of the people, represent gen-
eral will and define the rules of the game and the institutions of
society. Public authorities have to guarantee the observance of
basic rights and liberties and human rights.312 Guarantee of
these rights serves as the necessary frame for the development of
a free society.
Discourse of a new governance regime The division of labour
between the state, markets and society/individual is reflected in
the role of the government in the political governance of society.
The bigger the public expenditures on social services are, the
more responsibility the government has in the life of individu-
als. A part of the long lasting public sector reforms in the
OECD countries in the 1980s and the 1990s was a redefinition
process of the correct role of the state in steering and regulating
society. It was not only a process of internal decentralization of
government and deregulation of markets but also an increase of
the responsibilities of citizens and society. The full realization of
this policy shift requires that people have a new kind of inde-
pendence in their actions, initiative and entrepreneurship as
312 Most important of the rights and freedoms are right to life, personal
liberty, integrity and security, freedom of movement, the right to pri-
vacy, the secrecy of correspondence, telephone and other confidential
communications, freedom of religion and conscience, protection of
property, the right to work and the freedom to engage in commercial
activity, electoral and participatory rights, freedom of expression and
right of access to information and freedom of assembly and freedom of
association.
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well as co-operation and shared responsibility. As a whole they
need the will to help their fellow citizens and social innovations.
It is not possible to get results by encouraging citizens’ own
initiatives and demanding them to take responsibility of their
own life after a long-term regime of public responsibility (dis-
course of welfare state or great society). In most advanced indus-
trial countries the tasks and responsibilities of the state have in-
creased after the Second World War. The transition from strong
public responsibility, collective security, predictability, care and
reinsured contracts towards individual responsibility, solidarity,
and particularism is not easy. Researchers have described this
development with the term life policies or life politics, which
concerns the way people make decisions that affect their own
lives and also decisions that fundamentally affect these deci-
sions.313 This discourse represents a long-term regime change,
and it cannot be based only on short-term fiscal problems. Eco-
nomic and ideological arguments should support it, because the
transformation from an up down governing regime to a net-
work based governance regime concerns deep-rooted national
traditions. These are fundamental questions of political culture
and changes in them demand unity and action in different
fronts. We, at present, only experience the start of the discus-
sion.
In spite of the difficulty to shift the attitudes from collective
responsibility towards individual responsibility, discussion of
the effects of globalization, dead of socialism and financial crisis
of welfare states are first marks of the turn. Anthony Giddens’s
and Ulrich Beck’s analysis of the new forms of future individual-
ism, choice, ethics, reflexivity are inputs of academia in this
field. Beck has used the term institutionalized individualism of
the change process. It is associated with the retreat of tradition
313 Roos 1999.
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and customs from our lives. It is not the same as market indi-
vidualism or atomization, but a phenomenon, where people are
invited to constitute themselves as individuals: to understand
and design themselves as individuals. In Giddens’s new dis-
course of life policies “we have to make our lives in a more active
way than was true of previous generations, and we need more
actively to accept responsibilities for consequences of what we
do and the lifestyle habit we adopt. The theme of responsibility,
or mutual obligation, was there in old-style social democracy,
but was largely dormant, since it was submerged within the con-
cept of collective provision. We have to find an new balance
between individual and collective responsibilities today.”314
J.P. Roos has analyzed the use of the term and found its
roots in many directions. Changes in the world of consump-
tion, and pressure from the diminishing resources of welfare
state and social transfers emphasize individual responsibility,
reciprocity, and turn back areas of public responsibility to pri-
vate individuals. This creates a possibility of new sociability, and
new intermediate institutions. On the other hand life politics
could be individual in nature. Social decisions and negotiations
about the life’s course, life chances, relationships, self-realiza-
tion, happiness and misery and well-being belong to the respon-
sibility of the individual.315
Students of social policy and sociology say that the above-
mentioned principle no rights without responsibility316 would de-
mand a reformation of the basic propositions of Western welfare
states, especially its Scandinavian model. On the other hand,
314 Giddens 1999, 36-35. Citation in p. 36 and reference to Ulrich Beck
on p. 35.
315 Roos, J.P. Life politics: more than politics and life (style)? In:
http://www.valt.helsinki.fi/staff/jproos/sicinski.html (visited 29.11.2003.
316 Giddens 1999, 65.
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stronger individual responsibility – so-called social liberal model
- has been a reality in many Western countries, for example in
the USA. It had quite strong support in Nordic countries before
the collective ideology of the welfare state was adapted as an
official ideology. Present analysis of the future threats and trends
refers to the growth of responsibilities of an individual and his/
her responsibilities to from his/her own life.
International financial and development organizations
meet a different situation in most developing countries, which
lack most fundamental public services. When people do not
have resources for their basic human needs, it is absurd to speak
about turning back areas of public responsibility to private indi-
viduals. In most developing countries the state has to take re-
sponsibility for things that cannot be taken care of in society.
When welfare organizations – formal and informal – are not
well developed, the state has to develop their capacities and take
more responsibility in managing the situation. For this purpose
the state needs a governance strategy. On the other hand in
quite many developing countries the state’s capacity to make
and enforce the rules that guide people’s social behavior and
protect their civil rights are limited when compared to local and
regional leaders. In these cases the state is weak compared to
strong patrimonial societies, which have not abandoned their
traditional power position.  The government needs a strategy for
this situation as well.
The governance of civil society is one of the most complex
political, philosophical and technical tasks of institution build-
ing and political governance. The scope of the task is multiple
and delicate. The situations in different countries are dissimilar,
which could be seen clearly from the previous discussion. One
thing is clear: the discussion of the role and the tasks of the state
is political in nature, though there are technical considerations,
which should be taken into account when discussing it. People
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and political actors do neither have unanimity of the role and
authority of the state in society nor the position of an indi-
vidual. Political actors have conflicting views even of the basic
propositions. For some people and thinkers society is a free
realm, into which the government cannot interfere in any way
and for the others it is the realm of the basic human rights.
Most institution building tasks of governance of society de-
mand that government collects signals of the functioning of
present governance systems, of quality of life and level of living
of people, launches discussion of these questions, uses authority,
fosters participation, strengthens institutions, analyzes the effec-
tiveness, efficiency and sustainability of institutions of govern-
ance, and from detected material makes choices between differ-
ent governance methods. In some cases it is feasible to pass laws
and establish law enforcement authorities. Sometimes the gov-
ernance of society demands education and moral awareness
campaigns. If the reform of governance principles of society is
so comprehensive in nature that public responsibilities are trans-
formed to citizens and their organizations, the government must
act on consensus with as many actors as possible.
Public discourse of governance has to be based on the values
of society. Question of collective vs. individual responsibility,
participation, solidarity, moral discipline and obligations are ex-
amples of these themes. Relation between manners, morals, and
of both with the laws is also a part of that discussion. An exam-
ple of this discussion is the question of moral authority. What is
the role of law and other authorities in setting moral principles?
Today laws have become the only recognized authority in moral
obligations and ethos of society.
Solutions to these questions will be found in everyday prac-
tices of families, activities of associations, moral infrastructure of
society, development of solidarity and moral obligations of the
citizens, their public awareness of their responsibilities, and de-
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velopment of organization and disorganization of society. A
high level of corruption and crimes, violence and collapse of
order are expressions of lacking ethos of society and bad govern-
ance of society.
Discussion so far has shown that political leadership must
be aware of the state of ethical infrastructure of the country and
of the key questions of public discourse concerning their refor-
mation. The government has to base its program on the spirit
and ideas of citizens. Because the government is accountable of
its decisions to citizens as voters, the government is responsible
of forming the Soulcraft to Statecraft  – using the expression of
George Will.317 For Himmelfarb this is a mission where the gov-
ernment shapes the character, and hence the soul of a people,
not merely of individuals. In our terminology, this is the essence
of the governance of civil society.
4.3. Governance of political institutions
and processes
The nature of the task The term political governance regime re-
fers to a discourse of fundamental change for the present up-
down political governing regime and its principles. In this chap-
ter I will discuss the framework of how such a regime could be
constituted and how its principles could be defined. The chap-
ter helps us to relate the discourse of regime change into the
framework and propositions of present governing model. The
subjects of the chapter are political processes and principles of
the present regime of political governing and discussion of the
new regime of governance. I ask what it means to step from the
317 Will 1983. Referred from Himmelfarb 2001, 83.
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governing of political institutions to the governance of political
institutions? The expression governing of political institutions
and practices refers to the present model and the governance of
political institutions is the term for the new discourse.
The subjects in governing or governance of political institu-
tions are not only political institutions, but also political proc-
esses, which create frameworks for the governance models of the
market and society. Even if this takes place inside the state, it
creates general conditions for national success and well-being of
citizens, prosperity to economy and society. Governing of po-
litical institutions concerns basically the architecture of the
state, i.e. building and reforming the constitutional framework
of political governing and governance of state. Giovanni Sartori
calls this constitutional engineering.318 Sometimes it is called a
process of institutional designing.319
Governing of political institutions is a constitutional theme,
because the division of labor between legislative and executive
organizations and between government and administration are
defined in constitution. There cannot be unclarity amongst citi-
zens and business on what are the decision-making structures,
power relations, and political accountability mechanisms in po-
litical governance. Regardless of national differences in constitu-
tional structures, the main responsibility of the governing of
political institutions – building and reforming the constitu-
tional architecture of the state – belongs to the political govern-
ment of the country.
Irrespective of its the constitutional nature the governing of
political institutions is not only a task of constitutional engi-
neering, because constitutions are interpreted in continuous
political practice and interpretations are derived from political
318  Sartori 1996. See also Schneider and Ingram 1997.
319  Institutional Design in New Democracies 1996. See also The Constitu
tion of Good Societies 1996
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culture. Political culture is a kind of intermediary factor be-
tween the long-term written constitution and daily pressures
from political society, civil society and the markets.320 Political
actors interpret the demands of current power structures, values
of citizens and international pressures at a given time to slowly
and incrementally changing political practices. Though political
culture and constitution do not necessarily correspond to each
other word by word, they cannot be in clear contrast to each
other either.
A basic goal in the governing of political institutions is to
build such structures, which serve governance of markets and
society on a permanent basis and provide an enabling environ-
ment for long-term economic, social, fiscal and personal secu-
rity and create conditions for nurturing institutions and proc-
esses of the markets and society. Basic principles in the process
of governing of political institutions are to set up institutions
and to create frameworks for decision-making in such a way that
serves public interests and general will, not partisan needs and
goals.
The goals for this work are derived from the principles of
good political governing and good political governance. The
World Bank has set three goals for good governance. They are (i)
empower citizens to hold governments accountable through
participation and decentralization, (ii) enable governments to
respond to new demands by building capacity and (iii) enforce
compliance with rule of law and greater transparency. These
aims can be reached only through a durable and inclusive system
of political representation.321
After permanent political governance structures and policy
processes322 are formed and established they have to be con-
320  Of political cultures see Almond, Verba 1963.
321  World Bank: Can Africa Claim the 21st Century 2000, 64.
322  Hill 1997, Dror 1986 and Dror 1971
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stantly maintained and monitored. Changes in the values of
people, transformations in the international system, and even in
technology, economic and social institutions outdate political
practices and institutions, which demand continuous updating.
Even if political governance structures and institutions are long
lasting in nature, their efficient functioning demands mainte-
nance and incremental care.
Democracy is only one element in the governance process.
Principles of openness, transparency, accountability and control
are values and practical principles, which support democracy.
They are criteria, which are used when the tasks of the state are
defined and the division of labor between political institutions
is specified and accountability and control mechanisms and po-
litical processes are defined. Preconditions for success in markets
and society are violated in a fundamental way, if the actors of
political society, market and civil society cannot follow and
monitor political governance and keep it accountable. In the
same way citizens must have the right to be aware of political
processes and have the last word in political guidelines and
goals.
The architecture of the state is an outcome of a long-term
development, unless revolutions or other similar fundamental
upheavals produce a fundamentally new political system. The
latest examples of fundamental systemic changes are from the
1990s, when former socialist countries abandoned the socialist
system and adopted a political system based on liberal political
democracy.323 After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the de-
mocratization process has spread into many developing coun-
tries.
323     See analysis of the recent political changes in the 1990s Developing
Democracy 1999 and Linz and Stepan 1996, 235-458.
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Because diffusion of good models from abroad in economic
and political terms sets pressures to the rapprochement of sys-
tems, political systems change by means of evolution. A basic
reason for this is the importance of political cultures and tradi-
tions, which are filters, which all innovations have to pass. Even
if pressures are coming from abroad and from technological
changes, traditions transform the innovations into past prac-
tices. European integration is a good example. Integration has
increased unanimity of politic systems in member states of the
EU. The role of national parliaments in legislation has dimin-
ished in all countries, because the institutions of the EU (the
European Commission and Council of the European Union)
have received legislative powers, which formerly belonged to
national parliaments. However, national traditions are reflected
in the national interpretations of this integration. In the same
way increasing international political cooperation has increased
the responsibilities of prime ministers at the international level
and has strengthened the position of prime ministers – or gov-
ernment leaders – in national governments and in internal poli-
tics in all countries.324
Intensified international cooperation and building of glo-
bal governance systems325 in different fields have intensified the
diffusion of national governance ideas across borders. The grow-
ing tendency towards the harmonization of governing systems
does not necessarily destroy national identities and national in-
terpretations of general and international governance models.
Studies of economic development have shown that political in-
stitutions matter. They must be adjusted to the needs of the day.
In a similar way studies of corruption show that political institu-
tions are extremely important in determining the incidence of
324  See Cabinets in Western Europe 2002.
325   See Managing Global Issues 2001.
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corruption. New sources of corruption have to taken care of in
constitutional design and reform.326
I cannot discuss constitutional questions and principles of
political architecture of state in detail, but only raise some
themes that are relevant from my perspective and for the current
theme of governance. Democracy, accountability and efficiency
of governance are crucial and to somewhat contradictory princi-
ples. Their combination raises the relationships between the
state and society into an important position. It has been claimed
that efficiency demands certain autonomy and independence of
the state from markets and society. Democracy and accountabil-
ity bring the state back from its independence in the hands of
the citizens. To what extent the state should and can have au-
tonomy in relation to the interests of citizens, society and mar-
kets?
Autonomy of the state is one of the most critical questions
of governing of political institutions, because new discourse of
governance emphasizes networking and the up-down nature of
governance in contrast to traditional hierarchical commanding-
type governing.327 Democracy demands effective government,
but not too strong and not too uncontrollable. Experiences of
Soviet style government show concretely the need for control of
government. The theme of state autonomy concerns directly
principles of democracy and accountability.
Democracy and accountability cannot be subdued in the
name of efficiency of governing or autonomy of the state and –
correspondingly - they cannot be obstacles for the efficient gov-
326 For example a recent study of corruption showed, that after political
institutions are accounted for, variable usually found to be important
determinants of corruption
– such as openness, wages in public sector, and legal tradition
– lose virtually all their relevance. Lederman, Loayza and Soares  2001.
327 Discussion of the theme see Evans 1995 and Evans 1992.
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ernance capacity of the state. Relations of one hand political
leadership, which represents special interests, values and direct
will of citizens, and on the other hand civil servants, who repre-
sent general will, professionalism and continuity are examples of
these questions. Corporatism is another example of the same
problem. If corporations receive too strong a position in politi-
cal decision-making, the government’s freedom of action will be
limited. If a government has too close relations to business in-
terests, its legitimacy as driver of general will weaken. In real
democracy there cannot be a discussion of what is the best de-
mocracy money can buy.
The rules of the game belong to the body of every govern-
ing system. For example strategy of regulation is one of these
rules, which are never decided, only followed or sometimes
changed. Loose regulation and detailed regulation are its oppos-
ing poles. The rules of the game of regulation are important
when countries discuss governing. How to safeguard democ-
racy, political accountability and control if a country loses its
regulation strategy? Deregulation can increase the efficiency of
governing, but it can hinder democracy. On the other hand a
strictly regulated constitution, which is difficult to change and
which protects strongly the rights of minorities, can prevent and
block necessary reforms in economic turbulences.
If constitutions are not concrete enough and they do not
have practical solutions for governance of markets, society and
state necessary interpretations have to be made in political prac-
tices and processes. Regardless of how concrete the constitution
is, political governance practices are producing all the time in-
terpretations of the principles of democracy, general interest,
accountability, control, transparency, and the rule of law, which
are the basic questions in the governance of political institutions
and practices. The interpretations are born from the pressure of
changing markets, values of people, technological development,
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foreign political and administrative models, ideological changes
and changing global governance practices.
One of the central themes of governing political institu-
tions is the definition of general principles for the implementa-
tion of the governing regime in general and especially for the use
of state power and division of labor between major public insti-
tutions. The rules of interpretation and the basic values of the
political system are more permanent than ever changing prac-
tices. For example if permanent principles of democracy in po-
litical governing are followed, democracy will be one of the ma-
jor themes in the discussion of globalization. It will be set in
democratic frames by integrating it into a national political sys-
tem. The role of national legislative organs in the globalization
process should be defined from the perspective of political de-
mocracy. Global governance will receive democratic forms un-
less globalization does not give rise to a discussion, which will
change the rules of the game in a fundamental way and end in
the reform of political governing.328 In the same way present
growing involvement of new non-state and non-governmental
actors - profit seeking and non-profit actors – in the interna-
tional and transnational interaction has challenged present na-
tional governance systems.329 The discourse concerning political
institutions and practices has to launch a discussion of and find
a solution for this problem. It must take care of the considera-
tions of democracy, participation, efficiency and accountability.
328  In most countries the role of legislative bodies in global governance has
already been raised. Present process of globalization and increased in-
ternationalization makes it difficult for the governments to safeguard
full participation of the national parliaments in the global governance
processes between the governments.
329  See a study of participation of non governmental actors in national
and global process of governance, negotiations and knowledge forma-
tion Restructuring World Politics: Transnational Social Movements, Net-
works, and Norms 2002
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The actors I have discussed the governance process of politi-
cal governance without defining the principal actors and re-
sponsibilities. Who has the responsibility to evaluate the capac-
ity of political institutions and political processes to reach the
goals set in elections effectively? Does it belong to government,
parliament, political society, civil servants or civil society? Is it a
part of political governance or a meta-level responsibility? What
evaluation and monitoring methods are used? These questions
are at the heart of democracy. There are no simple and unani-
mous answers. According to March and Olsen’s principles the
answer can be based only on democracy and should be discussed
in government, parliament, academia, political society, civil so-
ciety and administration. It is the responsibility of all citizens. It
cannot be left only to specialists of political science, constitu-
tional lawyers and politicians. If citizens are not integrated into
the discussion, lack of trust amongst citizens in politics and
politicians and citizen’s alienation from politics will grow. Weak
participation in elections and political discontinuity indicate a
legitimacy crisis.
Think tanks and universities have an important role in pro-
ducing analyses of the state’s governing of political institutions.
Their independence of its daily practices gives them political
responsibilities and wide horizons to evaluate the problems.
They have comparative information of future trends and chal-
lenges of governance. Even if they do not know all the facts of
present practices of governance as well as governments, they
have an important advantage: they are independent from these
practices and thus free to raise new challenges and discuss prob-
lems from sustainable bases. Governments have similar infor-
mation, but as participants of governance practices they are too
near and too strongly engaged in the practices to see long-term
perspectives. They are also too dependent on the special inter-
ests of their constituencies. Besides, political and intellectual in-
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terest connected to present political structures set obstacles to
analyze all future challenges. Even if the governments have will-
ingness to analyze the challenges, self-evaluation has always ob-
jectivity limitations. The gap between existent capacities and
demands of long term change is in most cases difficult to catch
up.
One form of this permanent responsibility of government
to update governance of political governance is the maintenance
of public discourse. Some counties have arranged permanent
evaluation and monitoring systems of the state of democracy in
the country. Though governments cannot carry objective evalu-
ations, they should create conditions for that kind of work. For
example in Sweden,330 Norway331 and Denmark332 governments
have occasionally set up broad committees, which evaluate the
330  The Government of Sweden set up in 1997 a committee to make a
study of the state of democracy in Sweden. The report published in
2001. The final report En uthållig demokrati 2000.
331   The Government of Norway has started a study project Power and
Democracy 1998-2003. Its main theme is the conditions for popular
political participation in Norway, and changes in these conditions as a
result of internationalization, development of new technology, envi-
ronmental challenges, privatization, decentralization, gender equality,
the mass media, the multi cultural society and the information society.
332  In 1994, the Danish Parliament formed a special committee “regard
ing an analysis of democracy and power in Denmark.” The committee
issued a report in the spring of 1997 in which a majority of the com-
mittee members recommended a Danish democracy and power study.
Later on it was set up a committee to make a study (Democracy and
Power Study) of the function of democracy in broad terms, including
the influence of power structures in organizations and movements and
the economic power structures on society, as well as the consequences
of internationalization as far as transparency and visibility of decisions,
influence and power in society. (http://www.ps.au.dk/magtudredningen/
Engelsk/frame.htm) (Visited 29.11.2003). First publication of the Com-
mittee is Den demokratiske udfordring, 1999. See also Eriksen, 1999.
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capacity of political institutions and political processes. Some
governments have launched discussion amongst civil society
and political society. Surveys of citizen’s opinions of political
governance also belong to the toolkits. Academia has a growing
interest in empirical studies of the institutional factors of eco-
nomic growth and social success. The themes, which have been
studied range from the size of the state – share of public ex-
penditure of GNP – to the openness of economy.333 Finland has
set up a committee – the Committee for the future – in Parlia-
ment on permanent basis to discuss of the future challenges.
However, so far they have not discussed of democracy and fu-
ture of governance of political processes.334
Even if there at present is neither a coherent theory nor a set
of representative examples of practical regimes of new govern-
ance, there are several challenges for the present governing
model. The proper size of the state has been under active discus-
sion in most countries for two decades. Main theme has been
“how big is too big”.335 In some countries the discussion started
earlier than in others,336 but the collapse of the communist sys-
tem in the late 1980’s launched the discussion in latecomers
also. Though it is a reality that the size of public expenditure has
diminished slightly in most countries in the 1990s, the state’s
political governance functions have not and will not dimin-
ish.337
333  Rodrik 1998, 996-1032.
334  See http://www.eduskunta.fi (visited 23.11.2003)
335  Discussion of the size of public sector see Tanzi and Schuknecht 2000,
Light  1999.
336  Pierson 1994.
337  Examples of recent contributions in the discussion see articles in a spe
cial symposium of the state: Wilson 2000,233-234 and the articles
published in Governance 2000, Micheletti 2000, 265-277.
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Anthony Giddens is not satisfied with the present state of
discourse of governing and democracy in Western countries. He
says, “We need a process of democratizing democracy”. For him
it means that Western democratic systems should be brought
into line with recent structural changes. He refers to political
corruption, globalization, global governance and back state
deals and fixes, which should be contested. Women should have
an egalitarian position in core system of political power, politi-
cal power should be decentralized, and political processes
should  be more open and transparent.338
New information technology (ICT), which has changed
the interaction processes and systems especially in business, will
affects deeply impact on the interaction modes between the
government and society and business. Many countries have al-
ready adopted a wide array of new E-governance solutions in
administration. Discussions and first experiments of digital de-
mocracy and e-democracy are expressions of the effects of ICT
in the political field.339
Internationalization of the economy and new forms of
transnational governance are realities, with which the govern-
ments are already living.340 In the 1990’s these development
trends have changed the state’s national role as an independent
actor.341 The upgrade of the political governance from the na-
tional level into the international level concerns mostly the gov-
338  Giddens 2000, 85-100.
339  Wilhelm 2000 and Sunstein 2001.
340  A comprehensive summary of present management and governance
structures of global issues (communications, corruption, crime, mo-
ney laundering, development assistance, finance, international trade,
nature conservation, pollution, health, human rights, refugee protec-
tion and assistance, intrastate conflict, conventional weapons and nu-
clear, biological and chemical weapons) is Managing Global Issues. Les-
sons Learned 2001.
341  Strange 1996 and Gilbert 1999.
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ernance of the markets, but will widen to governance of the so-
ciety and governance of political governance.
International cooperation has raised the importance of glo-
bal and regional organizations. They have become major politi-
cal players at the international level. Through this process gov-
ernments have received a new role in national governance. They
are mediators of national interpretations of international gov-
ernance. To fulfill their interests in the international level, gov-
ernments have established international organizations, which
present and coordinate these national interests. The longer these
international organizations have lived, the stronger their inde-
pendence has grown in relation to national interests and needs.
This development demands new steering and networking ca-
pacities from the national governments. For most citizens these
global governance systems are too far to grasp them as mecha-
nisms, which are in their service. However, it is every citizen’s
basic right to know the basic political mechanisms, political in-
stitutions and ways he can participate and influence on political
decisions.
4.4. Public sector governance
The task of public sector governance The goal of public sector gov-
ernance is to safeguard the capacity of the public sector to per-
form its tasks of general interest effectively, efficiently, and in a
sustainable and accountable way. In short the goal is good gov-
ernance. Even if the principles of good governance change in
time and in different countries according to their respective
problems and values, there is a general consensus of efficiency,
economy and democracy and rule of law as the basic values in all
public functions.
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I do not go in this section into details of the governance of
the public sector, because it is discussed later on in chapter 6.
Instead I raise some general themes of the strategic reform proc-
ess, for example the organization of the strategic formulation
process, contents of the reform strategy, its formulation as inter-
action between political steering and professional expertise and
obstacles in administrative reforms.
The main tasks of the government in the public sector gov-
ernance are (i) to explicate a clear and realistic vision for admin-
istrative and management reforms, (ii) to build a strategy for it,
and (iii) to implement the strategy. The strategy deals with hu-
man resources, public organizations and official and unofficial
institutions of the public sector (macrostructures).342 Major goal
of the strategy is to improve the capacity of the state to fulfill its
tasks in the political governance of the country. The tasks of the
state have grown steadily, which has dimmed the discussion of
the state’s basic functions. In strategic work the basic responsi-
bilities of the state must not be forgotten. Effective governance
of public sector is a key requirement for effective markets and
efficient society.
Public sector governance is not technical and internal exer-
cise of civil servants, but an outcome of a broad analysis of major
future challenges of public sector and wide discussion of the
guiding principles of the reforms. The goals of the reform
should be imprinted in the realm of citizens. They should deal
with coping and adapting to an uncertain and changing envi-
ronment (political, economic, technological and socio-cul-
tural). The challenges should be analyzed on a broad base in
relation to values of the people. Technological development
trends and global transformations have deep effects on the gov-
ernance tasks of the state. Public sector reform strategies have to
342  See a model from Grindle 1997, 8-110.
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be connected to the public governance regime and to the gov-
ernance policies of markets and society. The efficiency of the
present governance strategy in relation to the future challenges
has to be analyzed as well. The governance strategy for the pub-
lic sector has to look for changes and challenges in a wide con-
text and develop rules of the game and institutions for the
changing environment. Examples of such strategic questions are
1. tasks of the state
2. structure of the state (includes for example relationship be-
 tween the political and career executives and internal decision-
 making structures in departments,
3. processes of the state and
4. relationship between the state and society (networking, pub-
 lic-private partnership and redefinition of the criteria for flex-
 ible use of private services and service providers in public func-
 tions)
Comprehensive and intense participation of political actors in
the strategic process and analysis of the challenges is more im-
portant than the final strategic paper. Governance is more a stra-
tegic process, which copes and adapts to an uncertain and
changing environment, than a formal document. When the go-
vernment formulates the strategy so that it reflects the needs and
values of citizens, has a realistic and sustainable hold on future
challenges, puts the challenges in relation to the big picture and
present resources, it creates preconditions for increase of legiti-
macy for and trust in the public sector.
One of the most difficult questions in the strategic govern-
ance process concerns tasks of the state. This has been a major
theme in public sector reforms already in the 1980s and in the
1990s, when governments of advanced industrial countries
launched privatization programs and adopted market mecha-
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nisms in public agencies.343 Transition countries have carried
out even more fundamental privatization programs.344 The
most important and crucial questions in public sector govern-
ance still concern the strategic advantage of the state and prob-
lems of public service provision. Solutions for this question
should be based on an analysis of the comparative advantages of
public organizations and their effectiveness and efficiency when
compared to private organizations.
Public sector governance is one of the most efficient ele-
ments of the government’s strategic decision-making process,
because through public sector organizations and public expen-
ditures the governments have direct influence on the nation’s
economic and social development. Through public services the
governments can directly influence their citizens’ well being. In
public sector governance strategy the government defines goals
for future development of collective goods. For example if the
analysis of comparative advantages of public service provision
show that their advantages in principle surpass private services
and that the quality of public services is low, the strategic process
should find mechanisms for increasing efficiency and effective-
ness. In the strategic process the government should decide how
it adopts market mechanisms inside administration, and how
half-markets and networking principles are adapted. Strategic
governance should define general principles to be used in differ-
ent organization, management, service provision, personnel po-
licies and financing principles in the public sector. These will
help the government and political decision-makers to decide
which are such tasks, from which state should withdraw, when
new tasks emerge and budgetary constraints cannot be met
without crucial cut-back decisions.
343  Excellent introduction to the problems is World Bank World Develop
ment Repot 1997. The State in a Changing World 1997.
344  See discussion of it in World Bank: World Development Repot. From Plan
to Market 1996, 110–123.
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4.5. Participation in global governance
The two last decades of the nineteenth century testified a funda-
mental change all over the world. Problems are not seen any
more only from a national point of view, because businesses,
technology, information, criminality and pollutions cross the
borders more freely than earlier. Though political constellations
(end of the cold war after collapse of the Soviet Union and re-
gional economic and political integration) were a decisive fac-
tor, the importance of ICT cannot be underrated.345
The development of regulation measures of international
trade flows, coordination of international development assist-
ance, birth of regional economic and political organizations (the
EU) and sector specific international negotiation systems of the
governments (for example in health and environment) are con-
crete examples of present systems of global governance. The
proliferation of threats such as environmental degradation, grow-
ing inequalities between rich and poor, both between and
within countries, the spread of disease and famine, illicit trade
in drugs, money laundering, international terrorism, prolifera-
tion of arms, and organized criminality are examples of the dark
side of globalization. Problems have intensified the govern-
ments’ efforts to manage them at the global level and as its con-
sequence have raised anti-globalization sentiments amongst citi-
zens. Fears are expressed in demonstrations and in national elec-
tions, when an increasing number of votes are cast for extremist
parties. Left and right wing extremism and populism feed on
globalization fears and resistance to change.
Terrorism and money laundering are examples of lacking
global governance. Terrorists and criminals have established and
345  See basic facts of the phenomenon Managing Global Issues 2001 and
Held & McGrew & Goldblatt, & Perraton 1999.
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formed global networks, which utilize structures and frame-
works for free movement of finances and goods across the bor-
ders. When the states created these structures they failed to cre-
ate global governance systems to handle problems like these.
The future threats of globalization have been discussed in differ-
ent organizations, and from several perspectives, but without
concrete conclusions so far. All participants have their own goals
of the desirable development. They evaluate and monitor the
situations from the perspective of their own national and eco-
nomic interests. The diversity of interests and their conflicting
nature guarantees the slow pace for the process. In spite of this
pessimistic appraisal, globalization is an ongoing process, which
will continue and will have deep effects on national governance
systems.
Globalization has set and will set in the future claims, re-
strictions and demands for governments to develop capacities to
participate in the global negotiation systems and to integrate
them into national governance systems.346 The natures of the
global and national frames for governance are conflicting. Gov-
ernments have a better control of the national forces in national
governing systems than of global and international actors in glo-
bal governance processes. Though globalization as a word refers
to a unified process, globalization is a differentiated process,
which is not in anybody’s control. To get better control of the
process governments should analyze the process and forces be-
hind it.
To fulfill the demanding tasks of governance the govern-
ments have to create a national strategy to influence in all global
governance processes, in which it is participating.347 The strat-
346  Of discussion of the changes for the state see for example Strange  1996.
347    The Finnish Government has given a report of globalization to Parlia-
ment in 2001. A Report on Globalization for the Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee of Parliament http://formin.finland.fi/english/
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egy has two different goals. First, it should define the basic na-
tional goals and strategies for the national authorities, which
represent the government in international negotiations. Second,
the government has to interpret the challenges of global econo-
my on the national level and try to help all national actors to
adjust to future demands.
The challenges to succeed in the globalizing world of the
future are defined in a national strategy. The main elements of
this strategy could be for example mobilization of all national
resources into action, measures needed to safeguard effective
functioning of the markets, measures to safeguard the perform-
ance of society and definition of the role of the state and govern-
ment in national and global governance.
The national strategy should be based on an analysis of the
future trends of globalization and analysis of the challenges that
globalization will set on the bases of present economic and so-
cial policies. Discussion so far has shown that globalization will
challenge countries, which are dependent of exports and im-
ports, have high public expenditures of GDP and have heavy
future demands on public expenditures for example from the
ageing of population without covered pension schemes.
Governments cannot escape globalization even if they
wanted to. However, this infirmity does not diminish the ac-
countability of the governments of this global participation to
national voters and constituents. Economic globalization, po-
litical integration, sector based global and transnational govern-
ance systems with national accountability mechanisms should
be seen as a major driving force to develop global governance
systems and such accountability mechanisms, which will in-
crease trust on it and its legitimacy.  National political govern-
ance systems have to be integrated into the future transnational
system of governance.
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The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 on New York
and Washington have raised awareness all over the world of the
threats of terrorism, drugs dealing, organized criminality, trans-
port of weapons of mass destruction and illegal arms and explo-
sives cross the borders so that even the biggest states cannot fight
against them alone. The attack has increased the responsibility
of nation states not to harbor terrorists. The decisions of the
Security Council of the United Nations have made national
governments accountable to international mechanisms for glo-
bal security in this fight against terrorism. However, this ac-
countability to the international level and the international war
against terrorism has not abolished the right of states to self-
defense. Former state secretary of the United States Charles P.
Schultz, who has analyzed governance in the light of terrorist
attacks says that international organizations do not work well
when they are regarded as rivals or alternatives to states. “Inter-
national organizations will flourish when healthy sovereign states
use them as a vehicle for reaching their common goals.”348
Shultz is not speaking for general global governance, but for the
need of global multilateralism in the field of war against terror-
ism. It is the responsibility of world leaders to evaluate the situ-
ation in other policy sectors in the similar way.
4.6 The birth of a new regime of good
political governance
In this chapter I have discussed major strategies of political gov-
erning. Its major elements were a strategy for market governing,
governing of society and governing of public sector or state it-
self. I have discussed in every section of the future challenges to
348 Schultz 2002.
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the present governing regime. Now I will give a brief summary
of the challenges and specify the characteristics of the new dis-
course of political governance in the light of the discussion pre-
sented in chapters 2 and 3. In chapter 2.5 I presented a sum-
mary of the major symptoms and sources of systemic regime
change from government to governance. Even if the symptoms
of regime change were detected from different sources, most of
them supported the interpretation of a birth of a new discourse
of political governance.
Systems of governance are not static, but dynamic phenom-
ena that are in a constant state of change. The system of political
governance is composed of different sub-systems, which do not
have similar change rhythms but follow the change patterns of
their own. For example political institutions of political govern-
ance are more permanent than governance institutions of mar-
kets or even governance institutions of specific business sectors.
Governing models are national, even if nations form cul-
tural families –Anglo-American, Scandinavian, Asian, Mediter-
ranean, Latin-American, Islamic, etc. There are not two com-
pletely similar governing models in the world, though many
countries have similar governing features, because they belong
to the same cultural family of political systems. This coherence
allows us to discuss principles of governing and questions of in-
stitutional design on the general level, but at the same time it
forces us to study them from a comparative perspective.349 Insti-
tutional design covers not only national electoral systems and
executive-legislative relations, but also general principles of so-
cial order, governing of the markets and democracy.  What fits
an advanced industrial state does not necessarily fit a developing
country. They have different traditions, future challenges, and
capacities in public and private sectors. This will be reflected in
the development needs, concepts, and birth of discourses.
349 Of different political systems see Lijphard 1999.
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Political governance is a developed version of the traditional
term governing, which is a continuous exercise of authority over
and the performance of functions of the state. Characteristic for
governing has been sovereign authority and use of state powers
and ruling. Questions of power, authority, rule, sovereignty and
absolute are its qualitative characteristics. Governing is a regime
type of the twentieth century.
Discourse of political governance has softer and wider con-
notations than traditional governing. Discourse of governance
tries to get rid of the traditional image of governing as authori-
tarian use of state power from the top of the official hierarchy.
When the term is used as a new specific regime type it is con-
nected to a long history of governing changes. If it succeeds it
will belong to the first steps of the reform of present up-down
governing towards down-up governance350 The discourse tries
to further such macro-level mechanisms, which will increase in-
teraction between the state and market and social actors and
develop participatory forms for governing and find more dis-
persed power structures than the present governing regime.
New governance models have received support because the gov-
ernments’ successes depend on the support from the markets
and society. 351 Governments no longer can safeguard precondi-
tions for sustainable development for effective markets, society
and public sector alone without functioning relations with the
market, citizens and social actors.352
New discourse of political governance stresses principles of
self-regulation (mostly of markets) and growing responsibility
of individuals and society of their life changes. It will foster pre-
350  Schmitter is discussing of different democratic regimes in similar way.
See Schmitter 1998, 28-29.
351  Haufle7 2001.
352  Wilensky 1967.
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requisites for the organization of the citizens and their activities
on their own initiative as well for the development of social re-
sponsibilities. Increase of self-regulation should be connected
into reforms, which limit the tasks of the state, clarify division
of labor between the state, markets and society, and reform the
regulatory tools of the government. Discourse of political gov-
ernance emphasizes voice and accountability mechanisms strong-
ly.
While many researchers share a lot of the aspects of the
above-mentioned interpretation of new down-up governance,
the views are not accepted unanimously. For example Pierre and
Peters stress the importance of the state in governance. They do
not accept the general tendency to reduce the role of the state in
governing and the idea of letting other regimes to rule. A basic
idea in their criticism is that the discussion of new governance
has emerged from so many sources. Many of them have origi-
nated from the ideological shift towards the market and empha-
sis of the failure of the state.353 Many researchers call this devel-
opment neoliberalism.354 It is regarded as a step towards govern-
ance by the most powerful. Even if the criticism has firm bases,
I regard the discourse of political governance as a new regime
type, which has a sound basis, when it is applied in a manner,
which has respect on national traditions. At present it is mostly
academic discourse without clear connection to any specific na-
tional governance practice.
Minimum requirements for a good political governance re-
gime are that the governance institutions are democratic, the
rule of law is respected and governing is predicable and safe-
guards efficiency and legitimacy of authority. Governance insti-
353  Pierre and Peters 2000, 54-85 and 114-136,
354  See for example The Rise of Neoliberalism and Institutional Analysis
2001.
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tutions have to guarantee control and accountability of govern-
ance, and open participation for all in public decision-making.
Institutions must be uncorrupted and they must prevent  short-
term zeal. They foster citizens’ individual responsibility and pro-
vide an enabling environment for markets and social develop-
ment and mutual interaction between the government and citi-
zens and market actors.  Basic requirement in good political
governance is democracy – majoritarian or consensus355
Besides political governing, governance includes356
- development of principles of political governance and govern-
   ance institutions
- participation in global governance processes to safeguard na-
tional interests
- forecasting the challenges to the success of the nation and its
governance (governmental intelligence) and taking care of the
long term perspective in economic and social development.
- creation of prerequisites for stabile political leadership for po-
litical governance
- provision of the basic responsibilities of the state (law and or
der, judicial system, defense and internal security),
One of the most heated discussions in political economy and
political discourse from the early 1980s on has been the role of
the state and different actors in the political rule of a country.
Market fundamentalist have criticized dominating economic
policies for their too strong reliance on state actors (market
regulation and public expenditures). Institutional economics
has returned trust on the state to a degree. It has shown that
throughout history the well-functioning state has played a cen-
tral role in establishing the institutional framework for the crea-
355  Lijphart 1999.
356  Ranney 1975, 177.
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tion of wealth. However, economic prosperity and the creation
of wealth do not necessarily need a strong state, but an effective
state.357 Major actors in all countries – even in countries, which
have a small public sector and which have strongly criticized the
involvement of state in economy and society – admit that in
spite of this criticism of state, it has a central role in governance
process. It is the supervisor of the governance of markets and
society. However, most defenders of the state admit and accept
the need to transform hierarchical command-like governing to a
new kind of political governance.358
The government has to get impulses from the markets and
from the society on different levels and in different ways. It pro-
duces the formal rules that are part and parcel of an institutional
government. Only the state has the capacity and power to estab-
lish formal rules and institutions through political process. The
change of the boundaries of the state – privatization, deregula-
tion, contracting out, public-private partnerships - has increased
interdependence between state and non-state actors. The need
to exchange resources and negotiate shared purposes is con-
nected with this.359
Though I discuss different tendencies in governance, espe-
cially from the perspective of networking and institutional em-
phasize, from the perspective of this study I regard the state as a
traditional authority, i.e. administrative, legal, bureaucratic and
coercive system that does not only have the right to structure
relations between society and public authority in a policy but
also to structure crucial relationships within society and mar-
kets. Alfred Stepan, who is a major scholar in comparative poli-
tics, says that consolidated modern states should be compared
357   Chhibber 1998, 36.
358  See for example Giddens 1999.
359  Rhodes 2000,346.
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not in terms of whether they structure such relationships, but in
terms of the degree to which, and the means through which,
they do so.360
If the government gives up of its responsibility of political
governance, it will lose its nature as the government of the coun-
try. On the other hand, if the government does not have open
relations based on trust with society and markets, it cannot
reach the best results. Third, if the government is concentrating
too heavily on detailed steering strategy or if it is taking too
strong steps form established division of labor between different
sectors, the wealth of the nation is in danger. Effective political
governance will safeguard the success of the whole nation, of its
citizens and the business. It is always based on an analysis of the
success factors and on a strategy to increase the wealth of the
nation.
Besides the public institutions of political governance (con-
stitutions and public authorities), also market institutions and
institutions of social life – moral infrastructure and political cul-
ture included – belong to the long-lasting features of every na-
tion. Though only the most important of them are defined in
legislation, they belong to the permanent basic institutions of
every nation, but not to the political regime. In spite of their
permanent nature market institutions and institutions of social
life, every-day governance practices are changing constantly. In-
terpreted needs of the day and situation are driving-forces in all
changes.
360 Stepan 2001, 7 and Stepan 1978.
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4.7. Concluding comment
In this study I have discussed governance in a disaggregated way
on different levels. Each of these partial governance regimes – or
components of political governance – is institutionalized in a
particular sequence, according to distinctive principles, and
around different sites. When the focus is on the state and politi-
cal governing, the term governance expresses the present devel-
opment from traditional structuralist and state centered govern-
ing towards trust based and networking type of rule where all
three sectors have important roles and responsibilities. When
discussing public sector reforms, the term governance describes
steps from bureaucracy to new modes of management. Institu-
tional discussion about governance of economy emphasizes the
role of the market institutions in economic development.
I have emphasized that present discourse of good govern-
ance is mostly academic in nature and so far only a weak, inter-
pretation of some new governing practices. For example princi-
ples of transparency, accountability, voice and democracy,
which are emphasized in the discourse of governance, are not
new principles. They cannot justify an interpretation of a birth
of a new regime. However, the discourses analysed in this study
have shown firm bases for strong demands to reform the tradi-
tional governing model. Many students of political science, eco-
nomics, administrative sciences and think tanks have been ac-
tive drivers of the reforms. Some counties have already adopted
new practices, which can be regarded as symptoms of a new re-
gime of governance. Civil servants and governments develop
and create new governance practises and academia is developing
theoretical explanations of their reasons and interpretations of
their good quality. Civil servants are not eager to participate in
theoretical and academic discussions of the terms and their
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backgrounds. For example honour for the invention of the term
New Public Management does not belong to any government
or to the OECD, but to academia.
My conclusion form the previous discourse it that the term
governance and its present practical forms do not yet justify
speaking of the birth of a new universal regime of political gov-
ernance. Present discussion is for that purpose too undeveloped
and diffuse and concern mostly practices. It does not have effec-
tive manifestations in the level of governing of political institu-
tions, which defines the most important principles of every sys-
tem of governing. New practices in the governance of markets,
society and public sector have not yet been integrated into the
governing of political institutions and its established discourse.
The governance of markets, society and the public sector
differ a lot, but similar principles of governance discourse can be
used in all of them. Reliance on up-down steering and  aban-
donment of authoritarian steering practices are good examples,
which can be used in all management problems, but their prac-
tical implementation forms vary according to the nature of the
problem. Because authority structures are culturally bound and
they belong to the long-lasting institutions of all nations, the
speed of the adaptation of the new governance principles will
vary greatly in different countries. It will take longer in former
socialist countries in their transition period from a secretive and
reconciled culture to create an up-down culture than in democ-
racies, which have respected civil rights for centuries.
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5. From public administration to public
management and governance
So far I have discussed discourse of governance in different dis-
ciplines and from different perspectives. There some reference
has been made to historical development of authority structures
and development features, but mostly in public administration
in the OECD countries. Because discourse analysis has a general
danger to prevail in abstract space without concrete reference to
reality, I try to get some connection for the discourse of govern-
ance to the relevant discourses, which will explain its birth and
major features in time by presenting the basic lines in the dis-
course of the role of the state after the Second World War. For
me all conceptions are bound to a certain place and time, i.e.
they have to be anchored to reality or to an interpretation of
reality. Because it is impossible to go into history proper in any
way, I replace it with the discourse of the role of the state. The
chapter will present my interpretation of the major background
discourses and arguments, which have affected public sector
governance discourse. Even though the interpretation is rough,
it serves the needs of the next chapter, where I will go into de-
tails of the new governance discourse in the public sector.
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In section 5.1 I will present general features of the develop-
ment of governance regimes in developed industrial countries
after the Second World War. In section 5.2 I will continue the
discussion and specify the effects of change in the regimes of
governance on the public sector and its authority structures and
governing models.  It is, however, not possible to go into great
detail concerning these questions in this study.
5.1. Role of the state as a defining factor in the
regime of political governance
All countries have their own governing models, which have re-
ceived their forms through slow development. Governing mod-
els depend on politics, culture, geography, and time. History is
reflected both in present tasks of the state and in its role in po-
litical governance. For example in Western Europe there are at
least four state traditions (Mediterranean, Continental, Anglo-
Saxon and Nordic). The roots of the role of the state in the USA
are from the late eighteenth century. In Africa the effects of co-
lonial tradition can be seen even today. Geography sets long-
term frames for business and peoples’ lives. For example in
countries where people are scattered around loosely, the state
has to provide such services, which in densely populated areas
can be provided by private firms. Tasks of the state are time de-
pendent. One hundred years ago the tasks of the state were
much smaller than today. Safeguarding of economic progress
and stability demands a different kind of government interfer-
ence in economic processes today than at the beginning of the
twentieth century. There is no general classification of the tasks
of the state or ideal size of the public sector. However, interna-
tional comparisons show that in the long-term too big size of
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the public sector does not foster economic growth and competi-
tiveness of the economy.361
The diversity of definitions of the tasks of the state is a re-
flection of different theoretical perspectives. The most influen-
tial discussants are economists, who emphasize economic rea-
sons. In a typical task catalogue state is said to have responsibil-
ity to 1) establish rules and institutions aiming at enforcement
of contracts and protection of the property rights to help ex-
pand the role of the markets, 2) provide a legal and regulatory
framework that reduces transaction costs and promotes market
efficiency through strategic market intervention in case of mar-
ket failure by providing public goods (defense, law and order)
and by providing information (for consumer protection), 3)
promote macro-economic stability, 4) to address externalities
(environment protection), and 5) regulate monopoly (utility re-
gulation and competition policy).
Discourse of welfare economics gives reasons for state inter-
ference in market failures. The state has the responsibility to
correct them through public intervention and public services.
Practical implementation of this economic theory produced the
theory of the welfare state,362 which is at present a well-defined
regime model of an advanced industrial state. I will present its
basic premises in the next section. It is justified to call welfare
state a model of governing, because it is based on the ideology of
up-down steering and an active role of the state in market regu-
lation and moral economy of the citizens. In most countries
implementation of the model has given for the state compre-
hensive responsibility in social welfare functions, for example in
basic level education, health and wealth (and thus an equal op-
portunity for changing one’s level of each). Welfare economics
361 Tanzi, Schuknecht 2000
362 Titmuss 1958, Myrdal 1960, Baumol 1967 and Wilson and Wilson 1982.
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has widened the role of the state in macroeconomic regulation
and increased public finances have been raised to a central vehi-
cle in economic policies.363 New ideas in the social field have
had similar effects.
Ideological grounds are the second category of discourses.
Because markets do not take care of political goals, the responsi-
bility of the state in fulfilling political demands (for example to
improve equality) has increased. Political ideologies emphasize
fulfillment of collective values and importance of public serv-
ices.364 Collective ideologies have justified the nationalization of
private companies and the establishment of state owned compa-
nies. Conception of social citizenship has justified the state’s in-
volvement in the protection of citizens against economic and
social uncertainties. Collective ideologies and values were the
dominant political discourse in all advanced industrial countries
after the Second World War until 1980s. After that values of
individualism and neo-liberalism have received more accept-
ance and collectivist values of the welfare state have diminished
in influence. The growth of public expenditure has calmed
down and in some countries even turned into reduction.365
Discourse of the welfare state as a political governing regime
has been dominant in Europe until the late twentieth century.
Its adaptation explains the growth of public administration,
public consumption expenditures and transfers and increase of
the amount of civil servants and public agencies. Because the
welfare state model has received more political support from
left-wing parties than from the political right, it has produced
political discussion of the political and economic implications
for example of active state interference in economy and society.
Political critics say that big state hampers the functioning of
363  Welfare economics, Vol. I-III, 2001
364   Tanzi, Schuknecht 2000 and Stiglitz 2000 and Stiglitz 1989.
365  Discussion about the history of state Van Creveld 1999.
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markets, causes bureaucracy and increases unnecessary adminis-
trative steering of markets and society. Similar arguments can
also be heard from economics (public choice theoretic, James
Buchanan, Anthony Downs, Mancur Olson, Gordon Tullock,
and William Niskanen) and political sciences. Advocates of bu-
reaucratic failures claim that the costs of the model have been
bigger than its benefits.366 The discussion has put an end to the
general optimism about what the state would be able to accom-
plish. In the 1990s critics seemed to dominate the discussion. At
present the defenders and opponents of the state seem to be
finding some kind of a compromise.
So far I have discussed advanced industrial countries. So-
cialist countries did not have similar discussion because state
dominated and governed whole economy. Inside the state the
communist party had a leading role. The collapse of commu-
nism has launched fundamental reforms in former socialist
countries. These were started in political life, and their effects
spread into the economic field, but lack of capital, entrepre-
neurs and skills have set certain limits for the speed of the trans-
formation. In most Asian countries governance models are
based on collective values and strong state interference in eco-
nomics. Even if Japan, Korea, India and China have different
political and economic models, all of them they have a strong
state, which is the major actor in economic policies.367
All advanced industrial countries have some kind of a wel-
fare state regime.368 Of these, the Nordic model is the most ex-
366  Mitchell, Simmons 1994 and Wallis, Dollery 1999.
367  See for example Wade 1990, World Bank: The East Asian Miracle, Eco-
nomic Growth and Public Policy 1993, and World Bank, Rethinking the
East Asia Miracle 2001.
368   Esping-Andersen 1990, European Social Policy 1995 and European Com-
mission. Directorate-General II Economic and Financial Affairs The
welfare state in Europe 1997.
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tensive. Universality is here a central principle: welfare rights are
based on citizenship, and the level of welfare of a person does
not primarily depend on his or her income.369 Second, public
sector provides most of the services, and social transfers support
them. The Nordic welfare state provides free education (no fees
from pre-school to university and free school books and meals
until high school, plus a student grant for students in further
education), inexpensive health services (mainly free health
centers, low-paid hospitals, subsidized drugs, home-care sup-
port) and insurance and social services. The continental model
is more family-centered. Female participation in paid employ-
ment has been low particularly among married women, who
have taken care of small children at home. Social security is tied
to one’s labor market position rather than to citizenship. Cash
benefits dominate over public services. Social security is organ-
ized according to the insurance principle, i.e. it is financed
mainly by employer and employee contributions and distrib-
uted as social transfers to the insured. In the British model wel-
fare state developed relatively early and is based on tax financ-
ing, a large public service sector and women’s participation in
the labor force. The US model gives support mostly to poor.370
Though the development of the tasks of the state and wel-
fare models is connected to national history and culture,371 in-
tensified competition of governments to attract investments in
their countries, to attract foreign firms and keep firms and
skilled work force has become necessity, a fact which influences
369  Comparative Welfare Systems 1996.
370    See discussion about different welfare models or families of nations
Castles and Mitchell 1993, 93-127 and Kosonen 1994.
371  Pierson 1998. See an analysis of state in intervention in Germany and
France. Hall 1986,
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national interpretations of the tasks of the state.372 The pressures
are so strong that even the Swedish welfare model is approach-
ing the West European model.373 Sweden has been a fore runner
and model for other countries in building a welfare state. Ger-
many has started its reforms in 2003.
When Western industrial countries from the late 1980s on-
wards begun to withdraw from the regime of comprehensive
state intervention on social problems and began to emphasize
the responsibility for the deregulation of markets and citizens,
national attitude patterns produced different results. For exam-
ple in the Nordic countries citizens accused governments for not
taking responsibility of their legal commitments. The first po-
litical reactions to the demand of a regime of a smaller state and
to regime change were negative. Later the concept received
more acceptances, when financial and economic realities de-
manded short-cut decisions in public finances. People began to
accept a slow transfer from collective responsibility towards in-
dividual responsibility.374 However, political turbulences and
continuous government changes express that transfer to a new
policy regime is not an easy one. Transfer to a new regime takes
as long a time as its building.
In the 1990s the discussion of the role the state has received
new elements from globalization, which is an outcome of the
creation of global markets and the global level, i.e. the WTO.
One of the major themes in this discussion is the future of state
and its sovereignty. It is emphasized that current globalization
entails the eclipse of state and its sovereignty. Even if the fears
are exaggerations, question of state and its role cannot be any
more regarded as a question, which can be decided on grounds
372  See discussion of the role of the state in promoting growth from
1960s Maddison  1964.
373  Lindbeck 1997, 1273-1319 and Micheletti 2000, 264-277
374  Micheletti 1999, 265-278.
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of national political ideologies. For Evans the role of the state is
a question of international institutional reality and global ideol-
ogy.375 However, recent studies have shown, that correlation be-
tween economic openness – country is participating in interna-
tional trade – and the expansion of government is positive. The
opening of national markets is complemented by strong govern-
ment interventions and public services.376 Even though the ide-
ology of market globalization refers to the weakening of the
state, in real politics all states transform their traditional diplo-
macy to serve their national economic interests.
After the terrorist attacks of September 11 the role of the
state not only in domestic politics and internal security but also
in international level has strengthened dramatically. The role of
the state as a regulator and the last safeguard has strengthened in
most countries. After the terrorist attacks the Security Council
of the UN stressed “that every Member State has the duty to
refrain from organizing, instigating, assisting or participating in
terrorist acts in another State or acquiescing in organized activi-
ties within its territory directed toward the commission of such
acts.”377 The decision has confirmed the principle of the states’
accountability for not harboring terrorists. States must be strong
enough to prevent the functioning of terrorist organizations in-
375   Evans 1997, 64.
376   For discussion of the research results of Rodrik and Cameron see Evans
1997, 68-70. Cameron has listed four strategies to shelter their risks of
the international economy. First, some states adopt explicitly neo-
mercantilist policies, second, some countries favor certain industries as
national champions, third, some adopt a variety of industry-specific
protectionist measures and four, open economies use defensive strate-
gies by providing a variety of income supplements, in the form of
social security schemes, health insurance, unemployment benefits, job
training, employment subsidies to firms and investment capital. Ca-
meron 1978, 1260.
377   See Shultz 2002.
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side their borders. They may not support terrorism directly as a
matter of state policy. George P. Shultz has a summary of present
conception of globalization and state: “For all the realities of
globalization that have drained authority from the state, no
other basic entity of international life can replace it. The state is
all we have as a means of ordering our international existence
and achieving representative government and protecting indi-
vidual rights. So, if the pendulum has swung against the sover-
eign state in the past decades, it is time to swing it back. To hold
states responsible and to help strengthen them against our com-
mon enemy, terrorism.”378
5.2. Major steps in the development of
public sector management
From classical administrative regime to welfare state regime The
changes in the governing principles and methodologies of the
public sector are connected to changes in the size of the state
and the governance regimes of economy and society. The wider
the tasks of the state and the more strongly the state steers
economy and society the more demanding requirements must
be set for internal governing of the public sector. The second
half of the twentieth century is in this respect a period of grow-
ing demands for new technologies and governing practices.
Structures, procedures, universal and impersonal rules, arts,
skills, and attitudes through which administration applies the
rules and regulations, which define the tasks of the state, are
developed and reformed when the nature of the tasks of the state
change.
The growth of the tasks of the state has increased the hierar-
chical levels, functional sectors and new co-ordination practices
378 Shultz 2002 and Waldo 1981.
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in administration. Even if the growth of public administration
and public expenditure has been continuous in the 20th century
and administration has been reformed in the practical level as a
continuous process, in most OECD countries fundamental
public discussion of the principles of public administration did
not start until in the late 1980s. Principles of the classical model
of public administration (hierarchy, strict jurisdiction of admin-
istration, division of labor, specialization, professional civil serv-
ice, and formal management principles) dominated the public
image of public administration, even if economic and efficiency
considerations increased all the time.379
The organization, decision-making and staffing principles
and procedures of the classical model of public administration
are old. The basic elements of Max Weber’s ideal type of state
administration from the beginning of the twentieth century are
hierarchy of authority, centralized command and control, divi-
sion of labor and fixed jurisdictions. Weber emphasized the for-
mal qualification of administrative personnel, meritocratic re-
cruitment, and predictable, long-term career rewards, contracts
for a long time or even for the whole life span and rational disci-
pline governing behavior of the administrative personnel. Of-
fice holding is a vocation. Civil servants have shared norms and
values. Administration is based on perfect obedience, impera-
tive working methods and full devotion to do the job properly.
A rule centered and top-down approach reflects the govern-
ment’s wish and perceived ability to impose its priorities and
values all over the country. 380 According to Hood  Weber’s ideal
379   Raadshelders 1998.
380   The principles are presented in From Max Weber 1958, 196-98,
Weber 1968 and Max Weber on Charisma and Institution Building
1968, 66-77, 66-77. For a general discussion of the bureaucracy and
bureaucratization as phenomena see Reader in Bureaucracy 1952, Hall
1963, 32-40, Grunow 1986, 29-59, Bendix 2001, 244-246, Bendix
1947, 493-507.
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type  of a perfect administration  resembles the economist’s mo-
del of perfect competition. It is characterized by (i) unitary or-
ganization, (ii) shared norms and values, (iii) perfect obedience,
(iv) full information and (v) need to do the job properly all the
time.381
P. Guy Peters has accentuated six characteristics in tradi-
tional public administration.  These are 1) an apolitical civil ser-
vice and neutral competence within civil service; 2) hierarchical
and rule-bound management within the public service and au-
thority of civil servants to implement and enforce regulations
outside it; 3) employment as a public servant is a lifetime com-
mitment, a social contract; 4) an institutionalized civil service
that is governed as a corporate body; 5) maximum amount of
equality of income and 6) permanence and stability of organiza-
tions within government.382
Public administration and professional bureaucracy are re-
garded in traditional Weberian tradition as trustees of general
will and public good. Bureaucracy’s responsibilities surpass the
short term. Because public administration represents expertise
of governing and governance of the nation, continuity and
time-tested wisdom, the state has the responsibility to stimulate
debate and to involve citizens in it. Though bureaucracy has
been in the service of the ruler and later in the service of political
leadership, the ideal model regards a classical bureaucrat as a
counterweight to the politician, who represents short-term spe-
cific interests and values in decision-making and often oppor-
tunism. The positive characteristics of public administration are
reliability, predictability, probity, cohesion, continuity and in-
tegrity.
The classical model of public administration has preserved
its position against more flexible and less strictly regulated ad-
381 Hood  1976, 6.
382 Peters 1996. See also Hall 1963, 33-39.
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ministrative models, because it safeguards best the rule of law,
protects citizens’ rights against the state’s impertinent interfer-
ence and is regarded as a guardian of general interests against
partisan interests of politics. The European interpretation of the
classical model was done in administration on judicial bases and
universities trained civil servants in their judicial faculties, In the
USA a new science of public administration was born in the
1920s and in the 1930s in departments of political science.383
All ideal types are always rough descriptions of reality,
which is changing all the time and in all countries according to
their own traditions. New theories emerge and new practices are
developed. This concerns especially the classical Weberian ideal
type. Already before the Second World War the new business
models had emerged especially in the USA. During the War all
governments asked academia and business experts to participate
in public administration and create new efficient management
and production methods. After the War in reconstruction these
new methods were adapted and developed. Experiences from
the management of enormous organizations drew attention
away from formal organization structures to informal structures
and personnel questions. Already in the early 1960s it was clear
that the classical Weberian ideal type of bureaucracy did not fit
any public administrations any more.
The tasks and responsibilities of the state had constantly
expanded in the nineteenth century. Wars are always periods of
change. After the Second World War the state in advanced in-
dustrial countries was no more the old small night watchman
state, whose administration protected the rights of citizen
against the state, but an actor, which tried to solve social and
economic problems through active state intervention and regu-
lation. The ideology was similar to the original discourses of
383 See Waldo 1955, 20.
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public administration in the USA before the War. Dwight
Waldo has described the situation as follows: “It (the new phi-
losophy of government, S.T.) sought to attain the values of eq-
uity and freedom for citizens by making government strong and
efficient, but simultaneously responsible and democratic. To at-
tain these latter objectives, political reforms as well administra-
tive reforms were proposed as a part of single program.”384
Because the state after the War was for practical reasons in-
terventionist and relied on regulation, reforms of administrative
methods and practices served these purposes. Their aim was to
help the government in regulating markets and to interfere in
the private life of the citizens and in public business functions.
During the Second World War these powers were not justified
with the demands of war, but after the war they were justified
with the ideology of the Welfare state and great society. Inter-
vention of the state could be accepted if the government empha-
sized not only the rule of law and legality but also efficiency,
effectiveness and economy in all of its functions and reforms.
Until the 1980’s the effectiveness of the governing regime
of welfare state was not questioned. In the 1980s the criticism
was directed towards the principles of the welfare state and its
governing regime. Criticism claimed that public administration
was inefficient, wasteful, too expensive (public services were
more expensive than produced by private service providers), did
not care for performance and was poorly managed. Uniformity
and the hierarchical nature of administration were one of the
main sources of criticism.  Defenders of the governing regime
said that the model, which combined hierarchical organization
structures with rational planning functions, was similar to pri-
vate business organizations. Defenders said that public adminis-
tration was not unitary, but a dispersed set of different sub-cul-
tures, which took into account the special needs of that func-
384 Waldo 1955, 19-20.
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tion. Civil servants did not share the same values of general will,
but understood special values in different sectors.385
Reform of the governing regime – New Public Management
Criticism on the welfare state and on its governing regime pro-
duced results in the late 1980s, when many advanced industrial
countries acknowledged that the growing public sector, bureau-
cratic mechanisms and civil servants couldn’t solve economic
and social problems. They accepted the need for regime change.
Many governments and politicians admitted that the regime of
welfare state had run into difficulties and if the problems cannot
be solved, they will lead into a deeper legitimation crisis.386 Crit-
ics – from both politics and academia – had demanded unbur-
dening of regulation of markets and society and deconcentra-
tion of power and unitary governing. Criticism towards the all
encompassing state – too much state – and growing trust in the
capacity of markets and society to act and govern their own re-
sponsibilities were the basic forces that brought a change in the
welfare state governing model created in the 1960s and
1970s.387
Bureaucratic failures and governing failures were an easy
goal for critics.388 Dysfunctions of bureaucratic mentality - rule
orientation, risk avoidance, dogmatism - the process of societal
bureaucratization, increase of bureaucratic organizations and
their influence on ever more aspects of people’s lives, increase of
asymmetry of power and authority between bureaucratic or-
ganizations, well-organized interest groups and less organized
public at large or the unorganized powerless, processes by which
interaction and communication become standardized and for-
385  Hood 1976, Larmour 1997, 385-386.
386  Habermas 1988.
387  Mayntz 1993, 9-18 and Yergin and Stanislaw 1998.
388  Wallis, Dollery 1999, 9-31 and Pierson 1994.
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malized and standardization of organizational structures of soci-
ety were recognized and discussed.389 According to Kettl the re-
formers have tried to root out an authority-driven hierarchical
system.390 They believed that we have to get rid of the model of
traditional bureaucracy, because all pathologies flow from it.391
New Zealand and Denmark started the reforms at the same
time in desperate financial straits in public finances.392 The
countries could not get quick solutions with technical reforms.
Permanent and immediate solutions could be gained only by
cutting public expenditures and by starting fundamental re-
forms. Structural reforms, privatization and private manage-
ment models offered new tools for this. For example, the princi-
pal-agent model replaced bureaucratic model.
New Zealand’s reform model produced a well-known name
for the reforms (the New Zealand Model).393 Its idea is govern-
ment by contract. All reforms have established or strengthened
contract-like relationship between the government and minis-
ters as purchasers of goods and services and departments and
other entities as suppliers. These contracts replaced the implicit
or relational contracts that characterize traditional public ad-
ministration. Performance agreements displaced the old civil
service ethics of trust and responsibility with accountability for
results. Minister can purchase services from government depart-
ments or from any alternative public or private suppliers. When
389  See Grunow 1986, 32-36 and Strauss 1971, 75-87 and Kamarc  2000,
229-252.
390  Kettl 2000, 33.
391 Osborne, Gaebler  1992 regard privatization, contracting out, decen
tralization, merit pay, partnership, and management by results and
customer orientation as techniques that constitute NPM in practice
See also Gow and Dufour 2000, 573-597.
392  Schwartz 1994, 546-547 and 550-551.
393  Schick 1996.
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appropriations are on an accrual basis, the full cost of the goods
and services is incorporated in the purchase price and a capital
charge is levied on the net worth of each department.394
The governments of the UK and USA have used public sec-
tor reforms as a means to revitalize market institutions.395 The
first steps were random and were neither based on a coherent
plan nor on a comprehensive analysis of the effects of the reform
on markets and the government. Despite this, they showed that
there is a real need for new reforms.396 After the collapse of the
Soviet system, the market system was celebrated as the winner in
the competition between different economic systems. The ideo-
logical burden of the market mechanisms as a means to allocate
resources disappeared and implementation of market mecha-
nisms in the public sector expanded into new countries
The new contractualism of New Zealand was not a separate
reform but a fundamental change in the ideology of classical
bureaucracy. Because Anglo-American countries were the most
active reformers and they used extensively market mechanisms
and contracts, the discourse they created dominated the reform
agenda in the whole 1980s. In the 1990s the researchers found a
name for the agenda: New Public Management (the NPM).397
The concept and reform agenda spread into the most OECD
countries, because the OECD established a special unit to foster
the reforms (PUMA, Public Management). Most of the OECD
countries have adapted the model as such or some components
of it, but not all. For example in Japan and Germany the eco-
394  For a brief summary of the New Zealand Model see Schick  1998,
123-131.
395  Halligan 1997.
396  A general summary of the reforms see Pollitt, Bouckaert  2000, 62-
96 and Pierre and Peters 2000, 64-65.
397  Hood 1991, 3-19. A brief summary of the development Hood 1996,
268-287.
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nomic development was so good until late 1990s that they post-
poned the reform. Because Germany’s public administration is
based on very strong legal tradition and public law, the German
government has felt unfamiliarity with market mechanisms and
the international reform discussion.398
The first reformers did not have a clear reform conception
or a vision of the final stage.399 Concrete outcomes depended on
national political and economic situations. Perhaps the most
important enforcer for shortcut decisions of public expenditures
has been nonpermanent public deficits. Without urgent need
for public sector reforms even reluctant countries have launched
at least efficiency programs. Some countries wanted to reduce
the government’s direct role in market regulation and to empha-
size the government’s macroeconomic management responsi-
bilities by liberalizing domestic and international trade, by pri-
vatizing state-owned companies and reducing the fiscal drag of
central bureaucracies and deregulating the markets. The eco-
nomic effects of public sector reforms and shortcut decisions on
public services and on the nature of welfare state have been
smaller than has been feared or hoped.400
All advanced industrial countries used their own models
and timetable in reforming their governance systems. However,
at present it possible to recognize the following elements in the
construction of the new model: a) reduction of government’s
direct role in economic management, b) raising macroeconomic
management to the central economic task of the state, c) pres-
398  Of different national models see Governance in a Changing Environ
ment 1995, Peters 1996, Pollit, and Bouckaert 2000, Kettl 2000, 7-4,
Knill 1999, 113-139, Loeffler 1999, Harrinvirta 2000 and
Innovations in Public Management 1998.
399  See Harrinvirta  2000, 48-185 and Pollitt, Bouckaert 2000 and
Schwartz 1994, 527-531.
400   See discussion of the effects Pierson 1996, 143-179.
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sure to reduce the role of the state in public services to citizens,
d) greater trust in markets, civil society organizations and citi-
zens to manage themselves, e) reform of public administration
and management to increase efficiency and effectiveness, f ) de-
velopment of a new ideology for reformed governing – step
away from welfare state governing towards new kind of govern-
ance and increase of efficiency and effectiveness in public ad-
ministration.401
The NPM regimes were in most OECD countries a mix-
ture of theoretical backgrounds and practical needs and possi-
bilities. Allen Shick has found four models: 1) the market
model, which is based on the assumption of the efficiency of the
markets, criticism of the bureaucratic monopolies and idea of
generic management – management is management, no matter
where it takes place 2) managerial model, which is based on the
assumption that the liberation of managers – let the managers
manage – from ex ante controls on inputs and operating proce-
dures maintained by central controllers will boost organiza-
tional performance, 3) program strategy, which is based on the
assumption that the most urgent task in reforming the modern
state is ensuring that public resources are effectively allocated to
achieve the fundamental objectives of the government, and 4)
incremental strategy, which is a cautious approach, where changes
are made when opportunities become available.402
New Public Management: a sustainable governing regime for
the future? In this chapter I have discussed the challenges for
general political governance and for specific governance regimes
401 See a similar interpretation Pierre and Peters 2000, 50-69. For an analy-
sis of the state reforms see World Bank: World Development Report
1997 and Harrinvirta 2000, 18-47.
402 Schick 2001, 136-139. Especially of the market model see also Peters,
1996, 22-31. Of different classification of the models see Peters 1996,
Kettl 2000, 8-29.
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of markets and society. All these challenges have to be taken care
of in the governing of the public sector, because public adminis-
tration is responsible for carrying out the policies and reforms.
Before the question will be answered, I  have to comment on the
present dominant governing regime, i.e. the New Public Man-
agement regime.
My first observation concerns the principles defining lead-
ership and management responsibilities of the state. The re-
forms have strengthened the position of the government in the
governance of the country. It has the general responsibility for
the political leadership of the country and specific responsibility
to draw the strategies for the governing of the public sector and
to define the management principles. Governments cannot re-
turn back to the old model, where leadership and management
functions were not clearly separated. The separation of leader-
ship and management functions belongs to the basic reform
ideas.403
Second, the present governance model is deregulated to the
extent that the most effective and efficient organization struc-
tures, management, control and financing principles can be de-
fined based on the substantial needs of the issues and policies.
Deregulation has produced differentiation in the public sector.
This has concerned organization principles and finance man-
agement, budgeting, decision-making and personnel policies.
In many countries it has been a step away from a juridical con-
ception of administration towards a new conception, which has
its roots in business management.
Third, as a result of the loosening of regulation of adminis-
tration market mechanisms have been adopted in administra-
tive tasks and administrative agencies subordinated to the gov-
ernment have been transformed into independent public corpo-
403 See especially reforms in New Zealand Schick  1996.
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rations or  into half-public enterprises. Both of these reforms
have diminished the size of the core functions of the state. Both
strategies have delegated the management responsibilities from
the government to lower levels. Regardless how successful the
reforms have been in their original goals – reduction of public
expenditure, minimization of state in service delivery, moderni-
zation of management – they have had immense unintended
effects. The old hierarchical and unitary state structure and gov-
ernance model has been blurred down. Once the old centralized
formal hierarchy and market models have challenged the uni-
tary management and governing of the state from the 1980s
onwards, we have lived with and tried to get best results with
this new model. The effects of the transformation of the state’s
organization structures, steering mechanisms, financial princi-
ples and management practices are manifold. Differentiation
and breaking up of the unitary structure and central steering is
one of the most important results of this transformation. Uni-
formity and authoritarian use of power are not any more the
only organization and governance principles. Instead, govern-
ance is based more and more on principles of market steering,
differentiation, devolution and management.
Fourth, privatization, deregulation, outsourcing of tasks
and use of the provider-purchaser model have brought new
challenges. When public services are not provided only by pub-
lic agencies and when the state has diminished the traditional
regulation of the markets and society and privatized public
companies, new forms of interaction have emerged. They do
not concern only contractual relations between the ministries
and private service providers but a new kind of steering of the
national development. Although the state’s own public service
functions have decreased, coordination of service delivery and
national development has to be coordinated. Kettl emphasizes
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the spread of networking as a new coordination mechanism,
which does not show a sign of fading away though they declarify
accountability relationships in administration. He asks: “ How
can government ensure accountability in extended service net-
work where administrative responsibility is widely shared and
where no one is truly in charge? How can government, struc-
tured and staffed for an era when vertical relationships domi-
nated, build the capacity to manage horizontal partnerships ef-
fectively?”404
On a general level the countries that have carried out wide
range of reforms – not only adopted private sector models - and
adopted a comprehensive reform strategy have succeeded in
their reforms and economy relatively well.405 Studies of the ef-
fects of public management reforms on economic development
encourage continuing the reforms with a differentiated and
comprehensive reform strategy.406
Measured against its self-proclaimed universal relevance,
NPM clearly has not become the predominant public manage-
ment paradigm in developing countries. 407 Discussion of the
relevance of NPM reforms and reform strategies for Central and
Eastern Europe is quite active.408 Reviews of public manage-
ment and capacity building developments in less developed
404 Kettl  2000a, 495
405 See of the evaluation of different reform strategies Harrinvirta 2000.
406 See for example Kaufmann,  Kraay,  Zoido-Lobotón 1999, Kaufmann,
Kraay, Zoido-Lobotón 1999b:, Aron 2000, 99-135 and la Porta, Lopez-
de-Silanes, Shleifer, Vishny, 1998.
407 Of comparison see Harrinvirta 2000 and Innovations in Public Manage-
ment 1998.
408 Of discussion see Verheijen, 2000, 407- 418, Coombes 2000, 418-426,
Schick 1998, 123-131 and Bale  Dale 1998, 103-121.
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country demonstrate409 that hierarchical bureaucracies were not
replaced by chains of inter-linked contracts. Some significant
reforms have drawn from the NPM menu but most government
functions are still performed by vertically integrated bureaucra-
cies functioning pretty much as Weber imagined.
A World Bank study of the changing role of government in
adjusting economies in South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and
South America finds that the effect of NPM reforms have been
mixed, at best, with some improvements in efficiency and vary-
ing effects on equity. On the downside, the transaction costs of
radical reforms to autonomize service delivery agencies tended
to outweigh the efficiency gains of unbundling, and reforms
that seek to separate purchasers from providers sometimes re-
duce accountability.410
The summary has shown that New Public Management has
offered a sound foundation for the regime of public sector in
developed countries. Its principles emphasize decentralization,
self-government and devolution of state power to markets and
society, and economy and efficiency. NPM includes major chal-
lenges of the future. It offers a base for the government to act as
major political leader of the country without interference in the
management of implementation, it safeguards political ac-
countability mechanisms, independence for such administra-
409  See a summary of studies of capacity building in developing countries
is in Hilderbrand, Grindle 1997, 32, 58. The British Government’s
Department of International Development has launched a research
program concerning feasibility of models of public service reforms
generated in rich countries in poor countries. The results of this study
program are presented and discussed in Journal of International Devel-
opment 11, 1999. See for example Batley 1999, 755-765.
410  World Bank: Governance & Public Sector Reform Site. Administra-
tive & Civil Service Reform. New Public Management and its Legacy.
http://www1.worldbank.org/publicsector/civilservice/debate1.htm
 (visited 29/11/2003)
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tion, which should be based on the rule of law and legality, of-
fers channels for market mechanisms for such functions, where
political leadership wants to implement them, and in the long
run it has reduced ideological considerations from the govern-
ing of the public sector by emphasizing technical considera-
tions. For developing countries the situation is more difficult.
They should be cautious in adapting these measures. It is crucial
that they remember the importance of classical features of
Weberian bureaucracy. I will return to these questions in the
next chapter.
Effects of September 11, 2001 in the USA have been a re-
markable test for the strength of NPM regime. The US govern-
ment has acted on practical grounds. It increased immediately
the traditional tasks of the state - law and order- and strength-
ened its general responsibilities to safeguard continuation of na-
tion and state and to offer a clear framework for markets, society
and for citizens. In a word, traditional political governing ideals
have been revitalized in the USA to some extent.
The year 2001 brought important cases for the discussion
of governing not only from the perspective of September 11,
but also from perspective of market self-governance and self-
regulation. The collapse of Enron and crisis around Arthur
Andersen’s accounting practices have raised discussion of the
governance regime of self-regulation of the markets. The return
of traditional market regulation of the state has been demanded,
because the scandals have shown that malpractices emerge if
there is no government regulation and oversight. The scandals
have connections even to discussion of corruption and state fail-
ure, because the same firms have financed political parties’ elec-
tion costs with the purpose of influencing in decision-making
by the government. The cases have launched a long-standing
discourse of the sustainability of principles of networking and
down-up governance.
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One of the origins of the term governance was based on the
interpretation that the second-generation public sector reforms
in the UK had produced a new governance regime. I cannot go
into details of the governing practices in the UK, but only sup-
pose that a birth of a totally new governance regime demands
more fundamental reforms than just networking. If a new re-
gime of governance does not change the fundamental tasks and
nature of the state, basic propositions of transparency of deci-
sion, accountability of public policies, predictability of the gov-
ernment officials and the rule of law for all, it cannot be a totally
new governance regime.
5.3. Concluding comment
The state in society and economy is a theme that can be dis-
cussed in different connections, but it cannot be studied on the
general level and receive any relevant conclusions. The states of
the world and their histories are too diverse to master, even their
basic development features. This comment can be regarded as a
apology for the meager results of my endeavor to find some
background material for a more detailed discussion of the recent
changes in public sector governance, public management or ad-
ministrative development. This variety of terms and definitions
(governance, management administrative development) for the
same phenomenon gives a good hint of the manifold develop-
ment of the subject of the study.
When I relate the discourse of governance in the academic
and political discourse of the state and economic development,
the discourse of governance receives a location, which empha-
sizes competition among nations and eternal strive for improve-
ment. Political debate of the role of the state is connected with
the interests of non-state actors to push-through their interests
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through the political process. The variety of academic discourse
is an expression of the birth of practice oriented social sciences,
which develop new ways of giving input in national develop-
ment. However, there are real reasons for the discourse of New
Public Management and public sector governance. Changing
values and ideologies of the people from authoritative structures
to self-realization and from collectivist values to more individual
ones, globalizing economy, mergers of companies, collapse of
national borders and emergence of new technologies (ICT ),
which enable new systems of rule and structures of authority
outdate traditional management systems and authority struc-
tures. There is a need for new ones.
The heated discourse on New Public Management in
academia is a good example of the ideological and political na-
ture of public sector reforms. The discourse of governance is a
part of this discourse family and represents its next step. So far it
has not raised such a debate, even though there are clear marks
of similar tendencies.
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6. Differentiated public sector
governance
6.1. Basic elements of public sector governance
The purpose of this chapter is to present a more detailed analysis
of governance processes in the public sector. Special emphasis is
on the general principles of differentiated public sector govern-
ance. Even if this study has emphasized the importance of the
new principles of governance discourse, I want to stress that in-
stitution building is always a process, which is composed of dif-
ferent layers, which cannot be omitted. Conflicting arguments
in the discussion of the New Public Administration is as an ex-
cellent example of this. New ideas are improving and restocking
traditional principles of public administration. New ideas may
to a certain extent destroy the outmoded methods and practices,
but they do not destroy the basic purposes and tasks of the state
and public administration. I will emphasize the importance of
these classical themes of public administration and give less at-
tention to the new themes of modernization, efficiency and
economy. These arguments can be found easily in new books on
public management.
Even if New Public Management discourse in the late nine-
teenth century has not abandoned and changed most of the ba-
sic principles of public administration, it has affected some of
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them in a fundamental way. Use of market principles in public
services is one of the best known examples of these changes.
Acceptance of business ideas in public administration is similar
example. In this study I would like to raise into a similar posi-
tion the differentiation of the public sector, which has not been
discussed as actively as these two above mentioned changes. The
reason for this is simple. It has not been adopted, because it
belongs to the next steps of reforms in public administration.
However, most industrialized countries do not carry out all pub-
lic functions and provide services in a uniform way. Differentia-
tion of public sector governance is based on the idea that the
political goals for and basic values of different public functions
should decide how these functions should be organized, man-
aged, and financed. All public functions should operate in ac-
cordance with policy principles, steering models and forms of
financing suitable for their basic values.411
In spite of the fear of simplifying the manifold variety of the
tasks of public sector, its major tasks can be broken up into three
main segments. These are:
– Administrative functions involving the exercise of public power.
It belongs to the responsibility of public authorities that pro-
vide policy advice to the government. It involves such matters
as definition of issues, consultation with interested parties,
identification of options, analysis consensus building, consul-
tation with other sources of policy expertise and development
of recommendations. General governance of the country,
maintenance of public order and safety as well as the mainte-
nance of basic rights of the citizens and the democratic order of
society belong to the administrative functions also.
411 Especially in Finland this idea has been accepted widely. The Govern-
ment defined the principles in the resolution of High-Quality Services,
Good Governance and a Responsible Civic Society 1998.
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– Public service functions that do not involve the exercise of pub
lic power. Independent service providers and municipalities are
responsible of the services for citizens and the enterprises.
– Public business and production functions. Public enterprises and
companies are responsible for the government’s business and
commercial tasks. They should be separated from non-com-
mercial activities. In economic literature they are called public
goods.
These functions cannot be managed, steered, financed and re-
gulated in a unitary but rather in a differentiated way, because
their values are so different. The new model of the governance
of the public sector can be visualized thus:
Table 3: Governance of public sector
core public public
functions business service
of the state functions functions
(public administration) (public companies) (service providers)
rule of law, economy profitability value for money
efficiency, effectiveness good service
transparency
public public corporate service
management governance management
Each of these functions has its own organization, steering, fi-
nancing, controlling and personnel principles.
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The role of the government in governing different sectors
varies according to the nature of each function. Public adminis-
tration is the core function of the state. As a legal entity, the
leadership of public administration belongs to the government,
in accordance with the principles defined in the constitution
and administrative legislation, with a special emphasis on legal-
ity and the rule of law. The organization of political governance
is basically hierarchical. In public services the emphasis is on
good customer service values; in public business functions, prof-
itability is the dominant value.
Although public functions will be provided in a differenti-
ated way and there is not a uniform model for public sector, the
general policy guidelines that define the general principles for
public sector and for the management of the programs should
be defined at the top levels of the government.  A political con-
sensus not just inside the government but between all major
political actors is a prerequisite for a cohesive and coherent ap-
proach to governance and for public sector reforms.
The differentiation of the state functions is visualized in the
next picture as follows:
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Table 4: Differentation of the state functions
The strategy is based on the idea that the state cannot be gov-
erned in a unitary way. When all public sector actors do not
adopt a uniform policy model in organization, management,
financing and implementation but organize themselves accord-
ing to the nature of each function, the capacity of the govern-
ment as a whole in political governance will increase. A mini-
mum prerequisite is that the government launches a policy that
is based on a conceptualization of the public sector in a more
organized manner. This enables greater flexibility in reacting to
changes in the international field and to the needs of citizens
and the businesses.
Core functions of the state
(responsibilitybelongs
solely to the state)
Tasks
     -legislation
     -execution (steering,
      regulationand
      supervision)
     -jurisdiction
Authorities
     -ministries and
      administrative
      agencies
     -regulatory agencies
     -executive agencies and
     -courts
Assignments to
     -markets and
      companies
     -society
     -individuals
Social tasks and functions
Administrative authorities
     -service agencies and
      units
Assignments to
     -markets and
      companies
     -society
     -individuals
Commercial and
business functions
Public enterprises
Public companies
Assignments to
     - markets and
       companies
     - society
Main
tasks
Secon-
dary
tasks
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6.2. Governance of public administration
6.2.1. Basic nature of public administration
ascends from legality
Public administration is the most important player in the demo-
cratic governance of a nation and the backbone of order in soci-
ety. Public administration forms the core of the executive power.
Its importance is not limited only to the public sector but
reaches the markets and society also. The performance capacity
of the public sector has to be ensured under all circumstances.
September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks to New York and Washing-
ton have shown clearly that institutions responsible for the ex-
ternal and internal safety of the country safeguard the very exist-
ence of a nation.
Researchers are unanimous that administrative action in all
political system must fulfill at least two objectives simultane-
ously. First, political system has to maintain administrative ca-
pacity. Second, it must be controllable in order to ensure ac-
countability and responsiveness of administration for both po-
litical decision-makers and citizens. Robert Kaufman says that
administrative institutions have to serve three values: represen-
tativeness, neutral competence and executive leadership.2 Re-
searchers have their own emphases, but after a review of the
major literature on the subject in the USA Lawrence Lynn drew
the following conclusion:
“If there are assumptions that are taken for granted, or a para-
digm, in traditional thought, it is that the structures and proc-
esses of the administrative state constitute an appropriate frame-
412  Kaufman, 1956, 1057-75. See discussion of the theme Lynn 2001,
144-160.
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work for achieving balance between administrative capacity and
political control on behalf of public purposes defined by electoral
and judicial institutions, which are constitutionally authorized
means for the expression of the public will. In other words, pre-
serving balance between the capacity to effect the public interest
and the democratic accountability of governance was, and argu-
able still is, the task of democracy.”413
Quality requirements for basic administrative tasks are very de-
manding. The governing regime of traditional bureaucracy is
built to meet the basic requirements of political accountability,
neutral competence and executive leadership. Accountability
was built towards political actors, legislature and the govern-
ment. Already from the late nineteenth century onwards it has
been emphasized that administrative functions that involve the
exercise of public power have to be organized within state ad-
ministration in a way that fulfills the above-mentioned require-
ments.
During the active reform period when private management
principles reformed the regime of classical public administra-
tion, the merits of traditional public administration were for-
gotten. Its defenders were regarded as old-fashioned. However,
recent comparative studies on economic development and
growth have shown that bureaucratic organization has its mer-
its.414 Evans and Rauch emphasize that countries that receive
high scores on Weberianness scale – used meritocratic recruit-
413  Lynn 2001, 154.
414  Oliver E. Williamson, who has analyzed public and private
bureaucracies from a transaction economics perspective, has found
that in political field and in general affairs of public utility
– areas of hazards of probity
– public bureau is more efficient than private organizations. See
Williamson 1999, 306-342. Stiglitz is towards un-critical, general
propositions, that public organizations are less effective than private
organizations. Stiglitz 1991, 37-59.
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ment, offered predicable, rewarding long-term carriers, com-
petitive salaries, internal promotions, career stability – have sig-
nificantly enhanced prospects for economic growth.415 For ex-
ample Scandinavian countries, which have not been willing to
follow the ideology of privatization and have not been forerun-
ners in adopting private sector management models, are getting
good results in competitiveness scores and corruption indexes.
A central task of public administration is to guarantee the
fulfillment of public interest under political steering and to
carry out public functions. There must be strength and inde-
pendence in the handling of public functions as well as a clear
chain of public accountability. The goals and tasks of public ad-
ministration have to be developed clearly. Significant functions
involving exercise of public power are only entrusted to public
authorities.
I have not discussed in detail the scope of public adminis-
tration, because the definition of administration is culture and
time related and depends on the scope of the functions of the
state. Organization structures have not been even mentioned in
this connection, because the exercise of public powers is an ex-
clusive right of the state. Every state decides its public authority
functions. In European Union member states from 10 to 40 per
cent of public tasks have something to do with the “exercise of
public law powers and safeguard the general interests of the
state” to use the wording by the European Court of Justice from
197941.416 Things can be organized in different ways. A good
example of this difficulty is the question of political advice for
the ministers.
415  Rauch  & Evans 2000, 49-71, Evans & Rauch 1999, 748-765.
416  See discussion of the case and of the principle Cardona 2000, 6-7.
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Rule of law as the basic principle of public administration The
functions and decisions of public administration have to be
based on law. From the late nineteenth century onwards the rule
of law has been the fundamental principle in most modern
western states and systems of political governing. The idea of the
rule of law was born in the late nineteenth century at the same
time as the division of labor between the markets and the state
were defined and the institutions of the market economy were
created. The background for the emergence of the rule of law
was the long lasting tradition of uncontrolled powers of heredi-
tary rulers.
The rule of law is not applied all over the world. It is not a
basic principle in all political systems, but it is one of the major
institutions, which international development organizations
have tried to transfer in the 1990s. The characteristics of law in
liberal democracy are well known, but they are not always ac-
cepted, because the characteristics of the rule of law -principle
can be defined in different ways, including ways that raise
strong resistance. For example Ellen S. Cohn and Susan O.
White, who have studied the implementation of the rule of law
principles in Central and Eastern Europe, have defined three
general characteristics in the rule of law and found that these
principles are not politically neutral and easy to adopt outside
Western cultures. The principles are the primacy of law over ar-
bitrary uses of political power, the primacy of the individual
through the protection of individual rights claims, and the pri-
macy of universalism over particularism through the abstraction
of the individual from social characteristics in front of law. The
authors notice that definition of the principles of the rule of law
from a strong Western/Anglo-American perspective may restrict
their adaptability in less individualistic and more authoritarian
and ethnically divided cultural traditions.417
417 Cohn and White 1997, 153.
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The rule of law is a mechanism to maintain social order and
foster economic development. Present emphasis on the rule of
law and its wide implementation in most capitalist countries
make us forget that the rule of law is only one mechanism of
social order and governance. However, its importance in eco-
nomic development has been recognized for centuries (Adam
Smith, Thomas Hobbes, Max Weber, Douglas North).418
In public administration the principle of the rule of law
(tradition of Rechtstaat, i.e. strong emphasis on legality and the
proper fulfillment of regulatory functions) is materialized in ad-
ministrative law, which has developed into a special discipline in
the late nineteenth century. The French theory of administra-
tive law emphasizes the role of administration as a producer of
public services, and as an entity, which acts in the public inter-
est. The German theory emphasized control of government as
the core of the subject, regards administration as a holder of
public authority and emphasizes conformity of administration
to law. In this model administrative law is regarded as a mecha-
nism for preventing administrative authorities from making
unlawful intrusion into the sphere of private interests. Adminis-
trative law defined the legal limits for trespassing on private au-
tonomy when such incursions had been authorized by the legis-
lature.
Administrative activity has been traditionally conceived as
the use of power or exercise of public authority. Written admin-
istrative decisions have been its concrete form. Administrative
law has secured legality in administrative decisions, because it
was seen that most administrative acts interfered in the legal sta-
tus of citizens by defining their rights or by imposing obliga-
tions. Besides, the purpose of administrative law was to define
418  A brief summary of discussion of rule of law and economic develop-
ment is in Messick 1999, 120-123.
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and protect the legal status of citizens by defining the required
competence of authorities applying the law and by securing ad-
equate legal means of safeguards, which can be resorted to, if
authorities exceed their authority or otherwise act illegally.
Moe and Gilmour say that the whole foundation of present
administration is in public law.419 An especially important phase
for the present system of administrative law in Europe was the
codification of administrative legislation in the late nineteenth
century. The old unified science of cameralism dispersed into
different disciplines.420 Disciplines of public law and adminis-
trative law received dominant positions in administration. They
had a leading position in defining what is administration, what
are its procedures, and how it functions.
From the 1940s onwards the conception of the rule of law
as the sole principle of administration received growing criti-
cism, because the tasks of the state grew outside original respon-
sibilities and the rule of law could not be the only principle that
should be followed. This change was not sudden but a slow
process. Already in the 1920s flexibility and goal-oriented
norms were discussed, as well as the norms of providing a frame-
work or other competent norms, which allow broad discretion-
ary power to the authorities. For example in the USA Leonard
White took in 1926 rebuke that public law traditions should
start from the basis of management rather than the foundations
of law. White said that actors of administration should be con-
sistent not only with the law but equally with the purposes and
temper of the mass of citizens.421 Changes were slow, but in all
countries at least during the Second World War and after the
war in reconstruction the strict regulations of public administra-
tion were loosened and more freedom was given. Administra-
419 Moe, Gilmour 1995, 135
420 Small 1969.
421 From Lynn 2001, 151-153.
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tion could function more on its own initiative then before. The
emphasis shifted from legal rules and cases to the formal frame-
work and procedures of the administrative machine. Authorities
prepared regulations and implemented legislation in a quite in-
dependent way.422
Establishment of administrative sciences in universities and
adoption of the welfare state/great society governing model in
the 1960s broadened the scope of administrative principles
from the rule of law to economy, effective management and ef-
fectiveness.
Since the 1960s competition between the rule of law, i.e.
political accountability and effective management, i.e. effi-
ciency has dominated the discussion of administrative develop-
ment.423 The basic poles are procedural equality and objectivity
vs. economy and managerial discretion. Both of these poles have
justified reasons. Discussion of the fundamental nature of pub-
lic administration and of its principles is always topical, but its
perspectives will change and receive new weighting. The long-
lasting growth of the tasks of the public sector has uncovered
dysfunctions in the bureaucratic administrative model, even
though there have been attempts to modernize it. Bureaucratic
failures have given direction to different kinds of crises discus-
sions for almost two decades.424 Critics have questioned the ex-
istence of special public organization models and special public
organization principles, which are separate from private ones.
422  Lynn 2001, 151-157. Interpretation of the development from the Finn
ish perspective, see Mäenpää 1993, 297- 299.
423 Of discussion about the development of the public administration in
Scandinavian countries see Meyer 1960, 135-146. See a modern Finn-
ish interpretation of the dichotomy of efficiency and legalism Temmes
1997, 7-79.
424  A summary of the intellectual crisis on public administration is
Haque 1996, 510-536.
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Economy, efficiency and effectiveness have even surpassed tradi-
tional principles stemming from the rule of law. Adaptation of
private management methods and privatization are concrete ex-
pressions of this. In many countries privatization has concerned
even use of public power.
The heads of the states in the European Union proclaimed
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union at
the Nice summit in December 2000. The Charter included as
fundamental rights of citizenship the right to good administra-
tion and the right to complain to the European Ombudsman in
cases of maladministration.
The charter of the Fundamental Rights of the European
Union stipulates the principles of good administration (art 42).
According to it every person has the right to have his or her
affairs handled impartially, fairly and within a reasonable time
by the institutions and the bodies of the Union.425
In 2001 The European Parliament adopted a resolution ap-
proving a code of Good Administrative Behaviour, which is the
425 This right includes 1) the right of every person to be heard before any
individual measure which would affect him adversely is taken, 2) the
right of every person to have access to his or her file while respecting
the legitimate interests of confidentiality and of professional and busi-
ness secrecy: 3) the obligation of administration to give reasons for its
decisions. Every person has the right to have the Community make
good any damage caused by its institutions or by its servants in the
performance of their duties, in accordance with the general principles
common to the laws of the member states. Every person may write to
the institutions of the Union in one of the languages of the treaties and
must have an answer in the same language. Besides these,  every per-
son has right to access documents, right to petition and a right to refer
to the Ombudsman of the Union of maladministration. Charter of
the Fundamental Rights of the European Union, art 42, 43 and 44.
Official Journal of the European Communities 18.12.2000, C364/
19.
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newest document in the field. Its basic principles are 1) lawful-
ness 2) absence of discrimination, 3) proportionality, 4) absence
of abuse of power, 5) impartiality and independence, 6) objec-
tivity, 7) legitimate expectations, consistency, and advice, 8)
fairness, 9) courtesy, 10) reply to letters in the language of the
citizen, 11) acknowledgement of receipt and indication of the
competent official, 12) obligation to transfer to the competent
service of the Institution, 13) right to be heard and to make
statements, 14) reasonable time-limit fro taking decisions, 15)
duty to state the grounds of decisions, 16) indication of possi-
bilities of appeal, 17) notification of decision, 18) data protec-
tion, 19) request of information, 20) request for public access to
documents, 21) keeping of adequate records, 22) publicity for
the code, and 23) right to complain to the European Ombuds-
man.426
According Moe and Gilmour, notwithstanding apparent
national preference for the delivery of government services by
private-sector contractors, government officials should always
carry out the basic functions of government. Such functions as
the making of law binding on citizens, authoritative adjudica-
tion of disputes, control over elections for government office,
the exercise of coercive force over others, and the denial of pri-
vate rights on behalf of the state are peculiarly those of the state.
Such functions involve an exercise of fundamental, powers of
the sovereign, which should not be delegated to private par-
ties.17
The basis manifestations of the principle of the rule of law
and political accountability are 1) hierarchical organization
structure, 2) professional civil service, 3) high-level policy ca-
426  The code is in the internet-site of the European Ombudsman ( http://
www.euro-ombudsman.eu.int/code/en/default.htm, visited 29.11.20 03).
427  Moe, Gilmour 1995, 141-142.
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pacity and 4) parliamentary budgetary system. Naturally there
are more similar requirements and the classification can be done
in different ways, but this serves our purposes.
The European Commission Progress Reports in 1999 for
the new accession countries has a list of administrative capacity
assessments, which is based on OECD’s SIGMA baseline assess-
ments. This is a comprehensive list of necessary administrative
institutions, which every good administrative system should
fulfill. It has similar elements to the list above, but is more de-
tailed and emphasizes financial questions. On the other hand it
does not have an organizational dimension at all. The basic ad-
ministrative institutions for the EU are: 1) policy-making and
coordination, 2) civil service, 3) public expenditure manage-
ment system, 4) public procurement, 5) internal financial con-
trol, and 6) external audit.428 I will comment some of these.
Hierarchical organization Hierarchical order, functional
specialization and process control are the basic elements of hier-
archical organization structure in public administration.429It
safeguards political accountability. In spite of the criticism,
which bureaucratic organization structures have faced, they pro-
vide direct, hands-on control of services through rule-based dis-
cipline and hierarchical steering and control. Hierarchies and
functional specialization are designed more to ensure account-
ability for managerial actions than to promote control over em-
ployees. Political accountability for the implementation of po-
licy and law requires a clear line of authority from the govern-
ment to the heads of the departments and agencies and from
them to their subordinates. The traditional hierarchical model
with special emphasis on the responsibility of civil servants to
the minister is built to support the political accountability of the
428 See Verheijen 2000, 17-20.
429 Of organization structures see Peters 1978, 109-136, Hood 1986.
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minister to the legislator. Through this hierarchical chain citi-
zens and customers have some influence in the activities of ad-
ministration. The demand to raise accountability  to a funda-
mental value in administration is quite a recent phenomenon.
Professional and permanent civil service Professional and
non-political permanent civil service430 is the second central in-
stitution of democratic public administration. It is a personnel
structure (or more accurately a collection of structures) mani-
fested in a dozen or more statutory laws, in hundreds of execu-
tive orders of the government, and thousands of rules and regu-
lations.431 The basis of civil service is defined in the constitution
of the country. At the same time civil service can be understood
to be an idea rather than a body of personnel regulations. This
idea is connected with the continuity of governance.
The high competence demands set for the civil service are
springing up from the challenging tasks of the state, which de-
mand both political decisions and permanent neutral expertise.
Administration is an instrument, which carries important po-
litical, economic and social reforms and implements them. It is
a task of long-term perspectives, which must not be destroyed
by short-term calculations, partisan politics and abuse of power
and mismanagement. These high competence and capacity re-
quirements can be safeguarded by the principle of a professional
civil service as a profession in its own right and public officials
with competence and expertise in their own field. Recent stud-
ies (Evans and Rauch) have shown that meritocratic, profes-
sional civil service is even more important for economic growth
430   See a general presentation of different civil service systems Civil Service
Systems in Comparative Perspective 1996, Public Employment in Western
Nation 1985, Civil Service Systems in Western Europe 2000, Civil Ser-
vice Systems in Central and Eastern Europe 1999 Civil Service Systems in
Asia 2001.
431  Heclo 1977, 19-20.
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than other civil service components and the wage bill. There are
differences between countries, but on general most countries
emphasize professionalism, competence, permanence, depolari-
zation and responsiveness of civil servants.432 The basic charac-
teristics of civil service are defined in legislation. A special law, a
Civil Service Law, is the means to define the scope of civil serv-
ice, the merit based qualifications, duties, rights and discipline
of civil servants, as well as their working conditions, objective,
professional grounds of dismissal, personnel participation and
training.433
Effective civil service system functions in most countries
under a central institution that is directly responsible to a politi-
cal authority for the civil service management (definition of the
personnel, pay and training policies, implementation of the leg-
islation, management of recruitment and promotion processes)
of the country.434 Barbara Nunberg emphasizes that choices
about optimal organizational structures for civil service manage-
ment and assignment of responsibilities to key personnel func-
tions are both critically important to successful administration.
Centralized systems of civil service management display a high
degree of control and professional standardization especially in
developing countries where the capacity of individual agencies
to manage the civil service systems is limited. Central systems
enhance control, coordination, and capacity for longer-term
strategic planning and greater political access for personnel
functions. In contrast to these centralized systems, highly devel-
oped countries (New Zealand, Sweden and Finland) have gone
towards decentralized civil service management.435
432 Rauch, Evans 2000, 49-71  and Evans, Rauch 1999, 748-765.
433 Basic requirements of civil service legislation are defined in Civil Service
Legislation Content Checklist 1996.
434 Nunberg 1995, 14-20.
435 Nunberg 1995, 16.
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Civil service systems differ in most countries, but there are
certain common features in democracies.436 Some of them have
been mentioned already. Heclo mentions three such principles:
(1) the selection of subordinate government officials should be
based on merit – the ability to perform the work rather than any
form of personal or political favoritism; (2) since the jobs are to
be filled by weighting the merits of applicants, those hired
should have tenure regardless of political changes at the top of
organizations and (3) the price of job security should be a will-
ing responsiveness to the legitimate political leaders of the
day.437 These principles concern all civil service systems regard-
less of their bases. There are two principal ideal types with real
cases falling between them: 1) a career system with closed entry,
rigid hierarchical systems with limited inter-class mobility and
highly selective entry requirements and 2) a more open position
system with lateral entry, greater vertical and horizontal mobil-
ity , and more flexible entry mechanisms.438
One of the Robert Kaufman’s three basic values of public
administration is a quest for executive leadership.439 The tradi-
tional Weberian conception did not even use the word manage-
ment or executive leadership. Instead it concentrated on admin-
istration and decision-making. In most countries special leader-
ship requirements and training of management and leadership
skills to the public sector managers are recent phenomena.440
436  See for example a study of European systems Civil Services in the Eu-
rope of Fifteen 2001.
437  Heclo 1977, 20.
438  Nunberg 1995, 21-27.
439  Kaufman 1956 1062-64.
440  Smith 1983, 14-15. See special reports from Britain (William Plow-
den), Canada (Colin Campbell, S.J.), Germany (Renate Maynz,), and
France (Bernard Gournay) in op cit., and Bureaucrats and Politicians
in Western Democracies 1981.
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The whole theme has not even been actively discussed until the
1980s.441 One of the basic ideas in public management reforms
in the 1980s and 1990s was to reform the management and
leadership in the public sector. Allen Schick regards managerial
reforms as one of the major reform strategies (managerial strat-
egy). It is predicated on the presumption that “letting managers
manage” by liberating them from ex ante controls on inputs and
operating procedures maintained by central controllers boosts
organizational performance.442 Because public management re-
forms had their intellectual roots in managerialism, private sec-
tor ideas of management were brought into the public sector
arena. Public managers were sent to school to learn manage-
ment and leadership skills and were given more authority to
manage their organizations. These reforms form only the first
step of management reforms, and can be called first-generation
reforms.
The reasons for the importance of professional civil service
are manifold. First, it represents special expertise in governance
and governing. Public administration is the only body in every
country that is responsible for governing and has the right to
exercise coercive force over others. Second, it represents perspec-
tive on policies that may extend beyond immediate political
441  A good indication of this offers a symposium report of the OECD.
The OECD arranged a symposium “Managing Change in Public Ad-
ministration” in Madrid 1979. The report of the symposium do not
discuss of management and leadership. Instead it stresses planning sys-
tems, personnel policies, fiscal and budgetary instruments and struc-
tural reforms. See OECD 1979. Leadership is still missing from
OECD’s work in 1988. See OECD: Administration as Service 1987.
Positive exceptions are The Job of the Federal Executive 1958 and Heclo
1977.
442  Schick 2000, 137.
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goals. It has to look at broader public interests and values that
state policies may bring to the policy area443
Policy-making capacity Policy-making capacity is the third
central requirement set for public administration. The first gen-
eral discussion of these questions started in the 1970s, when
Yehezkel Dror developed principles and models.444 The de-
mands for effective policy making capacity in the higher levels
of administration is especially important in policy turbulence.
As a consequence of privatization, globalization, and search for
new governance methods after comprehensive public sector re-
forms (decentralization, differentiation of public sector and en-
hance of managerial autonomy) the demands for coherence are
crucial. B. Guy Peters has summarized the need for greater ca-
pacity in government nicely: “The Issues with which govern-
ment must contend are becoming increasingly difficult to man-
age. Governments cannot determine what issues will be pre-
sented to them or in what form they will be presented, but they
can develop the mechanisms for managing cross-cutting issues
and making government work better in a horizontal manner.”445
Peters has detected two elements of good policy capacity.
They are first, the capacity to translate the wishes of the public,
as expressed in the elections into public policy and second, the
utilization of knowledge within the policy-making processes.446
These elements mean in reality the combination of values and
political preferences and analytical judgment of the future pros-
pects and challenges for the present predicaments of policies.
Buckaert, Ormond and Peters have identified six qualities
emerging from contemporary experience, which are likely to
443 Peters 1994, 747-748.
444 Dror 1986 and Dror 1983.
445 Peters 1996a, 37.
446 Peters 1996a, 11-12.
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contribute to the maintenance of a well-functioning policy
process. They are 1) strategic capacity, 2) policy coherence, 3)
consensus seeking, 4) informed policy-making, 5) cost-effec-
tiveness and 6) responsiveness.447 These requirements aim to en-
sure a comprehensive perspective in policy decisions through
the broad participation of various actors without forgetting the
need to make firm and prompt decisions.
Improvement of policy-making capacity in the higher levels
of administration is composed of several demands. First, they
need to involve both the permanent senior civil servants and top
political actors in the highest policy formulation level but make
a clear division of labor and a division of competencies between
the political level and senior executives in policy advice in cen-
tral agencies, which have one foot in the administration and the
other in the political world.448 Policy analysis should not be
compensated with political advice and vice versa. There is a real
need in decision-making for both values and different kinds of
facts. Though a distinction between politically partisan and
non-partisan advisers needs to be made, there should be ad-
equate communication between both groups.
Second, to improve communication between the political
and senior administrative levels on problems of governance and
the content of the challenges of the policies. In addition, the
government should have open channels to private sector sources
of information and other alternative sources of policy advice,
447  Bouckaert, Ormond and Peters 2000, 48-52.
488  Definition of the central agencies see the web-site of the World Bank
(http://www1.worldbank.org/publicsector/civilservice/center.htm).
Peters stresses the importance of senior civil servants in the decision-
making, because their influence has diminished recently because of
emphasize of political nominations and private sources of information
Peters 1996a, 32-33.
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though political and administrative remain the main sources of
information. Third, to evaluate regularly working-methods, de-
cision-making structures, priority-setting mechanisms and im-
plementation systems in strategic questions (especially in gen-
eral macro management and in budgetary processes). Because
decision-making has such a huge amount of uncertainties and
unpredictable components, the proposals submitted to the gov-
ernment should meet the highest quality standards. Lines of ac-
countability within the government and public accountability
should be clearly defined and in good condition. A similar de-
mand concerns system of policy advice, priority-setting mecha-
nisms and their links to financial and planning system and im-
plementation planning.
Fourth, to adopt some kind of a horizontal strategic man-
agement process for the government and all its sectors (minis-
tries). The body responsible for strategic management should
change on a regular basis.449 The articulation of national vision
and development of strategies based on it should be integrated
into the economic and financial frameworks. Integration and
coordination of national development policies into the eco-
nomic frameworks is the key prerequisite for all government
policies. Policy capacity building is concerned mainly with the
organizational arrangements in state chancelleries and the Prime
Minister’s Offices. Normally ministries of Finance and Treasur-
ies are not included in this discussion.450
Fifth, there is no clear organization model4451 for policy-
advice. The organization models depend mostly on the political
449  Strategic Decisionmaking in Cabinet Government 1999, 8-18.
450  See for Manning 1999 and Dror 1986, 285-290.
451  See for example Wright & Hayward 2000, 27-46, Administering the
Summit 2000 and from the point of view of public sector reform see
Lindquist 2000, 149-183.
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structure of the government – one-party or multi-party govern-
ment, position of the president in government decision-making –,
the role of the prime minister as the leader of the government,
general arrangement of political advice for the ministers –
French system of cabinets, German and Scandinavian system of
political state secretaries or British system of junior ministers
and non-political permanent secretaries – and historical tradi-
tions of the country. Regardless of the system, policy advice of
the government should not violate the normal division of labor
between the Prime Minister and other ministries.
Sixth, policy capacity’s effectiveness is built on trust in pro-
fessionalism and capacity.452 Trust is based on the idea that eve-
rybody is working to serve the government’s broad policy
agenda and public interest and advisers are loyal to the govern-
ment. Advisers should have the reputation of being the best and
brightest public servants, facts and analysis are of high quality
and discussions conducted fairly and openly.
Effective budgetary system and public expenditure management
Budgetary system and public expenditure management (PEM)
is the fourth important sub-institution of public administra-
tion. It is the key means of the government’s economic policies.
The goal of public expenditure management is to serve overall
economic policy goals, which are conventionally growth, equity
and stability. As a central instrument of government policies,
public expenditure management must pursue all overall eco-
nomic policy goals. The above-mentioned goals have more spe-
cific sub-goals and demand established policy instruments, for
example fiscal discipline, and demand efficient and effective use
of resources.
452 The point is based on the ideas of Schacter, Haid 1999.
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Chiavo-Campo and Tommasi have emphasized that the
three economic goals have to translate into three key objectives
of good public expenditure management. They are fiscal disci-
pline (expenditure control), allocation of resources consistent
with policy priorities (strategic allocation) and good operational
management (which calls for economy, efficiency and effective-
ness). OECD has a slightly different wording of those goals. It
emphasizes fiscal sustainability, efficient resource allocation and
operational efficiency.453 The three objectives correspond to ma-
jor functions and management responsibilities. Fiscal discipline
requires control at aggregate level and it is the responsibility of
the ministry of finance and the whole government, strategic al-
location requires good programming and entails appropriate
government-level and interministerial arrangements and opera-
tional management is an interministerial affair.454
Though budgetary planning and public expenditure man-
agement belong to the competence of the government, it is an
accepted principle of democracy that parliament has power over
the purse, i.e. that it decides on the state budget, the revenues
and the expenditures. The parliament sets the legal framework
based on the overlapping requirements in the Constitution,
Budget Law, Public Accounting Law, and the Public Reporting
and Audit Law.455 The legislature ensures that governance re-
gimes are successful and that the budget conveys national, social
and economic priorities. To hold the executive branch account-
able, the legislature must ensure that the budget is coherent, ef-
ficient, effective and reflects the will of the people.
453 OECD: Managing Public Expenditure  2001, 17, 21-23.
454 Schiavo-Campo and Tommasi 1999, 2-3. See also Public Expenditure
Management Handbook 1998.
455 OECD: Managing Public Expenditure 2001, 65-87 and Public Expendi-
ture Management Handbook 1998.
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6.2.2. Values of public administration
Values form the foundation of public administration. These are
the collectively shared principles that guide judgment about
what is good or proper. Values provide the normative controls
that guide decision-making. The role of values is so critical that
the quality of public administration varies in relation to the
strengths with which they are held. OECD emphasizes that val-
ues stated in public documents provide the basis for an environ-
ment where citizens know about the mission and vision of pub-
lic organizations and they also give overall guidance for daily
public service operations. A survey of trust in the government in
all OECD countries showed that all countries have a set of
stated core values for public administration, which show certain
homogeneity. The values are drawn from society, democracy
and profession.456
Democratic decision-making is responsible for defining
and transmitting values and moral codes of society into admin-
istration. The starting point in the discussion of values and eth-
ics in administration is that the behavior, interests and values of
the civil servants cannot be individual self-interests but the val-
ues of democracy stemming from society. The relationship be-
tween the values of society and values of administration is cen-
tral and at the same time difficult, because there are inevitable
tensions between some of these values. Fairness to society, re-
sponsiveness to citizens and due process and efficiency are ex-
amples of the problems that public servants meet. The problem
is even bigger when public servants have to be loyal and obedi-
ent to a higher authority that does not represent the values of
citizens and does not even comply with law. The history of ad-
ministration is full of examples where the notion of duty as a
categorical imperative related to public service is fairly straight-
456 OECD: Trust in Government  2000, 31.
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forward. Louis C. Gawthrop raises this dilemma by saying that
“Public servants are those who obey the directives of higher au-
thority with loyal and trusting responses, which is to say, “no
questions asked”. However, if this notion of duty is considered
in terms of manner in which bureaucracy should be related to
democracy, one is confronted with a dilemma of major propor-
tions.”457
Guy Braibant has given an excellent definition of general
public good and public interest for public administration in a
speech in a meeting of public administration experts organized
by the United Nations in 1995 to prepare for the resumed ses-
sion of the General Assembly given. According to him:
“The first and overriding principle, which acts as a kind of
matrix for the other principles, is a sense of the state. This is a
notion that has evolved over thousands of years, although there
is no place on earth where it has been fully and definitively de-
veloped. The idea behind this notion is to assert, over and above
the individual interests of a country’s rulers and civil servants, as
well as certain fractions of population, the supremacy of the
general good of the interest of the community and of the public
service. The task here is to guarantee the continuity and unity of
the country beyond passing events and political divisions. Fi-
nally, this notion entails separating completely public property
and funds from private capital.”458
Though values in public administration belong to the long
lasting institutions of administration, the changing needs of so-
ciety and citizens have to be taken care of. The updating of the
values and their communicating to civil servants and to the pub-
lic is the responsibility of the government and authorities re-
sponsible for administrative policies. Awareness of their present
state, pressures of changes, and possible collisions and conflicts
457 Gawthrop 1997, 208.
458 Braibant 1996, 1167.
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requires hard and careful thinking from every government and
civil servant.459
The values can be classified in many ways. In Canada a
deputy minister task force has grouped the core public service
values around democratic values, traditional and new profes-
sional values, ethical and people’s values.450 Van Wart has classi-
fied five sets of values that are the bases for ethics in public ad-
ministration. Though his list is based on the US experiences, it
is relevant in all administrations. The types of values are 1) indi-
vidual (for example honesty, consistency, coherence and reci-
procity; 2) professional and expertise; 3) one’s work or organiza-
tion (for example fact-based decision-making, centralization,
application of technical knowledge); 4) legal (rule of law) and 5)
public interest (representative democracy, separation of powers,
protection of individualism).461
Every civil servant should be aware that values form the ba-
sis for the ethics of his/her work.  He/she will need firm ethical
awareness of the conflicting demands of different values which
are manifested in different ethical codes and codes of conduct.
Most important of them are general, professional and personal
ethics and other values. For the professional work of a civil serv-
ant crucial values are, besides the traditional democratic values
(serving the general interest, legality, impartiality, neutrality, in-
tegrity and transparency), new public service values (service
principle, effectiveness, efficiency), human rights values and val-
ues of environment.
The preservation of high moral and ethical standards can-
not be left alone for individual civil servants alone, though they
bear final responsibility of their behavior and decisions. Civil
service legislation defines in most countries the basic principles
459  OECD: Trust in Government 2000, 34 - 57.
460  OECD: Trust in Government 2000, 32.
461  Van Wart 1998
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of good behavior, responsibilities and rights of civil servants and
disciplinary measures for penalized actions. Besides, govern-
ments publish ethical standards and codebooks that define the
principles of ethical behavior. Disclosing wrongdoings in public
administration has become an evolving concern in many coun-
tries.462
6.3. Governance of public market functions
6.3.1. Basic nature of public corporate governance
Birth of the agenda of public corporate governance Public business
and market functions are separated from public administration
and from normal budgetary systems. In a highly developed pub-
lic sector governance regime governments have specific organi-
zation policies and steering and financing methods for public
business functions. Public corporate governance forms an insti-
tutional framework for the governance for public business and
market functions. All countries have their own development
histories, and their public corporate governance models are dif-
ferent. Common to all of them is that most business functions
are not included in the government budget. Sometimes enter-
prises are included into the budget, but on a net basis.
Public business and commercial market functions that can-
not be defined in a way that would be based on the contents of
the market and commercial functions, because governments
change their organization structures and definitions of business
462  OECD: Trust in Government 2000, 5-68 and OECD: Public Sector
Corruption 1999, UNDP: Corruption and Integrity Improvement Ini-
tiatives in Developing Countries 1998, World Bank: Anticorruption in
Transition 2000.
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and commercial functions all the time. Crucial for public mar-
ket functions is that they are publicly owned and governments
refrain from using normal administrative steering and manage-
ment mechanisms for these tasks by defining specific market-
based steering mechanisms. Here market-oriented management
and organization methods replace normal administrative and
political steering methods. In private companies these methods
are called corporate governance.463 A similar term is used in this
study (public corporate governance). Public corporate govern-
ance is composed of all the measures that the government uses
either directly or indirectly to affect the public market and busi-
ness functions. The basic actors of public corporate governance
are ministers and ministries.
Reasons to adopt market mechanisms in certain public (or
at least publicly owned) activities are various. Political ideolo-
gies, economic premises and financial situations set general
frameworks for the concrete decisions to adopt market mecha-
nisms in the public sector. These statements of reason and justi-
fication for the use of market mechanisms also define the mod-
els and methods used in steering business functions. The variety
of market mechanisms used in different countries is enormous.
After the Second World War the discussion of market mecha-
nisms had negative connotations, but in the 1990s most coun-
tries have increased substantially their use of these. The state has
always been a key owner of public companies and enterprises.
The state’s involvement in the construction of national infra-
structure and exploitation of national domestic resources and
industry got a special boost in the late nineteenth century, when
the process of industrialization gained momentum from new
technological innovations.
463   See for example Harvard business review on corporate governance 2000,
OECD principles of corporate governance 1999 and Comparative corpo-
rate governance: the state of the art and emerging research 1998.
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Reasons for the privatization and institutional reforms in
ownership policies in the 1990s are manifold. First, collapse of
centrally planned economies accelerated the reform process,
which had been going on in the first reform-counties already in
the 1980s and earlier. Ideological barriers on privatization were
diminishing in most countries. Second, the need to increase ef-
ficiency in the use of public finances and alleviate their burden
government finances. Third, fundamental changes in the mar-
kets in the 1990s – internationalization of the markets and
growth of national and international capital markets – made it
easier for governments to give up their responsibilities to keep
state-owned companies in public possession. The capital invest-
ments for tasks, which had been covered by state-owned compa-
nies, could be allocated through private financial markets.
Fourth, when fiscal pressure forced many countries to downsize
their public sector, privatization of state-owned companies and
an expanded ownership base of the companies was one solution.
Mary Shirley, who has analyzed the reforms of the World
Bank and the goals of the Bank in them, has summarized the
goals for reforms of state owned companies. The goals are  (i)
strive to maximize profits, (ii) in a competitive environment,
(iii) under managers with autonomy, (iv), motivation, (v) and
capacity to respond to competition: (vi) nonviable enterprises
will be liquidated and (vii) selectively disinvested.464
The reforms in most countries have followed two basic
models or are a combination of them. The first of these is the
simple privatization model. The second model is based on in-
cremental change via several steps. When the end of the reforms
is not privatization and the governments preserve a special cat-
egory of public business functions, in public ownership, the
governments have to develop a specific public corporate govern-
ance framework. This is necessary, even if privatization is the
464  Shirley 1989, 5-6.
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final goal, because countries proceed towards privatization in
steps.
Privatization has been the simplest way of enhancing effi-
ciency, profit maximizing, increasing the competitive efficiency
of the business and getting rid of the problems, which have been
developing under incompetent steering and inappropriate or-
ganization forms. Reform of ownership policies loosens public
business management from bureaucratic culture, which does
not safeguard accountability of results. The reform transforms
governance into an entrepreneurial mood. Without reform in
ownership policies the definition of public interests in the pub-
lic business functions would be more difficult and demanding.
Quite many countries have faced this problem and tried to find
solutions at different times and with different degrees of success.
Mary Shirley has expressed the reform problem of state-
owned companies as follows:
“In theory efficiency will be highest when an enterprise - public
or private - strives to maximize profits in a competitive market,
under managers with the autonomy, capacity, and motivation to
respond to competition, and when enterprises that cannot com-
pete go bankrupt. In practice, state enterprises seldom face such
conditions. They often have objectives different from, and in-
compatible with, profit maximization. They operate in non-
competitive markets; the absence of competition is often a reason
for their creation. Their autonomy is compromised by undue
government intervention. Their managers are not held account-
able for results and are not given incentives to improve perform-
ance, and the way managers are selected and rewarded encourages
qualities more appropriate to a central bureaucracy than a com-
petitive enterprise. Finally, non-viable state enterprises are sel-
dom liquidated. Additionally, the proliferation of SOEs’ (State
Owned-Companies, ST) diverse activities, some of them of very
low priority to any stated development policy, has placed an un-
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tenable burden on the government - both on the budget and on
its human capital.”465
General requirements and conditions in the reform of public
corporate governance are similar to any other public sector re-
form process. The interests of the state in public business activi-
ties has to defined and the role, scope and objectives of the
state’s business and market functions has to be clarified. The re-
form process starts with the definition of the nature of public
business and non-commercial interests. The government has to
find new approaches to accomplish non-commercial social and
political roles that historically have been assigned to state-owned
companies. In 1993 the Finnish Government defined four basic
forms for all outputs other than those under public law. These are
1.a joint-stock company is the usual form of operation on a com-
petitive market
2.a public enterprise is a way of organizing service production
which has to be publicly controlled. The unit must be able to
operate profitably in open competition. It can also have official
functions to perform.
3.net budgeting is a way of organizing the supply of monopoly
services under  public law, and other services in the nature of by-
products; it forms an interim stage on the way to more advanced
market control.466
Goals of public corporate governance The definition of the models
serves as a diagnostic tool for analyzing how present state-owned
companies, enterprises and some functions of agencies fit into
these models. The next step is to define the interests of the gov-
ernment for the state-owned companies. In Finland the Gov-
ernment’s Decision-in-Principle on the State’s Corporate Own-
465  Shirley 1989, 1
466  Government Decision-in principle on Reforms in Central and Regional
Government 1993, 34.
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ership Policies contains provisions on the significance of state-
owned companies, operating principles, changes in the owner-
ship base and restructuring of ownership. According to the deci-
sion, state-owned companies can be divided into three catego-
ries: 1) Companies with the state’s special assignment (such as
special financing companies),  2) other companies of strategic
importance to the state because of their role in society and/or
economy, and 3) companies of reduced strategic importance to
the state where the state’s interest is basically that of an investor.
In most countries public interests are quite similar. A World
Bank study lists reasons, which governments have used when
they have defended public ownership in state owned-compa-
nies. The general arguments are 1) promotion of strategic sec-
tors of economy, 2) generating income for the treasury, 3) off-
setting economic dominance by foreign or national interests
and 4) regulating monopoly power.467 Most countries have long
lists of non-commercial objectives. The World Bank’s study is
very critical to these bases, because they can have perverse ef-
fects, including cases where under priced resources are wasted,
labor productivity falls at the taxpayer’s expense, management
tends to become lax and resulting inefficiencies create shortages
and bottlenecks throughout the economy.468 The specification
of different purposes serves the purpose of differentiation of
ownership policies. It is clear that in 100 per cent state owned-
companies ownership policies are different from publicly quoted
state-owned companies.
A diagnostic analysis of the companies is the first and most
crucial phase in the all ownership reforms, because the govern-
ment has to analyze the condition of individual enterprises and
companies. It has to decide which of the companies need re-
structuring and which should be privatized or liquidated. Un-
467   Shirley, Nellis  1991, 16-17.
468   Shirley, Nellis 1991, 17-18.
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like the usual practice, governance reform should occur first and
privatization or transfer of ownership second.469 The analysis
should leave doors open into different directions. Companies
and enterprises should be classified not only as strategic and es-
sential but also as nonessential, viable, potentially viable and
nonviable.
Institutional framework for public corporate governance After
these interests have been defined, the government defines the
institutional framework for ownership policies. They include,
for example, the government’s steering procedures and responsi-
bilities, handling of reporting and monitoring material in gov-
ernment, the planning documents needed for corporate govern-
ance for the state-owned companies, operational and financial
accountability and liability system for corporate governance, ac-
countability of the executive management and the steering or-
ganization. The institutional framework of public corporate
governance defines the basic tasks of the principal actors and
their roles. They include the role of the government, minister,
board of the company, director of the company etc.
Public corporate governance is the task of the government
and ministries. The government and ministries cannot interfere
either with operative management or strategic management.
They are the tasks of the management of the company and its
board. Instead, because the government has in all companies the
interest of an investor, the government is responsible for partici-
pating in institutional management (choice and development of
business strategy and changes in ownership structures and other
corporate governance questions). This demands active partici-
pation in the work of board of directors, where the government
should have a representative. The representative has to be ap-
pointed by the competent ministry into the board of directors.
469   The World Bank recommends vice-versa method. See World Bank:
Corporate Governance, 2000, 35
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He has to works independently and for the company, just like
the other board members. The government influences the com-
panies through the shareholders’ meeting.470
Public corporate governance in its present demanding form
is a new task in the ministries. The expertise of steering business
functions has not traditionally belonged to the basic require-
ments of the civil servants. Ministries responsible for steering
public business functions should develop their own strategy for
public corporate governance in the general framework of the
government’s strategies. Special attention should be given to ca-
pacity questions of the ministry in steering the companies.
In defining the institutional framework for public corpo-
rate governance attention should be given to (i) the composi-
tion and size of the company boards, (ii) the ownership manage-
ment at ministries (iii) to the principles of forming boards and
the role and possible disqualifications of board members repre-
senting the Government or ministries and (iv) how ownership
management will work at shareholder’s and supervisors meet-
ings.
According to the experiences from reforms of state owned
companies the World Bank published in 1989 its first institu-
tional framework for the governance of state owned companies.
It did not use the term corporate governance, because the term
was not yet in active use in business organizations either. In spite
of the traditional terminology the Bank’s framework was well
developed.471
470 See of Finnish principles: Kaisanlahti 2001.
471 From 1978 to June 1989 the World Bank approved 122 operations
with components directed at SOE sector reforms. Most Bank lending
in this area has taken the form of components in structural adjustment
loans, freestanding technical assistance loans, sectoral adjustment
loans and policy-based loans (PELs: public enterprise rationalization
loans). Shirley 1989, 1and 7-8 and 45-58. See also World Bank: Bu-
reaucrats in Business 1995,
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472  Shirley 1989, 21.
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The researchers of the World Bank have specified and inter-
preted the institutional requirements. Shirley and Nellis have
found two major key goals in the reform of the institutional
framework. These are 1) improve the quality of oversight by
shifting control in the direction of ex post performance evalua-
tion and away from prior intervention in decisions more effi-
ciently handled by management or the board and 2) create
groups in the sector and finance ministries trained in the review
of state enterprises.473
In the 1990s international awareness of the importance of
corporate governance – whether their ownership structure is
private, publicly traded, or state-owned – grew all over the
world. The discussion polarized sometimes into two basic mod-
els, the stakeholder model and shareholder models although
there is no one-size-fits-all blueprint for corporate governan-
ce.474 Reality is more complicated, because there are several
models of corporate governance. Most notable are the US, UK,
German, and Japanese systems.475 All models are culturally con-
nected. Because of this difficulty in defining the best model, the
World Bank has in the late 1990s defined general principles,
which should be taken care of in organizing public corporate
governance.
The OECD has identified five basic principles of corporate
governance. These are based on tenets of fairness, transparency,
accountability and responsibility. They are (i) protection of
shareholder rights, (ii) equitable treatment of shareholders, (iii)
protection of shareholder rights, and (iv) timely and accurate
disclosure and transparency and (v) diligent exercise of the
473  Shiley, Nellis 1991, 31.
474  Cadbury  2000.
475  The World Bank: Corporate Governance 2000, 21, table 1.1. and annex
2, 90-94.
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board of directors’ responsibilities.476 According to the World
Bank well governed corporations need to balance the role of
three groups of players: shareholders, board of directors, and
managers. Shareholders provide capital in return for the oppor-
tunity to benefit from profits and increase in corporate value.
The board of directors represents the interests of shareholders
and may have obligations to other shareholders under various
statutory and voluntary provisions. It is the bridge between the
management and the owners, other stakeholders and the out-
side world. Managers report to the board and are responsible for
day-to day operations and for implementing the strategy. Also
stakeholders influence the corporation.477
By defining specific ownership policies the government be-
comes an active and demanding owner, which can expect a suf-
ficient yield on its share-holdings both in the form of dividends
and increase in the value of its holdings. The government tries
to attain these aims by clearly defining the general goals relating
to state ownership of shares – such as yield goals, goals relating
to the capital structure of the companies, etc. – and the princi-
ples of state ownership policy as well as by actively participating
in the work of the management bodies. In well-defined owner-
ship policies the general goals and principles will be applied in a
company-specific way so that market positions and situations of
the companies, their status with regard to domestic and foreign
competitors, the economic situation of the company as well as
goals relating to the strategy, business operations structure and/
or ownership base of the company can be taken into account. In
company-specific goal setting attention will also be paid to any
special interests that the state may have with regard to the com-
pany for example for reasons relating to the development of na-
tional economy and society.
476  Quoted in World Bank: Corporate Governance 2000, 10-21.
477  World Bank: Corporate Governance 2000, 10-21.
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A basic idea in public corporate governance reforms is to
create optimal conditions for the government to follow a flex-
ible and pragmatic ownership policy and to enable the govern-
ment as a shareholder to operate, when necessary, on an equal
standing on the market together with the other market opera-
tors and further the government’s interest as efficiently as possi-
ble. As an organizing framework public corporate governance is
a dynamic interplay of internal and external incentives that af-
fect the performance of all corporations.478
Varity of public market functions One of the key questions in
the governance of public business functions is to formulate a
strategy for different types of organizations. The discussion
above has mostly concerned state-owned companies. However,
they form only one form of the business functions and market
mechanisms in public sector. As mentioned, public companies
are the second step and often the last phase before privatization
in the process of marketization of public functions or running
public entities on commercial principles. The result of this proc-
ess is a fully privatized company, and the starting point a public
agency.479 A comprehensive governance strategy of public busi-
ness functions covers all organization types of public business
functions.
Enterprises are normally 100 per cent state owned entities
and so are under firmer government control than companies
but looser than agencies. They can be regarded as an intermedi-
478  See for example High-Quality Services, Good Governance and a Responsi
ble Civil Society 1998, 29-31.
479  World Bank: World Development  Report 1994, 40. World Bank lists
water, power, and railways and port services as examples of the first
step in the process of adopting commercial principles in public enti-
ties.
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ate station in public business functions and the marketization
process of public functions.480 State enterprises are organizations
that lie between a state agency - or more concretely a net-budg-
eted agency – and a state-owned company. They are arrange-
ments with increased management autonomy. Administrative
agencies can be transformed into enterprises when the markets
can, and have to, be taken into account, but when political
steering and control is needed because of the social significance
of the services or the non-functioning of the markets. The en-
terprise model is suitable for agencies whose main operations are
business operations carried out under competition, but which
also have social obligations, such as the production of public
services. After a transitory period agreed upon, the unit that has
been formed into an enterprise will have to be able to operate
profitably in an open competition situation. The establishment
of enterprises facilitates the creation of markets.
The enterprise model lets the manager of the enterprise to
manage and find solutions for the service and operating goals set
by the parliament and the government. As an organization, an
enterprise has to find a balance between commercial operating
principles and implementation of general socio-political goals.
These goals can be mutually opposite. A state enterprise is under
parliamentary guidance, which guides its operations by setting
the service and operating goals, and the government, under
whose authority the enterprises fall, sets the result goals for the
enterprises.481 The enterprises have boards, and the freedom of
operation to decide on their own policies and organizational
solutions. At the minimum, the activity shall be self-supporting,
i.e. the principle is that the income from the activity has to cover
480  See for example a Finnish interpretation of the mercerization process
Salminen, Viinamäki, 2001 21-23.
481  Salminen, Viinamäki 2001, 40 -47
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the costs. A state enterprise may also have tasks of a public au-
thority. The costs incurred by implementation of the social tasks
are reimbursed to the enterprises from the state budget. The sta-
tus of personnel in enterprises is different from civil servants.
They have the status of an employee. Wage formation is chang-
ed as well, as it is based on a classification according to the de-
mands of the job and as a result bonus systems have been devel-
oped towards a more individual direction. State enterprises op-
erate in restricted competition conditions. Enterprise is a solu-
tion when competition does not significantly guide the activi-
ties of the organization.
When the market solutions – state-owned companies or
enterprises – cannot be used to address corporate governance
problems, there are other options as well. The World Bank has
recommended ways of structuring the relationship between the
government and the service provider. They are (i) performance
agreements by clarifying performance expectations and the
roles, responsibilities and rewards of all involved; (ii) manage-
ment contracts that transfer to private providers the responsibil-
ity for managing an operation and (iii) service contracts that
transfer to private providers the responsibility for delivering the
service at lower costs or obtaining special skills or expertise lack-
ing in public sector.482 The provider-purchaser model and out-
sourcing are common models for the service provision in many
countries.
Compared to the agency model, the benefits of market-ori-
ented forms of activities are their extensive powers to arrange
their operations and production as well as to decide on the pric-
ing and financing of their products and services and on their
investments.
482 World Bank: World Development Report 1994, 1994, 42.
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6.3.2. Values of public business functions
The basic nature of public business functions determines the
values, which public business units, companies, enterprises or
agencies will follow. Thus the question of values of public busi-
ness functions cannot be discussed in a homogeneous way. The
basic nature of businesses and their values are reflected in the
form of the organizations.
Public business functions are mostly not organized in agen-
cies, but in enterprises and companies. In most of them the state
is the major owner. The ownership bases and operating princi-
ples of such companies, which are in the stock exchange - inde-
pendent of the size of public ownership – do not differ from
private companies for the most part. Profitability and yield for
the owner are the only criteria that attract capital. On the other
hand some public enterprises and companies serve specific goals
and pursue public good more than profit. The operating princi-
ples of public business and market functions are based on re-
spect for business values. The principles of profitability, long-
term sound economic base on business and financial solidity are
drawn from economic values that concern both private and
public companies. If the government sets other goals for the
companies, it has to  pay compensation for that.
Public enterprises stand between companies and adminis-
trative agencies. Demands for profitability, sound economic
base and financial solidity do not have such a dictating position
in their principles as in companies. Enterprises have to fulfill
some specific public tasks and represent general will. Internal
administration in enterprises has to fulfill the same requirements
as administrative agencies.
In spite of the differences between all public business func-
tions, the basic values are derived from business requirements of
profitability. If the demand of public good dominates and sur-
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passes sound economic principles, organization form, financial
principles and control and steering arrangements have to trans-
form back to administration.
6.4. Governance of public services
6.4.1. Basic nature of service governance
Quite often all public functions are called public services. In
that perspective the police, court, army, taxman, bailiff and
ministry of finance are services. For me this definition is too
general, because it does not separate different functions of state.
Administration and policy planning are not public services. In
my conception public services are mainly those that the public
sector delivers for citizens to foster human and social capital of
the country. Education, health, social welfare, support of cul-
tural activities and infrastructure are the most important of
them. Public expenditures grew after the Second World War,
because the state increased public services and increased social
benefits and public transfers. The growth is not due to growth
of overseeing, coordination and management of services proper
but of the growth of transfers and services given to citizens.
Naturally administrative and management functions have in-
creased too, but their share of the total costs is marginal.
Public sector reforms during two last decades of the twenti-
eth century have introduced a new method to produce public
services. In this new conception the state can purchase services
from the private sector. The old role of the state as a producer of
services is reformed so that the government will be a purchaser
of services. The state is ultimately in charge of the availability of
services, functioning of society and coordination of the interests
of different actors.
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The majority of public welfare services have been tradition-
ally produced through state or municipal agencies in a similar
fashion to administrative functions i.e. following traditional ad-
ministrative principles of the rule of law. In this conception the
distribution of services and benefits is in its basic nature deci-
sion-making of entitlements and rights of citizens and supervi-
sion relating to the use of benefits. Reformers of public adminis-
tration have claimed that it is the major cause for poor quality,
high costs and enormous waste. The second traditional princi-
ple in administration has been the concept of a public mo-
nopoly.  Public services were regarded as public monopolies.
This has eliminated from service delivery all pressure for better
performance. Competition is an effective means for efficiency
and monopoly is its enemy.
From the late eighties onwards governments tried to find
new institutional mechanisms to improve service delivery and
decrease the budgetary burden from public services and achieve
cost savings. Use of market mechanisms (marketization or com-
mercialization), contracting out service delivery to private firms
or NGOs, introduction of charges, decentralizing services into
the local level using performance management mechanisms and
providing more managerial flexibility for agencies were adopted.
Original free of charge or under valued services were trans-
formed into full cost services.
When reforms have been radical enough they have broken
down the old unitary hierarchical organization, steering and fi-
nancing model, or at least reduced its centralized nature. Differ-
ent countries have used their own models. Public management
reforms have concerned mostly public administration, their or-
ganization and production models and methods, management
structures, financing principles and relations between the serv-
ice providers and customers. Later the reform perspective have
put more emphasis on services. Reforms have formed a long-
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lasting learning process, of which states have collected informa-
tion so that they can improve their capacities from experiences
from different countries and fields.483 In 2004 the World Bank
has in its flagship series, World Development Report, raised
services for the poor in the central position. The report develops
a general governance framework for provision on services. Be-
cause the report discusses the problems of developing countries,
best practices and benchmarks are not necessarily from devel-
oped countries. In spite of this, the major framework in the re-
port is the same all over the world: how to combine the relation-
ships between policymakers, people and service providers. It is
crucial that services can be provided by public authorities or pri-
vate service providers.484
Regardless of the nature of the service delivery model used
(Scandinavian, Westminster type of French type), all methods
to increase efficiency in public services suppose that central gov-
ernment diminishes its  role in steering public services.485 The
reason for this is as simple as can be. All public service systems
had been built after the Second World War according to central-
ized organization, management and financing models.486 To in-
crease efficiency, most reformers have been forced to diminish
the role of the central government in steering the service deliv-
ery so that the central government does not dictate how services
483  Of different national models see Governance in a Changing Environ
ment 1995, Peters 1996, Pollitt and Bouckaert  2000,  Kettl 2000, 7-4,
Knill 1999, 113-139.
484 World Bank: World Development Report: Making Services Work for poor
People 2003
485  See information of use of different methods to improve service delivery,
especially in developing countries Pradhan 1998, 60-63.
486  Of the ideology after the Second World War see Shonfield 1965 and
Maddison 1964, 99-157.
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are produced, but it pays attention to their quality. Local service
providers, whether performance-managed public agencies, pri-
vate service providers, municipalities or enterprises, are in a bet-
ter position to take into account the viewpoints of the citizens
and the customers when services are arranged. In this context,
various systems of participation play a crucial role.
Most countries have emphasized that the production of
public services for citizens should serve local needs. It is an un-
deniable goal, but how to accomplish it? How to know the real
needs of citizens? How to allocate the scarce resources for those
who are really in need? In general, one can say that in most
countries the needs of the citizens are bigger than the resources
and the governments have to deliver scarce rather than abun-
dant services. Though the goal is clear, there are no easy answers
to succeed in reaching the goal and making reforms in service
delivery. All methods have shortages and advantages.
The basic problems in service delivery are limited resources
and inefficiency in service delivery. The problem of limited re-
sources is mostly unsolvable by the agencies. But the question of
efficiency of the service delivery for the citizens is in their con-
trol, especially if the central government has decentralized serv-
ice delivery. However, there has to be central control to some
degree, because most local services are financed through the
government budget. Since governments are accountable to the
parliament for service delivery and use of public funds, they
have to find a way to balance demands of general accountability
and decentralization of service delivery to enhance efficiency.
Because public services should meet standards of political ac-
countability and support efficiency, governments have to estab-
lish efficient control, monitor and evaluation systems for the
implementation of service programs. At the same time they
have to meet the demands for central control and local au-
tonomy.
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Public services have traditionally been monopolistic. Mo-
nopoly does not need competition, because it does not have
motivation to reform, renew and improve. Opening of mo-
nopolistic public services for competition has increased the ef-
fectiveness of public services. Increase of effectiveness and user
satisfaction does not depend on the way competition is intro-
duced. Crucial is a choice for the citizens or customers. A com-
parative study of health care services has a clear conclusion: “Im-
provement of the quality of government health services depends
on pressures outside the bureaucracy – citizen voice and con-
sumer choice.”487
Different service production models do not meet these de-
mands in similar way. The goals in most recent reforms, inde-
pendent of the reform strategies and production models, have
tried to increase efficiency, create competitive pressure and em-
phasize client focus, transparency and accountability. Govern-
ments have created exit options or given choices for alternative
suppliers. For example Anglo-Saxon countries use more private
service providers and monetary transfers that Scandinavian
countries, which emphasize public services. In most Scandina-
vian countries municipalities, which have wide autonomy, are
responsible for public services.488 The Scandinavian models dif-
fer from other models in its emphasize of democracy and par-
ticipation. Because municipalities are delivering services, deci-
sions of the quantity, quality and service model are decided
upon in municipal councils. The extensive participation of citi-
zens in the decision-making process increases their trust in the
services. They feel that they are the owners of the services. Be-
cause municipalities have responsibility for the efficiency of the
services – they are financing a major part of the services – effi-
ciency considerations are omitted. This is a major reason for the
use of private service providers and vouchers.
487 Filmer, Hammer, Pritchet 2000, 207-208, 213, citation 219.
488 World Bank: World Development Report 1977, 86-87.
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Market models emphasize competitive pressures on suppli-
ers through competitive mechanisms. Demand-side mecha-
nisms are used in a better way than in public municipal services.
However, the effects of commercialization on public service de-
livery have shown similar results as independent self-govern-
ment municipalities, because they enhance client focus, im-
prove responsiveness of suppliers, improved staff performance
and client satisfaction, increased accountability and transpar-
ency regarding financial management and service delivery and a
clearer notion of costs and return on assets.489
The reform of public services – mostly increase of efficiency
and service delivery – is a process where different service delivery
models are analyzed in a certain situation. It is a choice of re-
form strategies. Analysis concerns the organization model, fi-
nancing method and controlling and production models. Be-
cause services are different in nature, there cannot be only one
strategy to be followed, but several strategies depending on the
specific nature of the service. A choice of organization strategy
can be an example of the strategic choice situation. The basic
models are 1) bureaucracy (public agency), 2) business model
(enterprise and company) and 3) outsourcing to NGO.
An analysis of the organization form for a certain service
includes an evaluation of
- what effects the organization form has on the service
489  Brown, Ryan, Parker 2000, 206-221. Several problem areas are also
identified. Commercial pressures were managed by downsizing, trad-
ing results were poor, conflicts of interest arose when agencies under-
took contract oversight, there was a tension between the need for pub-
lic disclosure of information and the commercial sensitivity of busi-
ness transaction data. There was also concern that commercialization
might compromise ethical standards and reduce public interest con-
siderations.
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- how to organize accountability between minister, civil servants
in the ministry, and the service unit
- what are the effects of political accountability mechanisms for
the service delivery
- how strong political leadership is needed in those particular
services
The choice of organization form has to be based on the analysis
of the situation and environment where the organization is to
function. The expectations and fears of change are a part of this
analysis. Irrational fears and false expectations of the environ-
ment and customers create a frame for the success or failure of
the reform. The analysis should include the whole organization
network and its structure – external structure. This has to be
taken into account in the reform analysis. Analysis should study
possibilities to change the environment and increase the possi-
bilities of success. Evaluation of pros and cons of different or-
ganization or production models produces vital information for
the choice of the model.
The special nature of public services sets some extra require-
ments for the analysis of public service provision. The perspec-
tives of economy and efficiency are not sufficient. Political ac-
countability, public interests and financial political considera-
tions are necessary components of the analysis. The choice of
organization form/service model has to include 1) analysis of
public interest considerations in the service. It has to be clear
what role public interest is playing in the service. If public inter-
est has a big importance in the service, is it possible to use any
other models than public agency. 2) The analysis of economy
and efficiency considerations concerns the relation between
economic efficiency and the rule of law and between economic
efficiency and political control.
Decentralization, commercialization and the use of per-
formance-based methods in service delivery are correct trends in
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public services, but they impose special requirements on the
steering of the service functions. When a public service function
is organized in the form of a company, the extent to which pub-
lic-service goals are imposed on the company has to be decided.
When the municipalities are responsible for service delivery, the
government has to set service standards and evaluate the results.
Information technology creates fresh possibilities for the
production and distribution of public services. The states have
to participate actively in reforms of information technology
structures, adopt new ways of operational policies and to build
trust  needed therein as well as to enhance the readiness of citi-
zens to use new information technologies. The opportunities to
decentralize and rationalize administration offered by informa-
tion technology have to be utilized. Information technology
helps administration and public services in the arrangement of
joint services of the authorities. Information technology de-
creases problems relating to opening hours. Service systems
should be such that citizens can use the electronic services of-
fered in the information networks around the clock irrespective
of their location.
6.4.2. Values of public services
The value basis of public services depends on the role and re-
sponsibility of the state in the service process. Public services
have a kind of a hierarchical structure. At the top of the hierar-
chy are services that are defined in the constitution and that
belong to the basic rights of citizens. They form the core of pub-
lic services. Besides these, public sector produces a huge amount
of services for various reasons (lack of competition and private
capital, monopoly and political reasons). The divide between
core public services and general public services is based on the
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legal status of the services: are they either constitutionally guar-
anteed or not.
Most modern constitutions are based on the idea of a broad
responsibility of the state in securing individual civil, political
and social rights. The constitutional principle of the right to
social security for those who cannot obtain necessary means for
a life of dignity guarantees for them indispensable subsistence
and care. In most European countries people are guaranteed by
an act the right to basic subsistence in the event of unemploy-
ment, illness, and disability and during old age as well as at the
birth of a child or the loss of a provider. The public authorities
are obliged to guarantee for everyone adequate social, health
and medical services and to promote the health of the popula-
tion. The values of services that are guaranteed for the citizens in
the constitution and in legislation have to be derived from the
constitution. They must be at minimum the same as the princi-
ples of good administration.
Delivery of most public services is not defined in the consti-
tution but is dependent on the financial and budgetary situa-
tion. Governments are free to decide on their delivery based on
budgetary constraints. This affects the basic values of such serv-
ices. Though the nature of public services is more manifold than
this division between constitutionally guaranteed services and
other services, the dichotomy helps us clarify the basic idea in
the values of public services.
The decision of the scope of different categories of services
is political in nature. However, the decision is made in the form
of legislation, more concretely in constitution. In that way the
divide and division belong to the long-term questions in admin-
istration. Because different countries have their own interpreta-
tions of the scope of the social rights of citizens, the values of
public services are keenly connected to the discussion of the
content of public good and the basic nature of the state. Though
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the division of different kind of services is constitutionally de-
termined, discussion about the role of the state and public sector
reforms has shown that financial considerations have become a
more important element in the values of public services. Today
production and delivery of public services is more than earlier a
practical, not an ideological question. The quality and price of
the service and accessibility of the service is essential.
The government is accountable to parliament for all consti-
tutionally guaranteed public services for the citizens. The serv-
ices are free of charge for citizens and produced through budget-
ary means. Their value basis is quite similar to the values of pub-
lic administration. Services are produced emphasizing the prin-
ciple of the rule of law and good administration, (objectivity,
neutrality, equality, impartiality in administrative proceedings,
etc.), because the services are basically economic benefits and
income transfers to the public. Service providers exercise one-
sided public authority. The general principles of legality, equal-
ity and good administration will guarantee the respect for hu-
man dignity and equality of citizens. Public services should be
produced so that they are reliable, confidential, profitable, and
safeguard the respectful treatment of citizens and reliable acces-
sibility of the services. The high quality of basic services and a
principle of good service have to be safeguarded, though the
services must be produced economically and effectively. Basic
services should be developed continually using the vehicles of
quality management, quality standards and quality criteria.
Compared to the basic public services that are constitution-
ally safeguarded, the values of other public services are more
flexible and depend on the nature of the service. Basically it is
not a question of the exercise of public authority but of the pro-
vision of services for customers. The core of the values emerge
from the needs of the customer/client. The quality of services
and satisfaction of the customer are in front. Customer and
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good service form the core values. This turns the steering of the
services from the political level towards the customer. Sensitivity
to the needs of the clients – the customers – and acceptance of
competition have enabled a break away from hierarchical or-
ganization models and steering systems and adaptation of inter-
nal markets and different managerial styles in the public sector.
In other than core public services the openness and transparency
of service system, accessibility of the services, production of
services in the front line, service capacity, user-friendliness, qua-
lity and productivity will be emphasized. Different and alterna-
tive production methods are developed and favored, user
charges and paychecks are used, user participation in the devel-
opment of the services is encouraged and freedom of choice and
self-determination of the customer is emphasized.
The values of general public services are moving away from
uniform, politically decided values towards a customer-driven ser-
vice culture. It is a step way from bureaucratic administrative cul-
ture towards the culture of customer service. This will determine
the basis for the position of the customer and give basis for forms
of service production, management, financing, and control.
6.5. Concluding comment
Public sector management is a manifold task, which demands
different kinds of expertise and experience. It cannot be learned
in business schools nor in departments of public policy or pub-
lic management. It is neither a task of politicians alone nor civil
servants. It is a combination of different knowledge, expertise
and experience, full of conflicting interests, which have to be
combined in daily practices and decisions, which often have to
be made on ad hoc bases without any possibilities of thinking
about long-term perspectives.
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My tentative governance model of differentiated public sec-
tor is a framework, which at best can give some ideas of the
problems in present governance practices. It raises institutional
questions and value considerations to front, because they should
belong to the permanent infrastructure in all governance re-
forms and practices. There are no such books that could serve as
models or guides in any practical governance reform. Govern-
ance problems even in developed industrial countries are not
similar, even though they belong to the same international or-
ganizations (for example the EU) have been members of inter-
national development organizations and think tanks (for exam-
ple the OECD), and they utilize the advice of the same globally
acting consultant firms, which sell them quite similar reform
packages. The problems in developing countries are even bigger.
Some of them are former socialist countries, which are in a proc-
ess of transformation into modern market economies with lib-
eral parliamentary democracy or are keeping to authoritarian,
semi-democratic political structures. Some countries do not
have decent public authorities responsible for public good at all,
while some developing countries do not have efficient non-state
actors either in markets or in society.
My modest goal in this chapter has been to raise the major
themes of public sector governance. The model is a combina-
tion of the basic features of traditional Weberian bureaucracy
and  modern ideas of New Public Management and network-
based up-down governance. These ideas do not fit in a unitary
way into all public functions. In governing functions and in the
use of public authority the classical model should be adapted.
This does not mean that economy and efficiency should not be
respected. If the core of political governing does not have the
trust of citizens, goals of good governance cannot be reached.
Governance strategy is always a combination of different man-
agement principles, organizational models and behavioral pat-
terns.
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7.  Conclusions
This study of governing and governance raises institutions into
the center of good governing and national success irrespective of
the regime. I regard institutions as important in the traditional
governing regime as well as in the discourse of the future regime
of governance. I do not see governing and governance as sepa-
rate and specific tasks of leaders, but as activities that demand
full participation of market, social and government actors. I
have studied them as a huge set of practices and institutions by
breaking them up into innumerable amounts of practices, or-
ganizations, traditions and institutions. However, political gov-
erning/governance can be regarded as an institution as such. In
that case I as a social engineer have to pose the same questions
for it as I pose for all specific governing institutions. To what
purpose is the machinery to be used? How does it fulfill its pur-
pose?
Peter Drucker has said that any social and political analysis
of an institution has to proceed on three levels. First, it has to
look at the institution as autonomous – governed by the rules of
its own structure and determined by the desire for survival –
capable of being judged in terms of its own purposes. Second, it
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has to be analyzed in terms of the beliefs of and promises made
to the society which it serves. Third, the functional require-
ments of society to political governing have to be analyzed in
relation to the autonomous purposes of  political governing.490
The first level the basic problem concerns the relations be-
tween long-term programs, on rules of behavior, and operation
and demands of flexibility and receptivity to change. In the po-
litical field this is not the most difficult problem, because po-
litical governance cannot exist independently. The major actors,
viz. political leaders, are selected in elections. They represent
fresh ideas and the values of citizens and articulate the changes
in tendencies. Still, this danger is not nonexistent, because the
mechanisms of political governance belong to the hard core of
the political system. They are defined in the constitution, their
implementation models are confirmed in long historical tradi-
tions and strengthened in daily practices, which form the hard
core of political culture. Institutions of political rule – whether
constitutionally confirmed or culturally formed practices – can-
not be autonomous. All institutions have a tendency to become
fossilized.
Second, when political governing is analyzed in terms of the
beliefs of and promises made to the society, which it serves, the
attention is to be placed on the needs of the society. The needs
and interests can be analyzed from different time horizons and
from the perspectives of different articulation capacities. The
needs are defined in different ways. Elections are the most im-
portant forum in a political society. Flora of civil society or-
ganizations and their activities – from demonstrations to bowl-
ing-clubs and church activities – create social capital. Profits, eco-
nomic growth and unemployment are indicators of markets. Po-
litical actors read the figures and let civil society, market actors and
citizens give impulses and advice on how to improve the results.
490 Drucker 1946, 13-15.
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The subject of this study has been political governance,
which is the exercise of political, economic and administrative
authority to manage the nation’s affairs or a set of measures,
which aim at creating official and unofficial institutions and
processes through which citizens and groups articulate their in-
terests, take care of their rights and responsibilities and partici-
pate in the economic, social and political processes. Because all
methods that are used in the exercise of power and in allocation
of resources belong to political governance, I have discussed in
the study not only the maintenance of legal order and the use of
the government’s power in establishing official and unofficial
institutions, which form our life, but all hierarchical interven-
tions to maintain the democratic legitimization of the political
system and the institutionalization of the execution of the legal
system. New governance is toothless without the hard core of
governing, the authority structures of power. The process in-
volves complex sets of decision-making institutions, systems,
processes and mechanisms of power of the state, in which the
actors of society and market have the right to engage in a demo-
cratic and transparent way and according to clearly defined ways
and means. Before globalization processes received their present
forms governing was confined to the state’s borders. Today it
implies the development of channels of cooperation, establish-
ment of alliances, coalitions, networks and partnerships net-
working with global state- and non-state actors, encompassing
the market, society and government at all levels. Networks and
partnerships are new ways in breaking the barriers between rul-
ers and the ruled. Essential for all of this is a holistic approach
and continuous growth and the diversity of governance methods.
A glance at the effects of globalization gives a clear indica-
tion that political governance and governing have to be seen in a
temporal continuum. When governing systems are studied in a
long-term historical perspective, changes are smaller and conti-
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nuity will become the prevailing feature. Fundamental changes
of contemporaries turn into minor ones and they lose their
revolutionary nature when they are set in a long-term perspec-
tive. Awareness of time dampens our optimistic mood of the
fundamental nature of our revolutionary outcomes. However, if
we are conscious of the need of change, but – conscious of his-
torical processes – we do not even try to transform ourselves, we
will lose our only possibility. At present it is fashionable to stress
the fundamental nature of recent changes, but I’m not quite
sure if this interpretation will be sustainable in the long run.
Historical perspective in this study has shown that the
present discussion of governance is diffused. However, one of
the most interesting interpretations of the term is based on the
idea of regime change. Discourse of governance and political
governance expresses will to reform traditional up-down gov-
erning to a network based down-up governance and it omits the
traditional functions and responsibilities of the state. The study
has shown that the discourse has been implemented to some
extent, but it is still mainly theoretical in nature and concerns
mostly the development of strategies and principles but not so
much the difficult implementation phase. There are a lot of rea-
sons and arguments in favor of that interpretation, but so far
they have not been convincing of their sustainability and com-
prehensiveness.
The discussion of governing and governance as regimes has
shown that we must study general principles of governing, the
most of which are not changing continuously but are perma-
nent in nature. Time-horizon is a question of generations. The
study has shown that political governing systems have to be
built so that they prevent political actors from behaving only in
their own interests, because political governing serves general
interests. The system must be such that it prevents political lead-
ers for example from using public authority so that the benefits
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serve their re-election interests, but the costs of the decisions go
to the next generation. This consideration is a classical example
of governing and constitution drafting.
A step from one system of rule to another is not only a ques-
tion of constitutional change, but also of the change of mentali-
ties and thus a question of long duréé. Douglas North, who is
interested not only about economic institutions, but of all kind
of institutions that affect that the economic behavior of people,
has said that “both institutional and belief systems must change
for successful reform since it is the mental models of the actors
that will shape choices. … Developing norms of behaviour that
will support and legitimize new rules is a lengthy process, and in
the absence of such reinforcing mechanisms polities will tend to
be unstable. … It is adoptive rather than allocative efficiency
which is the key to long-term growth”491 Norms have to be im-
plemented and enforced. This a common responsibility of the
state and non-state actors, and a typical tasks of new govern-
ance.
Question of interests is one of the most difficult problems
of governing. The division of labor between political leadership
and professional expertise or civil service is a clear expression of
this question. In Europe the continental governing model is
based on the idea that civil servants represent the general will
and common good and politicians represent special interests
and changing needs. The Anglo-Saxon tradition does not give
administration such a role, because it is seen to be loyal to the
government. This basic difference of conceptions has affected
the constitutionally defined positions of executive authorities in
government. Notwithstanding of this arrangement, it is clear
that civil servants are responsible for analyzing and presenting
for the political leadership the arguments of general will, general
491 North  1994, 366.
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considerations and long-term perspectives in the preparation of
decisions. Civil servants have in their use the institutional
memory of the administration; they have comprehensive re-
sponsibility for all sectors of life, economy and society. The
preparation of decisions for political decision-making is in its
nature a process of mediation between different interests and
perspectives.
Though the role of the civil servants is to represent general
will and interests, civil servants in different sectors – agriculture,
social welfare, trade and industry – have a tendency to represent
the special and short-term interests of their specialty inside the
government against more broader interests of government, pub-
lic finance, the markets or citizens as a whole. This conflict and
discrepancy has to be taken into account in organizing govern-
ance systems. Transition from traditional governing towards
new governance includes new kinds of networking practices,
and this change will strengthen this propensity of civil servants
to identify with these special interests.
In the discourse of political governance networking as a spe-
cial characteristic of governance demands even more attention
from civil servants to their role as representatives of general in-
terests than traditional governing, because non-articulated in-
terests do not participate in the networking processes. Only
well-articulated and organized interests are at present in the ne-
gotiations. They have the power of a voice and an exit, but unor-
ganized interests lack both of them.
The discourse of political governance regime carries out
many similar features to the governing regime. Conflict of inter-
ests between the internal actors of political governance and the
external interests of the market actors and citizens is in political
governance quite similar as it has been in the traditional govern-
ing. The conflicts will be even bigger than in governing. There
are different reasons for this. First, the new action model, net-
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working and up-down emphasize, is based on the idea of open-
ness, discussion, and confession of broad mutual interests. Sec-
ond, the new governance model gives more responsibility to in-
dividuals, citizens and market actors. To fulfill their responsibil-
ity wholly all of them need open information of national and
international policies, government’s economic and social fore-
casts, predicaments of the government etc. Because the govern-
ment has to serve the interests of all actors unbiased, it has to
inform of its policies, plans and actions openly. Openness serves
national success best.
Not only openness serves the principle of equality but also
democracy, which is a key pillar of political governance. Political
institutions offer citizens a way to make their interests heard.
This function of all institutions of political governance trans-
forms them into the common cause of the whole nation, and
not only the interests of those that are in power. Institutions of
political governance are the common property of the nation,
although the political forces, which received majority in na-
tional elections or confidence in the parliament, man all organi-
zations of executive power. Transparency and openness serve the
principles of accountability and democracy. They safeguard that
all actors in the organizations of political governance put the
welfare of the institution above their own and model themselves
upon an institutional idea of conduct. Openness and transpar-
ency help to develop such an esprit de corps. Citizens and eco-
nomic actors can through openness and transparency control
political governance and prosecute their aims and interests and
influence in the governance practices. This influence is signifi-
cant principle, because governance is in nature more participa-
tory than traditional up-down governing.
I have already given in a way answers to the third question
that concerns the relationship between the political governance
as an autonomous institutional body when compared to the
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needs of society. It is difficult to find any autonomous interests
in political governance that do not serve the needs of society and
markets. Adaptation of democracy dropped kings out of their
patrimonial positions. However, the tradition of patrimonial
authority has survived up to the twentieth century, but it does
not justify its existence any more. Nobody defends the official
arguments of pre-democratic systems, but their governing prac-
tices have survived in silence long after its abolition.
Justification for the internal purposes of political govern-
ance that are different from its external social functions is often
sought from national secrecy needs in foreign policy and
defense. Secrecy is acceptable in cases like these, but this does
not produce own purposes for political governance. It is essen-
tial that political governance is organized and institutionalized
in such a way as to be able to function and to survive as institu-
tion, as to enable society to realize its basic promises and beliefs,
and to enable citizens, society and markets to seek success.
Empirical studies of the economic results of governing have
shown that governance matters. I will not go deep into the vari-
ables that are most favorable to economic growth and success on
general. The general message, which is that well ordered govern-
ing systems and well-functioning institutions matter, is suffi-
cient for our purposes. In the beginning of the new century the
result is already self-evident. We should raise political governing
next to land, capital, raw material, labor, and management as a
new factor, which must be institutionalized and taken care of to
obtain production. Management has already fought for itself a
recognized position beside capital, material and labor as a factor
of production. Political governance has to fight for this position
for itself.
Studies of capacity-building, administrative development,
political governing and economic development have shown in
their own ways and in their own terminology unanimously that
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the establishment of well-functioning institutions and govern-
ance systems is a long-term process. Results can not to be seen
immediately. My institutional analysis of political governing has
put emphasis on a long-term perspective.
Networking, informal interaction, and the transformation
of national up down governing and hierarchical commanding
to down up governance is a long-term goal, which cannot be
reached in a moment. Regime changes take time. As I have em-
phasized, governing institutions belong to the core of those in-
stitutions, which preserve order in all nations and societies. I
started my analysis with the notion of Herbert Simon’s impor-
tant principle of hierarchy. I structured the discussion of gov-
erning structures by using that as my means. Later on I defined
functional autonomy, authority, decentralization and tradition
as the major principles in this study. Hierarchy is a sub-compo-
nent of authority.
Hierarchy is a major principle of human history. It was born
before we had organizations where hierarchy is an accepted and
natural feature at present. Because governing is crucial for the
success of all organizations, be they states, business companies,
civil society associations, welfare organizations, armies or
churches, the above-mentioned principles have to observed.
This is especially important in political governance.
The discourse of political governance regime developed in
this study challenges most of these principles, because it empha-
sizes mutual understanding, networking, down up influence
and self-governing. Unofficial institutions, readiness and will-
ingness to change were principles and attitudes that were raised
above official institutions and traditions and habits. Irrespective
of these goals the state retains even in the future its official au-
thority as the government of the country, which cannot for ex-
ample leave the maintenance of the economic equilibrium or
market regulation to the invisible hand of the market. It is the
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responsibility of the government to make the necessary deci-
sions. This does not decrease the responsibility of the state to
listen to markets and their representatives or the representatives
of society, citizens. The state is in my political governance model
still the major authority and arbitrator between different eco-
nomic and social interests.
To preserve this authority the state has to respect the major
functional principles of governance, i.e. authority and hierar-
chy, tradition, and decentralization. In the EU’s governing mo-
del the principle of decentralization is called subsidiarity.82 It
means that decisions should be made on the lowest possible
level. This level should have necessary authority and informa-
tion for the decision-making.
Authority, functional autonomy and decentralization/sub-
sidiarity are all principles, which refer to organizations. Herbert
Simon has said that a history of human civilization can be writ-
ten, “in terms of progress in the means of human cooperation,
that is organization.” In that history hierarchical systems would
play a central role. In organizations hierarchy safeguarded effi-
cient coordination. “Both private and public organizations have
played essential roles in these modern developments (he is refer-
ring into the development of markets and the states, S,T.) com-
plementing each others’ functions, learning from each other,
and at the same time, competing for power to steer and manage
the systems that have emerged.”83
Functional autonomy, authority, hierarchy and decentrali-
zation are established principles of organization, which must be
respected in the regime of political governing and in the dis-
course of political governance as well. Their respect safeguards
the traditional efficiency and coordination in human interac-
tion. Networking and trust are new principles, which will com-
492  Inman, Rubinfeld 1998 and Kersbergen 1994, 215-36.
493  Simon 2000, 10.
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plement the traditional ones. They will be adopted in civil soci-
ety first. The second step may be the adaptation of these princi-
ples in markets and inside administration. It will be the most
difficult to adopt the principles into the interaction between the
state and the market and between the state and society.
I have tried to list and raise discussion in a systematic way of
major institutions of political governance. For me the discourse
of political governing has shown itself as a multistage, multiva-
riate and demanding networking process, where negotiation
skills, firm determination, democratic spirit and ambition for
results are essential qualities. I have built a framework for politi-
cal governance. Empirical studies of institution-building em-
phasize not only the importance of formal institutions, but also
learning, socialization, respect of historical specificities, culture
and incremental adaptation to changing problems.494 The de-
velopment of the regime of political governance is a long-term
cultural process. It must start from an analysis of culture, which
is the carrier of traditions, institutionalized practices, and vested
interests.
Students of both institutional political science and institu-
tional economics taught us patience in waiting for the results
from our reforms by raising the discussion of importance of dif-
ferent kind of institutions. Even if they study governance from
their own perspectives, they both emphasize a long-term per-
spective and unofficial institutions. Change in a governance sys-
tem cannot succeed only by reforming the judicial infrastruc-
ture. The generalized morality of the people has to be in congru-
ence with the judicial framework, and this will produce results
only in the long run. If the formal judicial framework and insti-
tutions do not have support from the generalized morality, the
matters can even worsen. When we add a time perspective into
governance reforms, we will learn that quick results can not be
expected.
494 March, Olsen 1983, 391-392.
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